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Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
yet promptly on the Kidneys,
liver and Bowels, cleanses the system effectually, dispels colds, headaches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it promptly for any one wrho
wishes to try it. Do not accept any
substitute.
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London, May 6.—The Exchange Telegraph company assorts on the highest
authority that the United States despatch

Hugh McCullooh, when
Mirs Bay near
Hong Kong

boat

she reached
a few days
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is expected most important news.
HONG KONG HAS HEARD NOTHING
Hong Kong, May 6.—Nothing in the
shape of news has been received here
from Manila.
The U. S. despatch Hugh
McCulloch, whose arrival at Mira Bay
was
not confirmed, is considered to be
and some anxiety is expressed
overdue,
in consequence.lt is thought possible that
the lighting about Manila is continuing.
Two American sailing ships, the Thomas
and the Admiral, nave arrived here from
Manila.
They left that port before the
occurred
and say
naval engagement
they were ohasod by a Spanish gunboat.
Their commanders assert that only naval
guns in Sand
Bag redoubts, composed
the fortifications of Corregidor islands.
A REPORT FROM SHANGHAI.

have
and after

loving pair

London, May C.—A special
dispatch
dated Shanghai, purports to give Japanese
at
of
the
received
Manila,
fighting
reports
via the Island of Formosa.
It sayq that
after
disposing of the
Spanish fleet and Cavite Commodore
Manila.
bombarded
Dewey
The city, it appears, was soon on lire
in many parts, tbo work, it is
added
Great less of
chiefly of the insurgents.
life is reported to have occurred among
the Spanish residents ot the city.

courted in poetry
marriage lived in prose.”

—Svjift.
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Not Believed in London He Has Net
Reverses.

|

doubtless would be aware if such

a move

of neutrality was issued.
Russian officials take the same view as
to tbe purpose of Russia to keep out of
any intervention which would be inimical
to the United States.
The French authorities here do not consider intervention
a live question
at present
since
and,
Franca issued her decree of neutrality,
the French officials dismiss reports that
France will participate in intervention.
The British officials have receeived no
word concerning recent moves for
intervention and they consider such moves as
quiio muiRimiuuu uuuer tJXISCing CirCUIH
A leading member of the
stances.
diplomatic corps said today:
“What could we intervene about?
It
could not bo because the United
States
had occupied the Philippines, because we
do cot yet know that the Philippines are
It could not be because Porto
occupied.
Rico may bo occupied for we have no
oliic’.al
information yot that any movement against that island is
contemplated.
In fact, even if continental
Europe desires
to intervene, it has no facts before it thus
far on which to base intervention.”
The German ambassador has been reinforced by tbe arrival of Capt. Lieut. Von
Rebur, of the Imperial German navy, who
becomes naval attache of the embassy
here.
He called at the navy department
today wearing the full uniform and the
•chapeau of the German navy.
He presented credentials from tho‘German Admiralty which will insure him
every
proper facility for making observations.
Tho German government thus will have
Count Von Goetszen to
make military
observations and Capt. Von Rebur to
make naval obsevations.
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ANDREWS EXPECTS BIG WAR.
Beverly, Mass., Mny 6.—President E.
Beniamin Andrews of Brown University
spoke before the Lathrop club this afterof
“European
noon upon tbe subject
politics.” In the course of his discussion
of
international
of the present aspect
general European
affairs bo said that a
great
was
imminent,
that
all
the
war
and
powers wsre jealous pf each other
that family ties would not be considered.

in

obtaining control of the land
lines to Bolinoa connecting Manila with the Hong Kong cable.
It Is considered extremely Improbable
that a naval battle will take place In the
violnity of Porto Rico early as Snnday as
any attempt by Spain to engage In suoh
a conflict with a single squadron
would
be to court disaster.
It Is supposed that the Admiral

ofjtha

Cape Verde squadron may be trying to
draw the enemy toward a point where ha
could he reinforced by the reserve ships
from Cadiz and where he would be fight-

ing within easier reach of Spanish ports.
Therefore, If there is to be any
great
battle, it will be much further westward

Another Day Has Passed Without Reliable News
of Commodore

supply the earliest
possible news from the Philippines. The
only message received from the consul today was one informing tho department
that four families of refugees from
the
Philippines had petitioned for admission
to United States citizenship,
something
manifestly impossible for the consul to
grant under tho naturalization laws.
It
is barely possible that the lirst nows to
come may be through British sources, as

contemplated.
The foreign representatives here, including those of Great Britain, France, Germany and Russiu, meet these reports with
specific denials and declare that intervention is not being discussed in any way at
the present time.
Theso officials have
been fully conversant with all previous
moves towards
intervention and
they

It is not believed
that
Commodore
Dewey has met with disaster; but it ig
the
universal opinion that he has encountered unexpected resistance and Is not
in a position to spare a vessel to carry despatches. Another suggestive explanation
is that Commodore Dewey bas not suc-

She Had Previously Obtained Permission to Discharge
Passengers There.

Hong Kong,

all British cable subventions contain a
clause giving the British government the
preeoodenoe in the use of tho oable in an
emergency.
Respecting Admiral Sampson’s movements the department is still mute, although it is apparent that interesting
news is expected on that subject within
the next three days.
Therefore, it is
quite certain that tho officials pay no attention to tho rumor
which originated
in London to the effect that Sampson has
undertaken a campaign in the Canaries,
since it would be manifestly impossible
for the Admiral to arrive at the Canaries
within so short a space of timo as three
days. Again the monitors in this fleet
coaid not carry coal enough to make the
passage.
Moreover, tho naval strategy
board is not sending out notifications of
contemplated strategic moves. A leading
diplomatic official said there was no
reason why foreign
nations
should be
given advance information of an attack
on the Canaries.
Since the United States
was conducting a war, it had
the right,
he said, to choose its own points of at
tacks without keeping other governments
advised of its purposes.
The London report that the continental
powers were reeking to have
England
join them in intervention also was lacking in verification in offioial and diplomatic quarters hero.
The State Departnient has received no suggestion of such
intervention and does not believe
it is

Z

telegraph

out this extensive programme it
is not at all
surprising that he has not
been heard from
through a despatch'boat.
The State Department
is in closo touch
at

over the abof new* from Commodore Dewey
was clearly reflected In the lobbies of the
House of Commons last evening where
the general subject of conversation was
the uncertainty as to Manila.

ceeded

carrying

with Consul Wildman
who is expected to

IiomloD, May 6.—Anxiety

sence

j

carrying
fully
plan for the occupation of Manila. It may
not have been possible for tho Commodore
within the short space of two
to
days
effect the destruction of the
Spanish fleet,
the silencing of the forts at
Cavite, the
seizure of Corregidor
island, the capture
of Manila and finally the restoration of
cable communication. If he has been delayed beyond Tuesday or Wednesday in

were
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communication is probable evidence that
the Spaniards at least, are not in control
at Manila, else they would
speedily communicate that fact to the rest of the world
If the delay means
through the cable,
anything It is believed not to be more
serious than that Commodore Dewey has
been delayed In
his
out

United States consul at Las Palmas
with plans of Las Palmas
harbor.
They say also that there are 12,COO
Spanish troots in Gran Canaria alone,
under Gen. Sugars, most of whom are
Every Spaniard
armed with mausers.
pres<rd into the
in lukewarm or cold and Canarian has been of
fruit packing
service, and tho business
winter
or sum- was loit to tho women.. 1< ortifications
water,
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ed to Be Escorted to Havana.

were rumors that the cable communication had been restored,
but these were
soon found to be baseless and the excitement subsided.
One comfort tho officials
take in the situation, although it is of a
negative character, is that the lack of

the
left
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French Steamer La Fayette Order-

ments, the doors again
evening without a word from Commodore
Dewey or any other reliable source as to
what happened at Manila after the cable
broke. During the course of the day there

Liverpool, May 3.—Steamers arriving
today from tho Canaries report that

Best
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of

was on foot at present.
The utterance of
victory of Commodore Emperor William before tho
Reichstag
Dewey’s squadron and hurried back to today confirmed what the German officials
start,
Manila for despatches. It is further said here have maintained from the
namely, that Germany would observe
that
the McCullooh cannot get back to strict
neutrality even though no decree

TTrmer
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Dewey’s Doings.
London, May

6.— A

special despatch

from Vienna says the

|
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In London

Queen Regent had
again appealed to Emperor Francis
Joseph in favor of European intervention.
The Austro-Hungarian foreign minister
has addressed a note to the powers on the

They Think lie Mas ®ot Suffered Bisastcr But Has

Met Stubborn Besistance—Senor Morel Makes

a

subject.

Brilliant

CRISIS IN SPAIN.

Congress—Challenges a Tote of Confidence in
the Government—The McCulloch Reported to Have Banded at Mirs Bay and Befurned—Warships Sighted Tear
St.
Thomas—The Queen Again Appeals to Austria.
Speech

in the

international
lifficulty connected with the seizure of
he French steamer LaFayette has been
: ■esnoved by tho prompt release of the ves-

Washington,May 6.—Any

squadron, and it
after the capture

was
was

only learned today,
made, that they

delivered
This afternoon United States Commisiel immediately after notice ot her eap- sioner Otto, United States District AtThe torney Stripling, and a number of other
;ure reaching the state department.
federal officials went out to the Lafayette,
: tallowing' statement was issued from tho
examined her papers and cabled the state
White House tonight:
The Layfayette was released in pur- department for instructions. These came
without delay in the form of an order to
1 mance of orders which were issued by the
to her seizure, Commodore Wuteon.
lavy department previous
Of the 163 passengers aboard the
Lanot been received by the
mt which had
lommanding officers of the vessels that fayette 78 are for Havana, nearly all being young Spaniards who say they are go
nade the capture.
to Cuba to engage in mercantile purthat on April 29 tho ing
facts are
The
suits.
When surprise was displayed that
■Trench embassy made an informal in- such was their mission at this time, they
which
the
whether
LaFayette,
to
merely
shrugged their shoulders and
luiry as
vouchsafed no further explanation.
elt St. Nazaire, France, for Vera Cruiz,
One Cuban was aboard, who was
rebefore war was dejy way of Havana,
He
turning to join the insurgent army.
the blockade re- was banished from
the
island
seven
1 cree or information of
months
but
came within
Hatha
terms
to
land
at
ago,
allowed
be
vived would
of General Blanoo’s armistice just before
vana certain passengers, her mail bags the war
He was overjoyed when
began.
1 md the
despatch bag of the consulate told that ho would be taken with the
Franca and some Frenoh regular United States troops when they
I ;eneral ot
The local junta took him
in
An assurance was moved.
lassengers on board.
and he leaves for Turn pa tonight.
should be charge
The United States authorities who ex;iven that if this privilego
would be forbidden amined the Lafeyette today say that so
1 [ranted the steamer
far as the ship’s manifest shows,
she
to land goods.
jy the French consul
carries no contraband of war but with
and
it
considered
was
duly
matter
Tho
such an immense cargo it was impossible
,vas decided that, without regard to tho to make a thorough inspection. They saw
blockade and as an act of nothing in the nature of arms or ammuitriot law of
nition on board.
Her release constitutes
:ourteey the requost of the French gov- the first official act of Commodore
Watson
to.
aoosded
be
should
irnment
in his new command of this division of
on
the
sent
Admiral
Orders were accordingly
Sampson’s fleet. He arrived on
the Olivette today and immediately went
second day of May.
on board the oruiser
Cincinnati, where he
When Information was received of the hoisted his
flag.
and of her having
steamer
the
of
This
afternoon
the
ships in the harbor
capture
orders boomed a Commodore’s salute of eleven
jeon brought to Key West, these
This
act of oourtesy to
guns.
customary
with
communicated to the captors
(vere
a new commanding officer had a distressnstractlons to release the steamer and
wore never

1

London, May

from
despatch
highest circles it
affairs in Spain are hurry,
7.—A

Vienna says that in the
is

regarded that

ing rapidly toward

a

for

the

safety of the Queen Rogent and

need every

American
and
American
sympathizer that it would be policy
to
eave the island.
The amount of coal stored at Han Juan
>nd other places does not, in my opinion,
each 10,000 tons as stated. I should think
hat the amount stored for
the naa of
Spanish vessels, if they ever reach there,
will not exceed 10,000 tons.
As to bread riots and anti-government
■iots the mounted civil guards patrol the
streets of Ponce and others of the larger
cities.
At Ponce there was several riots
luring which the rioters were tired upon
jy the civil guards.
Not only is the feeling towards Americans very bitter on the
part of the Spanish
iconic, but their
be
animosity will
iirocted against all foreigners
residing
the
here,
feeling among the less inteiii
;ent being that all who are not Spanish
nust be Americans.
They are especially
litter against the British residents,

is believed

they

will

Spain uninjured at

But

grave crisis.

fears are entertained

be
a

able

no

personal
It

son.

to

leave

suitable moment.
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London,
from

7.—A

Paris says

special despatch

that the seizure of the

LaFayette has intensified the bitter feel,
ing against the United States.
Angrr
expressions

are

heard

States embassy

is

in view of

protection

and the

United

under special police
a

possible hostile

demonstration.
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uuc

that the orders were duly delivered
into enecc.
io that they might bo onrned
demand was made either by or on
So
o

see

jjuiujol'uo
were

The federal officers
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dining

with

Captain Chapellaat the time and suddenly found themselves In the midst of a
The Spaniards yelled that the
panio.
lehalf of the French government, directly enemy had opened fire and they scampered
about the decks to lir.d places of shelter.
1 >r indirectly !or the steamer’s release.
will escort the I,a- Some of them burst frantically Into the
The Wilmington
captain’s cabin where he was ut dinner
Fayette to Havana tonight
with his visitors and begged the
AmeriOne Mexican
cans to save their lives.
who was
woman, wifo of a Spaniard

Spaniards

on

La

Fuycita Tiiouglit

Had Been Fired On.

Key West, May 6.—-Commodore Watson
this evening received orders from Washington instantly to rsleaso the French
mail steamer Lafayette, and to send her
'The capture of
Havana under escort.
the Frenchman by the gunboat Annapolis turns out to have been an unfortunate
incident, resulting from a mistake, but
to

protest has been made to the ronresen
Datives of the French government in the
United States.
The officials here declare
that this will close the affair.
It appears that before the
Lafayette
;ailed for Havana, the French legation
In Washington was instructed to comno

municate with the State Department.
This was
done and
permission was
granted to the steamer to enter and discharge her passengers ami cargo,
with
the understanding that she would take
m

nothing there.
Instructions for the
fulfillment of this agreement were sent
from Washington to Adnairai Sampson’s

seized with spasms when the Annapolis
held up the Lafayette
yesterday
duplicated the performance when the
salute
was fired and for some time it was feared
her life was impaired.
Commodore Kemey arrived on tho MasWhile
cotte this afternoon.
nothing
official can he learned as to whether he
of
the
command
wifi take
second division
of the fleet it is said on good authority
that his assignment is to assume control
of the naval station hero.
Companies A and G of tho 25th infantry
(colored) did not go to the Tortugas last
evening, as was expected, but will leave
tonight to join tho other troops at Tampa.
The reports from the blockade lino today are that the situation is unchanged
The smaller cruisers are still lined
up,
with the gunboat Annapolis acting as

ilagship.

SiTbr,, IC-N
The Coal

AT

PORTO

RICO.

Supply There Is Not Large at
All.

Nwe York, May 6.—Purser .1. J. Paord,
of the steamer Abydos, which arrived today from Porto Kico said:
The feeling at San Juan, the last port
in Porto Kico from which we come is inThat state of
tensely anti-American.
opinion prevails at nearly every seaport
In the country districts
on the island.
the sentiment is distinctly American and
the farmers
is freely expressed among
there. Martial law was in effect whan wo
left San Juan and I understand that tho
military authorities about April 25, ad-
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is report-
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Yesteiday the oonsuls
Denmark had dec’ared
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LETTERS FROM

INSURGENTS.

New York, May 6.—General
Thomaa
London, May 7.—T'ho Madrid correEstrada Palma, at the
Cuban headspondent of the Morning Post says:
quarters today, received a communication
There was never such a collection of un- dated
April 16 from General Podro Diaz,
inown, brainless and servile individuals commanding the 6th army corps of the
of Liberation, operating in the
»s the present majority in the lower house Army
The
province of Pinar del Rio, Cuba.
Parliament. Senor
)f the

Spanish
Sagasta communication says:
iad many hardships to contend against,
“We have just, received news of the susthe
but the worst is the gross stupidity of his pension of hostilities on the part of
Spaniards, but we continue to assume the
following. Equally broken is his second same
position as always, and will conreed—the fidelity of army.
The army is tinue fighting until we receive definite
from our government to the conorders
its
is
to
but
not
fidelity
faithful,
Spain,
to

incapables
powerless to

the

jver

trary.

who have handed her
her enemy. It is pitiful

“In the
past few days we have had
several successful battles. Everywhere we
have continued operations with activity.
We have also met several columns and
fired on them, but they all Bed precipitately. As to sugar cane, it is all de-

that Weyler now occupies a
think
patriotic niche. His movements are closeto

watched and It Is not unlikely that he
will be arrested. Such a step,
however,

ly

would only
vent them.

precipitate events,

not

stroyed.

pre-

SCHLEY’S FLEET STRENGTHENED.
Play Be Given

a

Cliauce

Few

On board

the

For Ac Ion

in

a

Days.

Flagship Brooklyn,

off

Monroe, Va., May 6.—Today’s developments in the flying squadron would
Fort

indicate that Commodore Schley,
best strategists and
most
daring men in the navy will be given a
chance for action within a few days.
seem
one

to

of the

The cruiser Minneapolis arrived here
this afternoon and the New Orleans will
These additions
be here in the morning.
make a squadron of exceptional lighting

ability.

The New Orleans as a fighting ship is
to the Columbia, which was
and tho Scorpion, with her
detached
fill out a
armament, helps
spleadid
will give a good account
that
squadron
Tho Minneapolis was ordered
o£ itself.
to Newport News for coal immediately
arrival and will l® coaled toupon her
night. If the New Orleans gets here toshe will be coaled immediately
morrow
and with the addition o£ the Fowler, as
a waterboat and the collier just attached,
tho flyuing squadron will be complete.

superior

THY ANl) RUN IT.

London. May 7.—A special despatch !
diplomatist at Madrid assert* !
says a
to the pawns
that Spain will protest
i
failure
to make
against American’s
effective.
Cuban blockttde
I

_
_
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Eloquently Defends Sazasta

He

Madrid, May 6.—10 p. m.—In the congress today, Senor Moret, minister for the
colonies, in a speech regarded as the best
in his political career and repeatedly inenthusiastic cheering, in-

BEECHAJTS PILES, taken as directed, will quickly restore Females to complete health. They promptly remove
obstructions or irregularities of the system and cure sick Headache. For a

sisted that the throno

Weak Stomach

governments.”
ITho responsibility existed,he declared,as
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Without
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Good Country Board

“occupied briefly by

young and promising monarch and
afte. wards by his widow and child, must
not be blamed for the policy of different
a

the burden of all and each should bear
his share instead of trying to shift the
blame to
a
neighbor. He defended au-

tonomy as “granted to Cuba, generously
under the friendly advioe of the powers,
in order to deprive the Americans of a
pretext to foment discontent and rebellion.”
Auotnomy, he maintained,had achieved
conciliation and improved the economio
situation. He pointed, as a proof of its
above all others to the “loyal
success

friendship

and assistance of the

Cubans
the United

in the
present war against
with,nice »hady grounds, pleasant walks States.”
and at Ives and beautiful scenery can be
With regard to the question of unpreobtained at
ELHWOOD FARHI. pareduess,
Senor Moret candidly confessed
that he bad not believed until
of
WILLIS WARREN, CorInquire

nish,

Maine.

apr22d3w*

ALMNu

I

Mr. Bildad

Knew

Uh

WAn.

Blttle, bnt Mrs. BilFlight.
As Mr. Bildad wiped his mouth with
his napkin and pushed back from tho supper tabie bo sighed a sigh of contentment.
“Mrs. Bildad, I see that the Spanish
torpedo flotilla has arrived on our side of
That means war.”
the water.
“What is a torpedo flotilla?” asked Mrs.
Bildad as she poured another cup of tea.
“A torpedo flotilla, my dear, is a fleet of
torpedo boats.”
“Well, what are we to do?”
“What aro we to do, Mrs. Bildad? There
is but one thing for us to do—wo must
dispatch our torpedo boat destroyers
against them.”
“Now, what on earth is a torpedo boat
destroyer, Mr. Bildad?”
A shade of annoyance passed over the
Ho gazed at the wife
face of Mr. Bildad.
of his bosom haughtily.
“Mrs. Bildad, such ignoranoe is inexcusable. A torpedo boat destroyer is a dotroyer of torpodo boats. It seems to mo
that any one with a grain of sense would
know that much.”
Mrs. Bildad may have been hurt by this
remark, hut if she was she kept the fact
concealed.
She dropped another lump of
sugar into hor cup and remarked:
“I suppose, then, that when we send
our torpedo boat destroyers out, Spain will
send her destroyer of torpedo boat destroyers, which will call out our destroyers of destroyers of torpedo boat destroyers?
If this does not settle it and Spain sends
out her destroyers of destroyers of destroyers of torpedo
boat destroyers, all we can
do is to send out our destroyers of the destroyers of the destroyers that are to destroy the destroyers of torpodo boat dea

dad Pat Him to

stroyers.”

the very last that war would come as he
considered the Americans were “incapable of
attacking Spain without the
slightest cause,”" but, “when convinced
that the
United States was bent upon
despoiling Spain,” “then, with the entire
ho
cabinet,
“seriously prepare : to repel
an unjust attack, purchasing and fitting
out warships and procuring war material
irrespective of cost,” resolving to “make
a strong
stand and converting a peace-

In pathetio terms Senor Moret oiearcd
himself of the charges of a press which
was, he said, “trying to load all the sins
of the nation” upon him. He asserted
thnt he yielded to none in patriotism,and
was
always acting to secure what he
thought test for his country’s welfare.
In conclusion
he appealed to the patrio is n
of the nation and the chamber to
“assist and advise the government in its
defense of the rights and honor of Spain.”
a task
which was “the work of all, wish
the collective after-responsibility of the
ministry to the Cortes and the nation.”
•Senor
Moret resumed his seat amid
thunders of applause. Deputies crowded
around
him and loaded him with con-

gratulations.
Senor Casset, editor
of the Iraparcial
withdrew his proposal for the impeachment of Admiral Bermejo, the minister
of marine and Admiral Bernager, minis-

of marine in
the cabinet of the late
Senor Canovas.
Admiral Bermejo, in reply to a question, expressed the opinion “it ought to
have been possible to repulse the Americans at Manila.
Senor Moret challenged a direct vote of
confidence declaring that the government
would resign if it were not carried.

ter

RECRUITS WANTED.
this morning at 10 o’clock
the armory will be open for several days,
including Sunday for the purpose of obtaining volunteers for the United States
service in Portland companies to take the
place of those rejected by the examining
Captains Baker, Hogan, Dow
surgeons.
and Conley will be at the armory to receive recruits.

Beginning

“What

od earth, Mrs. Bildad”—
CAPTAIN HOCiAN IN TOWN.
“Yes,” interrupted Mrs. Bildad as she
scooped from the bottom of her cup the
Captain Hogan of Co. E, arrived in the
sugar that had not dissolved, “war is a city this morning from Augusta to assist
horrible thing, but if we must send our in obtaining recruits for the Portland
Capt. Hogan says the men
destroyers of tho destroyers of the des”— companies.
are getting along finely at Augusta and
But Mr. Bildad kicked the cat aoroes the

room, grabbed his hat and rushed out the
door, failing to give the wife of his bosom
the oustomary goodby kiss.
“That’s just like a man,” mused Mrs.
Bildad. “They cavil at us women for not
knowing all about public affairs, and
when we show that wo are posted they get
mad.”
Then Mrs. Bildad proceeded to gather
up the supper dishes.—Omaha W'orld-Herald.

there has been less sickness than in
mtsfer-.

sum-

mer

LOTS OK RATIONS.

Chicago, May 6.—The government has
ordered 2,000.000 rations now in Chicago
to be sent at once to Chattanooga. This
will amount to about four train loads of
hard bread, sugar, coffee, beans,
bacon,
etc. The total weight of the whole 2,000,000 rations is 1,600,000 pounds.

MINNEAPOLIS AT FORT MONROE.
A St ran so

Experience.

Fort Monroe, Ya., May 6.—The MinFirst Drug Clerk—I had a queer experi- neapolis arrived heie at 5 p. m., and
last night—bad just closed up the proceeded to Newport News.
shop, iain down and got to sleep when
there was a most violent ringing at the
SHARKEY LOST

ence

night

bell—
Second Drug

Francisco, May 6.—Thomas J.
After Sharkey, the sailor, and James J. Jeffries,
Clerk—Ha,
a postage stamp, eh?
heavyweight
admittedly the leading
First Drug Clerk—No. He wanted—
pugilist actually in fighting harness tomet before the National Athletic
Second Drug Clerk—Ho, bo, ho! Want- day,
The referee gave Jeffries
ed to look in the directory, eh? Or maybe club
tonight.
ha, ha!

wanted to know what street it was?
First Drug Clerk—Nothing of the sort.
You might guess all day and not hit it.
Second Drug Clerk—Then what on earth
was it?
First Drug Cierk—He wanted a prescription filled.—New York Weekly.
An Artificial

Stimulant.

San

the decision in the 20th round.

TWENTY MILLIONS IN GOLD.
via Victoria,
B. C.. May 6.—H. R. Miller left Dawson
here
on Apiii
on March 13, and arrived
27. He thinks that navigation will open
between Dawson and St. Michaels about
June 1, or two weeks earlier chan usual,
owing to the warm weather that provails
on tbe Yukon.
Fully $20,tu0,000 iu gold will leave
Dawson this summer, according to Miller’s statements.

•Skaguay. Alaska, May 2,

Invalid—Your climate here in Cactus
Guloh is certainly very invigorating.
I
understand several people have come here
for their health. Did they experience very
rapid improvement?
TO THE PUBLIC.
Coyote Sam—Some of ’em did. There
was a chap a good deal like you came here
Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Remlast fall.
When he came here, he was so
edy to be a medeeine of great worth and
feeble that ho couldn’t walk a rod without merit and
especially valuable for coughs,
his shoulder braces on, but, young man,
colds, croup and whooping cough, we
when that feller went away from this de- will hereafter
warrant every bottle
lightful little city he ran a couple of miles fought of us, and will refund the money
of
our
liveliest citizen.
quicker thap any
to anyone who is not satisfied after using
Invmid—He did? Why, that’s wonder- two-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle. D.
ful.
W. Heseltiue. 387 Congress St., Edward
Coyote Sam—Not very, mister. He had W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King S.
to
Date.
to.—Up
Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,
TWELVE MEN DROWNED.
Va., May 6.—The fishing
Norfolk,
schooner
Melinda Wood, which has arrived
here from Hatteras, reports that
during the recent storm, 12 men, mostly
from
New York
and HrookJyn were
dfawntd from s.’hoonersoff Hatteras, and
in addition to this, the schooner Mystery
is reported
missing and is supposed to
have foundered with all on board. The
wind off Hatteras is reported to have at
times blown 1000 miles an hour and the
seas were

terrific.

REJECTED LOVER USES GUN.

Boston, May 6. —Henry Kopp, 23 years

Old.a member of the Holds street threatre
orchestra, fired three shots at Miss Frieda
Backer, x3 years old, while calling upon
the young lady at her home on La Grange
street this evening.
None of the bullets
took effect.
It is raid that Miss Becker
recently rejected Kopp’s proposal of me-,
riage which so enraged him that he
vowed
vengeance. He will bo arraigned
in the morning for
an assault
with intent to kill.

GLADSTONE UNCHANGED.
Loudon, May 6. —The bulletin issued at
Hawnrden this evening says
Mr. Gladstone’s condition is unchanged.

Congress Square Hotel.
A CARD.
Wo guarantee every bottle of Cham-

berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea

work drifting idly about In the burning
the
sun during the day and patrolling
ooast at night, with only an occasional
chase for diversion.
Therefore, it Is not
of
astonishing that the officers and
the fleet alike are looking eagerly forward
to the day wheh the rumored movement
of the United States army will take place.
The glorious news of Commodore Dewey s
victory, meagre as are the details which
have found their way to the blookadlng
squadron, was received with intense rejoicing, and there were many hearty
the
oheers for Uncle Sam,
although
victory was nothing more than what
every Amerioan naval officer expected a
orushing defeat for the Spanish fleet from
reaohes
it
the Cape Verie islands, if
American waters being also put down as
of
the
certainties
ono of the absolute
future.
The possibilities of a Spanish
much
viotory is not even entertained,
less discussed.
The Associated Press
despatch boat
Kate Spencer cruised up the Cuban coast
from Matanzas to Havana yesterday. At
Matanzas a torpedo boat was spoken on
her return westward from the flagship, to
which she had carried despatches to Rear
arrived
Admiral Sampson which had
after the departure of the New York. An
officer ot the Hornet says that yesterday
morning the Spanish flag was raised over
a lighthouse on a sand
spit just east ot
the entrance of Matanzas, and he thinks
two guns were mounted there. If sunrise
proves this to be correct, it is
possible
that with the aid of the Hornet’s quick
that
officer
will
llring six-pounders
very
shortly be in possession of the two Spanish guns and the lighthouse.
A number
of cane fires are burning between Matanzas and Havana and but few of the small,
turret like blook houses which dot
the
the shore,
crest of the green bluffs on
At the month ot
show evidence of life.
Inlet however, iay a tiny ooast
a small
She was about
anchor.
vessel
at
guard
the size of a small naphtha launch and
the yellow flag of Spain floated from her
a
There has been
tafrail.
feeling of
serious unrest in tho blockading squadron
and some natural critcism owing to the
men

teer

jected

Service.
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«Easy

uaker Oats

to he

At all grocers
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up
mainly of plainsmen
etc. The
ceremony occurred
in the office of Adjutant General
Corbin,
a number of leading
officers, senators

representatives being

present.

Col.

Roosevelt was warmly congratulated on
his entrance upon military life. Ho had
previously been subjected to a rigid physical.examinatiou by the surgeon general

Lieut.

Col. Smith of the First

Has Been Made

1

!

Friday and Saturday

:

REGULAR

the days for money saving
You’ll understand when you
goods and prices

are

PRICE.

s

Come

on our corner.

as

early

as

convenient.

J

the

see

Regiment.

Member of the Governor’s Staff—Second Regiment Will Be

Stationed

on

a

Sea

[SPECIAL

Coast.

TO THE

PRESS.J

Camp Powers, Augusta, May 6.—This
has been a great day in camp. The featof the army and had passed it successure of the day was Lieut.
Col. Lee’s refully. The oath was administered by
whioh was sent into the Second
signation,
General Corbin.
shortly after
Roosevelt has placed his resigna- Regiment headquarters
Col.
and he was at onee given an
dinner,
tion as assistant secretary of the navy in
The lieutenant’s
hands of Secretary Long. It'has honorable discharge.
the
not yet been accepted, however, and Mr. resignation was on account of his being
continue
as
will
Roosevelt
assistant to unable to pass the U.S.
examining board.
the secretary of the navy for some days
Col. Lee has been in the service for many
vet, wh6n he will join bis regiment at
Prior
to his appointment in June,
San Antonio.
years.
Col. Roosevelt’s office was crowded to 3897,as lieutenant-oolonel, he was captain
noon
about
with
an
overflowing
today
of the Calais company.
assemblage of cowboys, plainsmen, colCo. I) of Norway held a meeting Thursstudents and ex-policemen of the
lege
New York
force, who are among those day night and elected Frank T. Bartlett,
command of which Mr.
to join the
captain; Benj. P. Adkins, first liutenant,
be
will
Roosevelt
lleutenant-oolonol.
J. W. Nash, second lieutenant. The
Most of the men were mustered In yester- and
today consisted of a latter has been the first sergeant of the
day. The callers
party of 31, who will be sent forward to company.
San Antonio to join the main body of
Co. B of Portland was examined today
this regiment. The members of the party
were
decidedly unique in appearance. and lost 25 men, as follows: Sergeant
The plainsmen and rough riders were in Way,
Corp. Johnson, Corp. Froit. Mubroad-brimmsd sombreros and gave an sician O
Privates
Donohue,
; Adams,
unmistakable evidence of their ability to
Crosby Curran, Cummings, Chase, Carter.
a herd of refractory steers.
round up
They were all tall, well-built, athletic Clarke, Davis, Grover, Howard, Johnson,
fellows, bronzed from exposure and the McLean, McLeod, Metcalf, Orne, Olson,
picture of health and endurance. There Pelton,
Warren, Waite, Wilson and
were several young Englishmen in the
party who had proffered their services as Clarke. Most of these men were rejeoted
QVf>it.lTtO’

New York, May 0.—In the ninth of to
game tiro visitors had tho game al
but won. Brooklyn, however, by an un
rally in stick work, knockec
expected
out six runs and with two out,
took tin
the Senators. Attendant
game from
3000. Innings:

day’s

<

Brooklyn,
Washington,

20010001
010

2

1310

•»

HlKH
WlRlS

At Brockton—Brockton, 6; Taunton, 3.
PawAt Fall Kiver—Fall Kiser, 7;

Rico.

tuckot, 3.

LATE MARINE NEWS.
►

Now York, May 6.—Arrived, schooner
Myra W. Spear, Perth Amhoy for.lvonne-

buukport
Philadelphia, May 0.—Arrived,
er F. & T. Lupton, Portland.

/

schoon-

’’

Judge for yourself.

Friday
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Special

and
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A

Republican State

|

Rw

__

Convention

WILL BE HELD IN

HALL, AUCOSTA,
Tuesday, June 28, 1898.
CITY

AT 11

O’CLOCK A. M..

candidate for
for the purpose of nominating
Governor to be supported at the September
election, and transacting any other business
that may properly come before it.
The voters of Maine, without regard to
past political differences, who are in favor of
sustaining President McKinley and his administration In the conduct of the war with Spain;
who are in favor of sustaining the present wl3e
and economical administration of our State
affairs, are cordially invited to join with the
Republicans in choosing delegates to this convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows: Each city, town aud plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for each 75 votes
cast for the Republican candidate for Governor
in 1896, an additional delegate, and for a fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes, a further
additional delegate. Vacancies In the delegation of any city, town or plantation can only
he filled by a resident of the county in which
the vacancy exists.
will be In session
The State committee
In the city council rooms of City Hall, at 9
o’clock on the morning of the convention, for
the purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates, in order to be eligible to
participate in the convention, must be elected
subsequent to the date of the call for this convention.
Per order. Republican State Convention.
J. H. MANLEY, Chairman.
BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
Augusta. Me., April 25, 1898.
a
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achievements

3

glorious

of

the

American navy.
The first of a
series of articles on Fortland naval

r

officers,

/

Mr. Nathan Goold.
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A QUARTETTE OF ATTRACTIONS
With Many Others Will Appear in the next issue of

TIE PORTLAND SUNDAY TIDES
™

Which is the best Sunday Paper in
the world for Portland People.

evening when Night Watchman
Adams of the Merchant’s hank entered
he heard the steam blowing
the bank,
off the boiler of the heating plant in the
rear of the
block, and on investigating
water had become exthat the
hausted in the boiler,the water glass been
broken and the whole front of the boiler
Mr. Adams notified
was almost red hot.
Officer Conlon, who got an engineer from
the Eleotrio Light company’s works, and
found

draw the fire from under the boiler and
succeeded in cooling it off. The boilsr
which occasioned all of this trouble belongs to Henry Noyes of Deering, who
operates the heating plant for the block
the Merchant’s bank Is situin which
ated. It was thought last night that the
boiler had been ruined.

The Peculiar Disposition Some
Persons have Made
) of Their Property—Cases Which
> Are Stranger Than Fiction and
on Which
X Some
Fiction Has
V Been Based—An Article Full of
f Interest for Lovers of the Cu-

■

v

/

Eccentric

IMOill t IRcALLISTtR

COAL.
A Fall Assortment o! Lehigh end Free
Burning Coals tor Domestic Use.
(Semi-Bituminous) anti
Cumberland Coals are
Creek
Georges
for
general steam auti
unsurpassed
Pocahontas

forge use.
Genuine

Lykcns t alley Franklin,
English and American Cannel.

Above Coals Constant-

ly On Hand.
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7b Commercial & 70
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Exchange Sts.
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WM. M. MARKS,

Book, Card

THE PROPER

CLOTHING FOR

ARMY AND NAVY.

PURE WOOL
Guards against the injurious effects of dampness and climatic changes. The best is DR.
SANATARY
JAEGER’S
UNDERWEAR,
acknowledged by the medical profession to be
the surest safeguard against fever and contagious diseases.
Especial protection against all abdominal
diseases and bowel disturbances is afforded

DR. JAEGER'S BANDAGE.
Easy to slip on. is seamless and knitted from
pure wool. They are highly recommeded by
the U. S. Army authorities in Washington.
We are agents for the DR. JAEGERS.

HASKELUUONES,

JOB
07

PRINTER,
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EXCHANGE,
SI., Portland

Exchange

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
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attended tc,

mail

or

Manufactur ng Clothiers and
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promptly
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MIGHT HAVE EXPLODED.
Last

3

C
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\ £ Food Pills for Soldiers—These and \
) other things you want to know (
v
the TIMES by / > 3bout described in short para- (

s

written for

The
Language of the Signal
J Flags—Machine Guns Which May
C Be Carried on a Man’s Back—Le/ gal Aspects of Modern Conflicts—
C

Famous fighters of long ago who
played a prominent part in the

<

Hits, Brooklyn, 17; Washington, 15.
Washington, o,
Errors, Brooklvn, 2;
Smith:
Batteires,
Miller, Dunn and
Amole and McGuire.
NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE.

four war vessels, supposed .o bo AmeriIt is thought to be a part of Admiral Sampson’s squadron en route to Porto

200 men’s and young men’s fine all wool
Dress Suits bought by us of an overstocked
undercapitalized New York manufacturer at
about HALF the regular price. That's what the
figures mean to you. Our big window will be
full of these great vaues. It’s a chance to make
Look Into it and
your dollars do double duty.

MANUFACTURERS’ SYNDICATE,

6—1(
1—

THE STORY.

«

Bergen.

cans.

?ork.

j

Camp.
|
YOTJIWG- MESIST’S STTXTS-200
Enemy’s

made

rough riders,

and

tlie

-AT-

Washington, May 6—Asslstant Secre- LIEUT. COL. LEE OF THE SECOND
tary of the Navy Roosevelt was sworn
REGIMENT RESIGNS.
in today as Lieut. Col. of U. S. volunteers
with the regiment of mounted rifle men

New York,
3.—A
May
Kingston,
Jamaica, (special despatoh reports the
sighting off the east coast of Cuba of

Chicago, May 6.—The United States
government has bought one and a half
million
pounds of short clear sides of
The sellers are the International
'acking company and Swift & Co.

in

HAEE

FOUR WAR VESSELS SIGHTED.

PORK FOR SOLDIERS

200»M£IN,S tfc

Augusta.

The snpposeil nature of
port of Cabo.
the orders recently received by Hear Admiral Sampson has lessened this tension.
If
the
advantageous circumstances

and will refund the money to
ST. PAUL TAKES COAL.
any one who is not satisfied after using
It is the most successful medicine in
it.
Philadelphia, May 5.—The auxiliary
from
St. Paul
which sailed
the world for bowel complaints, both for oruirer
children and adults. For sale by D. W. Cramp’s shipyard yesterday, anchored off
Heseltiue <fe Co., 387 Congress St., Ed- Bombay Hook, Del., at the entrance to
Delaware bay at 4.40 o’clook this afterward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King noon.
It is supposed she will romai o
S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Ox- there
to take on coal and adnard. 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold, just long enough
compasses and then proceed to sea.
Congress Square Hotel.

isy to Buy,
isy to Cook,
asy to Eat,
isy to Digest.

at

ThilTV Pftllflhijlff
TKrao on account of
not being up to the reex-policemen of the New York force were quirements as to weight. Private Grover
in the party, looking quite as stalwart as was overweight and he was told by the
the ranchmen. There was a sprinkling siuxeuu iual uo wouiu mase a nrst-ciass
also of “tenderfeet”
coming from the artillery man.
which at present render Sampson’s fleet
Co. L, the Sheridan Rifles of Portland,
Col. Roosevelt
colleges and universities.
so fit to fight would only continue indefigreeted each man pleasantly and the men lost 20 men, ag follows: Sergt. hlulhern,
nitely naval officers could possibly find were unanimous in pronouncing him a Sergt. Bragdon, Corp. Sweet, Corp. HanBut “brick.”
some
explanation for the delay.
non, Corp. Wheeler; Privates
Anglin,
every twenty-four hours spent at sea deBaldwin,
Buokley, Bovinne, Conley,
tracts somewnat from the fighting capaci- ASSIGNMENT OF MAJOR GENERALS Cooper, Doyle, Hooper,
Judelson,
Joyce,
Their bottoms
become
ty of warships.
Lathrop, Quinn, Stone and Graham.
Washington, May 6.—Major Generals Lieut. Hoyden, the mustering officer, said
foul, especially in southern latitudes and
their speed is
diminished while their Fitzhugh Lee of Virginia and Joseph C.
today that he should finish his work of
crews, particularly on a wearisome block- Breckinrldee, who is also inspeotor genmustering the men tonight.
ade suffer from the inaction. Then, too, eral of the United States army, reported “It is
officially stated in camp today that
in a short time the rainy season will com- to army headquarters today for duty with the
Second Regiment will oe moved to
The
volunteers.
the
to
be
conmence and operations
will then
assignments
the seacoast of Maine, just as soon as
At present stations of neither of the generals has yet the First
ducted at a disadvantage.
The
Regiment leaves camp.
there are many places suitable for landing been publioly announced, though it is bewill be
regiment will go intact and
troops under the guns of the fleet, when lieved to be likely that General Lee will known as it now is as the Seoond Regithe danger of yellow is nil, where a naval be located somewhere In the South, and
ment, M. V. 11. It is the intention to
and military base can he easily estab- it is stated to be possible that Breckin- divide the
regiment into battalions and
lished and whence a fair sized army can ridge may be placed in command of the they will bo stationed at different
points
troops that are to rendezvous in Washing- along the coast. Col. Philbrook said that
operate with every ohance of success.
General Lee
ton.
says that the staff if this course was
he would be
adopted
officers of his command have not yet been
MAY ATTACK CANARIES.
obliged to change his headquarters to
determined upon finally.
some other city.
The chances of Algernon Sartorls,
a
London. May 6.—A story is published
Lieut.|Col. Smith of the First Regihore to the effect that the British ad- grandson of General Ulysses S. Grant for
ment, who failed to pass the U. S. army
miralty has been advised by the Washing- one of the staff appointments are said to examination, has been appointed on the
to
remove be very good.
ton naval strategy hoard
staff of Gov.
Powers as aide-de-camp.
British subjects from the Canary Islands,
In addition to the companies mentioned
and it is added that this accounts for the
ON ACCOUNT OF THEIR PA'S
Co. A of
above,
Portland, Capt. George
British second class cruiser Charybdis beMay 6.—It is said that A. Dow, lost 29 men, as did also Co. C
Washington,
ing ordered to Las Palmas and loads to John
A. Logan, son of General Logan, of Auburn, Capt. L. H. Barney, Co. K
the oonoluslon that Rear Admiral SampBussell B. Harrison, son of cx-Presi- of Portland,
Capt. Hogan, had 15 men
son may attack the Canary Islands which and
Co. F of Augusta, Capt.
Harrison
will bo appointed colonels rejected, and
dent
would either draw the Spanish fleet out
volunteer army and assigned
to Dana W. Lovejoy, bad 15 men who failed
of Cadiz or give the United States a naval in the
to pass the examination.
duty on the staff of corps commanders.
base from which to attack Spain.
Co. K of Brunswick, Capt. William C.
'this was the
Goodwin, lost 14 men.
THE WEATHER.
WARSHIPS ESCORTING BARKS.
smallest number to be rejected in any one
company.
Corp. S. C. Dillingham of
Port au
Prince, Hayti, May 6.—The
Co. A, Portland, has been detailed to act
German steamer Valdivia from Hamburg
as recruiting officer for that company and
on March 31, for St. Thomas, where she
has gone to Orono to see if he oannot get
arrived on April 11, was put into Aux
iclluius
iium
uxio
vuiuuLoer
uuinpnuy ux
Cayes on the south coast of Hayti. She
the University of Maine. Your represenreports having met a British warship
tative saw one of the university men in
esoorting westward six barks, nationalithis city today and he said that at chapel
ty nnknown, apparently laden with ooal.
Friday morning a vary warm session
On April 36 cannonading was heard
was held, and the boys were addressed
seward from Jeromie, the Haytien seaseveral members of the faculty and
by
port, situated about 136 miles west of
were advised
not
to enlist unless they
this place.
could all go together. The boys decided
to
heed this advice, having understood
MURDERER’S BODY RIDDLED.
the men were to be recruited f ji
that
Washington, May 6.—Weather forecast different companies, but such is not the
New Orleans,
May 6.—Corporal Ancase.
Corp. Dillingham lias orders to enthony Cleary was shot and killed today for Saturday for Maine, New Hampshire list the
whole
lompany of 115 men for
bv Dennis Burrell, a negro, whom he had and Vermont:
cloudiness; Capt. Baker’s company of Portland, and
Increasing
arrested for robbery.
Tremendous exwinds
it
is
believed
that
he will succeed as he
northeasterly.
becoming
citement followed. The police and a mob
had not arrived there at the time the
chased the murdtrer and surrounded him.
Boston, May 5.—Local forecast for
meeting was held, and explained matters.
In the attempt to capture the negro he Boston and
vicinity for Saturday: Cloudy
Tonight the members of the band and
shot and killed Officer Triran. The murthe recruits of Co. F, are being examined
weather
with
variaoccasional
showers;
derer was finally shot and his body ridby the army surgeon. If all of the redled with bullets.
b'e winds.
cruits of Co. F. are accepted, it will be the
first company
liuvai tfcainor ntpuru
in the state guard to be
PORTO RICO TO BE TAKEN.
mustered in. Lieut. Koyden said tonight
Portland, Me.,
May 6.—The local that it was the intention
to move the
Washington, May 6.—It is expected in weather bureau office records as to the First Regiment in about two weeks,
administration oiroles that Porto Rloo
Maine
has
to
follows:
furnish a light battery
yet
will be taken by the United States before weather ars as
8 a. m.—Barometer, 29,755; thermome- of 150 men and it is expected that these
tomorrow.
men will be furnished from the first batter, 45.0; dewpoint, 41; humidity, 85; talion of the
Second regiment, compriswind.N'W; velooity, 5; weather, cloudy.
BRIGADIER CONFIRMED.
8 p. in.—Barometer, 29.722; thermome- ing companies A, B, C and D of GardiBath
ner,
and Lewiston, respecLewiston,
Washington, May 6.—The Senate today ter, 48.0; dow point, 44; humidity, 83;
tively.
confirmed the following nomination:
wind, SW; velooity, 2; weather, clear.
Mean daily thermometer, 51; maximum
JCol. Charles P. Eagan, assistant comCAPT. MORTON APPOINTED.
thermometer, 00; minimum thermometer,
missary general to be brigadier-general.
Augusta, May 6.—Capt. C. G. Morton
42; maximim velocity wind, 19SW; total
U- 8.
A., detailed as instructor o:
precipitation. .30.
DEBT GROWING.
Maine s
National Guard, has been ap
Weather Observation.
pointed by Gov
Powers, lieutenant
Madrid, May 6, 2 p.m —It is announced
colonel
of
the
The agricultural department weather
First Maine volunteers.
that the floating debt of Spain was in
The
appointment has been expected b'
creased during
the month of April last bureau for yesterday. May 6, taken at
all and is considered a wise oner.
by 12,244,391 pesetas.
8 p.
m., meridian time, the observation for each section being given in this
TENNEY’S BAD ERROR.
may keep coal at home.
order: Temperature, direction of wind,
Madrid, May 6.—8 p. m.—In the Senate state of weather:
Lost Game For Boston With New Yuri
today Senor Puizceiver refused any exBoston, 58 degrees, NW, cloudy; Now
the
of
intentions
Yesterday.
as
planation
to the war
40
York,
SK,
rain;
degrees.
government.
In reply to a question
48
E,
Philadelphia,
cloudy;
degrees,
whether measur< s had been taken in view
Boston, May 6.—The Bostons had tbi
50
NE, rain;
degrees,
of the industrial crisis arising from the Washington,
Albany, 60 degrees, N, cloudy; Buffalo, game well in hand today when a bat
Senor 50
diminution of the stock of. coal,
degrees, K,p cloudy;Detroit, 48 degrees, error in the ninth gave
Pnigoeiver said tho government was in- N, cloudy;
Chicago, 46 degrees, N; and three Incky bits W'ilmot his basi
quiring into the question and, if necees- cloudy; St. Paul,
won the game ip
06 degrees, NW, clear;
sary, would
prevent the exportatiou of Huron, Dak., 64 degrees, N, clear; His- the visitors. Sore:
coal.
06 degrees, NW, clear; Jackson0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 3—
In the Congress Senor Capdepon minis- marck,
New York,
16 degrees, SW, rain.
ter of the Interior, asked the deputies to ville,
Boston,
0010010 3 0—1
suspend judgment as to the Manila
Hits, New York, 0; Boston, li
Kr
engagement until detailed reports had 1
rors, New York, 6; Boston, 5.
Batteries
been received.
Dohony and Warner; Sullivan, Willis am
lUUUiD

Lodged

Naval Secretary Sworn Into Volun- Men From Portland Who Were Re-

off Havana, via Key
6.-It is monotonous

Remedy

Food

ANOTHER AERIAL PRICE TORPEDO

Policy.

(Copyright 1898 by the Associated Press.)
On Board the Associated Press despatch
West, Fla., May

WEEDING THEM OUT.

ROOSEVELT VOW.

Boat Kate Spenoer

Government

terrupted by

COL.

Naval Officers Chafe Under the ‘‘Peaceful
War”

FOR BILIOUS AND NERVOUS DISORDERS
sueh as Wind and Pain in the Stomach.
Giddiness. Fulness after meals, Headache. Dizziness. Drowsiness, Flushings
of Heat, Loss of Appetite. Oostiveness.
Blotches on the Skin. Cold Chills. Disturbed Sleep. Frightful Dreams and all
Nervous and
Trembling Sensations.

DELAY-

<
/

)
1

X

<
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MISCELLANEOrS.

THE ORIGINAL

1846

1897

FOR CARRYING THE MAIL.
Senator Pettigrew Thinks Railroads
Arc Paid To Much.

The Old Reliable

CORES

»

REALS

Remedy,

Cuts, Wounds,
Sores, Colds,

Bruises,
Sprains,
Frostbites,

Hoarseness,

Throat, Chilblains,
Catarrh, Piles,
Sore

HEMORRHAGES

SUBSTITUTES ARE DANGEROUS I!
Sold in
bottles only, with
buff
wrappers and our landscape trademark printed thereon. See that our
name is on label and
wrapper.

POND’S EXTRACT CATARRH REMEDY
Catarrh. Price 75 Cents per bottle.

POND’S EXTRACT DENTIFRICE
For the Teeth. Price 50 Cents per bottle.

POND’S EXTRACT PREPARATIONS
are for sale at all first-class drug
stores, or sent on receipt
of price by the

Pond’s Extract Co., 76 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

PERFECT

Tooth PM@r
AN ELEGANT TOILET LUXURY.
Used by people of refinement
over a quarter of a century.

for

“Makes Sweeping Easy.”
75,000 women
England know

in New
that it

Saves Women,
Saves Carpels,

and

Sweeps Clean.

Costs

no

The

Handle
Does It.

more than
the old-fashioned broom.

Order

one

grocer and

lieffor

of your

find

re-

your arms

and back.
Our best prarie
lias XXX on
the label...
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All
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oiots
from any attack of poverty is the >
and family when the nus«^l wife
j band’s life is insured with the ^
UNION MUTUAL. They are >
independent by the free act of the
Ji bread-winner
the intervention
^>3 of foreign assistance is unnecessary,
the world over as >
<^| Acknowledged
tne only investment that is not
^
•>; only safe and profitable, but a ^
of
requisite proper living.
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Our policies
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Cost,
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^ Unequalled in Privileges; >*
Give Protection
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Under All Circumstances. ^
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Richards,
President.
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Portland, inline.
Fred E.
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President.
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Thousands of Maine people posUnion Mutual policies. Millions jl
of dollars loaned and invested in the |\
sess
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CITY

OF

Proposals

POTTLA?»5D.

for

Printing.

SEALED proposals will be received by Hi,
^
Committee on Printing Reports, until Fri
day. the r.tii day of May, 1898. ai 12 o’c.ock in.
for th° printing of the Auditor's and subordi
mite city officers reports and the Mayor’s ad

dress.
1
Rids are to 1 e made per page. Particu ar
may be had on application to the office of th
Ciiy Auditor, wh re proposals may be left en
dorsed. "Proposals for Print ug Reports
rheCoTinitiee reserves the right to rejec
any or all bids.
By order of the Committee,

WILSON sPKaUUE. Ch irman.

Portland, May

2, 18J8.

my2dt<(

EHjOPCTIDIXSZir!.
1 will

be pleased to answer any question ii
the Yukon River, outfits, etc.
regard
W.C.Ni jRTON.2;o Occidental av.. Seattle.
References: J. F. Norton, Portland. Me.
Cotnu i>ros., Seattle.
mayadiw*
to

separate

Matter Discussed at Do

I'Ctti

In Senate Yes

terday—Hill to Establish Military Post
Outers Goes
ure

Over—Ouly Ono War Meas-

1’asted.

6.—One war measure
Senate today. It
was a bill to increase to 15 the number
of surgeons in the United States army
and to authorize the Secretary of War to
was

Be Sore You Get Pond’s Extract!

For

SATION 20 PER CENT.

Washington, May

ALSO

INFLAMMATIONS &

AMENDMENT TO REDUCE COMPEN-

passed by

the

employ as many contract surgeons as ho
Consideration
might deem necessary.
for a bill authorizing the postmaster to
establish pod offices in military posts and
camps was sought, but under objection it
until Monday.
Almost the
went over
entire session was consumed by a decisamendment to the post office
an
ion of
appropriation bill offered by Mr. Pettigrew
of South Dakota, providing for a reduction of 20 per cent in the compensation
the transportation
of
of’vailroads for
The amendment was still pendmaila
the Senate adjourned, until
ing when
Monday.
Rev. Dr. Tennis Hamlin, pastor of the
Church of the Covenant, this city, dethe invocation at the opening of
livered
the Senate today.

uS^WER/WBEti
THE/ #BRUSH
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J

MISCELLANEOUS.

Few Seasonable
FRENCH LINER TAKEN.
Steamer i

-a.-

in

Several

our

"WITHE,

Departments.

IIST OUR

Fayette Captured While Tryii>g to Kun Blockade.
Fla

Associated

Press

MEN’S

May 6.—On board the
Despatch boat Kate

Spencer—The big French liner La Fayette
of St. Santanazarl, with a full complebound

BEGIN1

LE

n

2 Key West,

ment

Bargains

TO

MISCELLANEOUS.

*
-OF

DEPARTMENT

of

passengers and a general cargo,
from
Corunna, Spain, April £3,

captured off Havana, shortly before
sundown last night, by the Annapolis
The
LaFayette was heading directly
into Havana and was captured only after
un exciting chase.
After being boarded once by an officer
of the Annapolis she attempted to run
the blockade, but was again compelled
wus

heave to.
The Wilmington, Newport and Morrill
participated in the capture.
For over two hours Capt. Hunter of
the Annapolis, the temporary flag officer,
and Capt. Todd of the Wilmington, ex-

large variety of Suits for business or Dress Wear, ranging in price for $4.98,
5.98. 6.98, 7,48 and 8.48.
Overcoats worth from $8,00 to 10.00 each, light and dark shades, new goods, sales price,
are to

be found

changed signals.

d1

I

B|

j j fg

a

$5.98

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT.

to

After examination of the Frenchman’s
papers had been made, a prize crew from
the Annapolis was placed
aboard and
she was sent to Key West under the escort
a
In requesting n conference upon
of the Wilmington.
penThe very large number of male passenMr. Gallinger of New Hampsion bill,
gers aboard leads to the suspioion that
of
committhe
chairman
pension
shire,
sbe carried recruits for Havana.
the House had taoitly
said that
tee,
u is reportea mat tne
J.aFayetre in adadopted a rule that in cases where the
dition to being a regular French steamer,
of a general officer had no penwidow
is a French naval reserve vessel, mountsionable status in the
pension departing guns and carrying a crew sufficient
ment, no pension exceeding 530 month
to make her ready for active
service at
be granted, but in such cases
would
short
notice.
where a
pension was already being reit
is
adds
This,
said,
considerably to
ceived, the pension might be increased to
the gravity of the
international aspect
iur.
sou.
unmugor juuuv tuo oiaicmout,
of the case.
he
said, in order that tho Senate might
The Kate Spencer,'despatch boat of the
realize the futility of pressing for penAssociated. Press,
just before the chase
Monday.
sions of $75 or $100 a month.
had spoken the Annapolis a little
began,
of
chairman
Mr. Hawley
Connecticut,
Unobjected bills on the pension calenthe Cojimar battery and five
of the military affairs committes,present- east of
der were passed.
miles off shore.
The consideration of the post office ap- ed a House bill to increase the number of
The
In the United States army by
Annapolis, with canvas ventilators
propriation bill was resumed, the pend- surgeons
the secretary spread, had come up lazily from the east
ing question being upon the amendment 15 and emergencies giving
and after
as many contract surhaving been spoken by the
offered yesterday
by Mr. Pettigrew of of war to appoint
Spencer, had gone about to follow her
South Dakota, providing for a reduction geons as may be necessary, the salary of down
the
coast.
not to exceed Jl50 a month.
The
of 20 per cent in the amount paid to rail- each
The
Cuban shore line, gray with the
roads for the tramportation of the mails. bill was passed.
hot
of the afternoon, never
of
secured
the
Mr.
Cannon
atmosphere
Utah,
adopConcerning the amendment, Mr. Quay
a resolution
directing the com- looked more peaceful.
pointed out that Section 5 of the pending tion of
on manufacturers to investigate
Suddenly the feeling of calm was brokfor a joint commission, mittee
bill provided
the electric call of "a chase,”
the adulteration of food articles by man- en by
Senof
the
of
three
members
consisting
which echoed from tho stern of the Spenate
and three of the House, to make a ufactures.
The Senate at 3.50 went Into executive cer.
thorough investigation of the entire sub- session
The Annapolis had put her helm hard
and at 5.40 p. in., adjourned
touched upon by the amendment
ject
a
and was putting on full
starboard,
iio added that a partial investi- until Monday.
offered,
steam
and cleaving the waters in a northgation of the matter had been made.
Pictures tell their stories more graphi- east direction.
This
investigation had shown that the
The
stranger came rapidly up even
than words. See the wartime pictamount
paid for the transportation of cally in
with the
sky-lino and was soon made
the Sunday Times tomorrow.
mail was much less in proportion than ures
out to be a big liner, with red funnels,
that paid for the transportation ot freight
On she
heading straight for Havana.
DISCUSSED REVENUE BILL.
or express matter.
under full steam. There seemed
came,
Mr. Quay said the adoption of Mr. Pet0—Tho Senate Ananco to be no doubt that the
May
Washington,
was
bont
stranger
tigrew’s amendment would result in re- committee devoted its forenoon session to on
running
through tho blockading
ducing the compensation of the railroads tho consideration of a largo number of
But three of Unde Sam’s
.$0,000,000 without any evidence as to the amendments suggested by the Republican squadron. which had been
warships,
drifting idly
results or righteousness of the action.
members to the schedule devoted to stamp on the tropic seas, bad been attracted
by
Mr.
Pettigrew supported his amend- taxes.
Tho Democrats presented
their the chase speedily joined in the
attempt
ment.
amendment for a tax on corporations, but to block tho
entrance to Hastranger’s
He charged that ex-Seeond Assistant it was not take a
consideration. vana.
up for
Postmaster Neilson was only a creature This amendment includes a tax on insurWhile the Annapolis was rushing down
of the railroads and that he had worked ance and
gas companies.
upon the chase in the distance, the Wilin the interest of the railroads.
and the Newport, were also
mington
The present'assistant postmaster genTWO LITTLE PRIZES.
bearing down upon her, and the Morrill,
eral, Mr. Shallenberger, Mr. Pettigrew
had been nosing up toward the
which
declared, had been captured by the clerks
Key West, May 6.-9 a. in.—This morn- Spencer, also saw game afoot and
swung
him—clerks who were put into ing two little prizes were brought
beneath
in. around across the
path of the liner.
when railroad officials They were both Spanish Ashing schooners
the department
The Annapolis had been doing such
were at the head of it. This, he said, was
of no great value, the Oriento and tho line wort with her
engines that she overthe reason why Mr. Shallenberger in his Antonio
The
Oriento was hauled the
Suarez.
stranger two miles ahead of
had stated that, the rates for car- captured by the gunboat Helena off Hareport
tho Morrill.
She was bound
from
rying mall during the past 15 years had vana yesterday.
Thera was a flash,a puff of white smoko
declined 49
per cent. T he only way to Yucatan for Havana with a cargo of dried to
which announced that Uncle
port,
the government was Ash.
ascertain whether
The Antonio Suarez was captured Sam had ordered tho
stranger to heave to.
now
paying less for mail than it paid 15 by the despatch boat Uncas off
Boca
The liner obeyed.
A boat from the
years ago, was to figure from what was Cieja, near Havana.
boarded
the
Annapolis
Frenchman, as the
what it
paid now and the
inpaid then,
It is supposed she was signalling
then
was
made
out
stranger
by bis colors
weights of the maii for the two periods. formation
to a French steamer as to to be.
This, he had figured out. and was pre- where she could land without interference
On board the liner a crowd'of expectant
pared to say that the post officials’ state- from the blockading ileet.
passengers pressed anxiously about the
ments was utterly inaccurate and valueThe Ashing schohoner Oriente, it ap- vessel’s side.
less.
peared later in tho day was captured by
A moment or so after the three warMr. Pettigrew maintained in the course the United States gunboat
Vicksburg,
till the boat from the Anof an analysis
of mail and express sta- Commander A. B. if. Lillie, and not by ships lay by
napolis started back from the liner to the
tistics
that the government paid ten tho Helena.
Signal Officer J. J. Byrne gnnboat.
times as much for the transportation of was
placed in charge of the prize crew.
Then suddenly, to the astonishment of
the mails as the express companies paid The captain of the Spaniard became franall on board the warship, the Frenchman
for the
ot
this
his
vessel
transportation
matter. tic when ho learned
was
blow
a
long whistle, and put on full
He illustrated what he termed “the fallacaptured. He raved, tore his hair, butted steam ahoad, pointing straight to the ency and falsebead" of the statements of his head against the'side of his vessel and trance of Havana harbor.
Mr, Shallenberger before the committee made several attempts to jump overboard.
A sharp word of command ranis out on
by presenting express and mail transpor- He had to be placed under restraint before Doara
tne
Annapolis, and in less time
tation figures.
he Anally became o dm.
than it takes to pencil these words, her
crew were at quarters and the muzzle of
on her starboard
every gun
side, was
in a deadly earnest manner
pointing
straight at the runaway.
Then the Lig after-gun roared forth
hoarse order from over her starboard
a
quarter, while the crews of the other
looked up anxiously, eager to folguns
low, but the warning note had its eSeet.
The big liner again stopped her engines
and then put them going astern.
The
Lafayette, which halls from St.
Nazaire, France, is an iron vessel of 3,3f4
tons register, 344 feet long, 44 feet beam
Do
and iS leet depth of hold, rihe was built
you clean by main il
at Greenock in 1864.
use labor Jk
or
do
you
strength
At 7.45 p. m.,
the A.nnapolis and Wilmington lowered boats, with officers, aud
savers ?
Do you use the best labor
^
boarded tho Frenchman.
Thslr examinasaver ? If you are undecided which
tion of tho liner was scon over and after
tho boats had returned to their respective
ships, a prize crew from the Wilmington
was put on board and at 8.15 last
night
the big i renehman was headed north and
escorted to Key West under the guns of
the Wilmington.
i'ho pnzo anchored here t is morning
and the
prize court will probably determine what it to be done with hot*.
E N. K. FATRBANK COMPART,
Ensign H. u. Zeigemeicr of the AnNew York.
Louis.
Boston.
Philadelphia,
napolis, who Is in charge of the prize
crow on board the La layette, says the
latter's commai:d;r
enies that he has
Spanish
soldiers on hoard, lint the
blench
lie left
admits
commander
Cm imua on April u.i, after the declaration oi war, and that lie took on hoard
m :ny
male passengers, lie feigns ignorance
of the nature of his ship's cargo
and says
be will he unable to ascertain
what sh» has on board until ho examines
her manifest.
The navy department at Washington
The
with.
has
been
communicated
otlicers of the Lafayette pretend to be
the
detention
very indignant and declare
of the Lafayette will become n.n international episode.
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THREE

measure.

The bill was submitted by Mr. Chandler
of tho post office committee. It provides
hostilities the postmaster
that (luring
general may establish a temporary post
office at any military post or camp, the
which may at any time be
location of
changed to any other post or camp. An
officer of the regular or volunteer army
of suitable rank may be detailed to act
as postmaster, with a sufficient number
of non-commissioned officers and privates
to act us clerks without additional compensation. Each of these persons so detailed must take the oath prescribed for
'Where it is
persons in the postal sorvice.
impracticable to appoint soldiers as postmasters and clerks, the postmaster general is authorized to appoint a civilian as
postmaster,
allowing him reasonable
compensation for ids services. He may
also provide for
the issue and payment
of money orders at the camp post offices
and make the nocessnry regulations for
the conduct of the military post offices.
Upon the objection of Mr. Pasco of Florida, the bill went ovor.
Consideration of the post office appropriation bill was then resumed. Mr.
Faulkner of West V irginia, presented a
strong argument against the Pettigrew
amendment.
He declared that it would
destroy many of the railroads in his
own state, fuliy one-third of those in the
Southern states and many throughout the
He
country.
presented an elaborate
analysis of the evidence adduced upon
the
subject of tho post office and post
roads committee of which he is a member to show that both the statements of
railroad officials and officials of the post
office/ department practically agreed that
the price now paid for mail transportation
was
entirely reasonable. He was,
in favor of the creation of a
however,
commission as provided for in the bill
thoroughly to investigate the whole subject and submit its report and recommendations to Congress1. Mr. Quay moved
that when the tsenate adjourn today it
Vvxx
moat rvr» Mntlflnv
TlHtt.
Thft mOtlfm
Unanimous consent was
was agreed to.
that a Anal vote on the bill
then given
before adjournment on
should be taken

|

_MISCELLANEOUS.

Mr. Shailenbergt r was an honest man
but he haft been imposed
he believed,
upon by subordinates in the department
who had held their plaoes through railroad'influence in tho last two administraNo better results could have been
tions.
obtained “if every one of these fellows
were turned out and a new crop put in.”
"At the conclusion of Mr. Pettigrew’s
Mr. Quay had the pending bill
speech,
temporarily laid aside in order that a
hill for the establishment of post offices
in military posts or camps might be considered immediately.
Postmaster
A
communication from
General
Smith was read. It requested
be
made an
that tho proposed measure
amendment to the jiost office bill, but
Mr. Quay expressed the belief that it
the bill as a
would be better to pass

t

100 Boys’ Suits, made up in the latest styles and fabrics, that are worth from $2.50 to 3.50 each
sizes 8years to 15 years, sales price,
$1.98
50 Boys' Suits, sizes 4 years to 13 years, worth $2.50, now
$ | .43
Boys’ Shirt Waists and Blouses in endless variety of patterns, sizes 4 years to 12 years, sale price,
21 c to 45o
*

FURNISHING

GOODS.

100 dozen Fancy Shirts with Cuffs, all new goods, at
50 dozen Fancy Shirts, Neglige,
100 dozen Half Hose, guaranteed stainless black, (see window),
25 dozen Police, Fireman and Postman Suspenders, (very strong),

with

complete

all

2

the

styles and shapes

latest

to

be

found in

ONE PRICE, SPOT CASH

MONUMENT
After you have

GOOD TIES HAVE COIL
You
afford

AND HATTERS.

SQUARE, PORTLAND, ME.
^

*

bought your

You will want a

CAMERA
We have them at prices from

S4.SO to

See the new TOURIST HAWKthe latest folding camera
«*
$8.00 each

world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a widei
range of subjects suited to the tastes of mer
and women c £ culture and refinement than anj

UI'E,

per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256 pag<
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and De
cembcr, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of shor
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc

Thompson.

;

j

;

X
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SUNNYSIDE

4jj

t KETCHUP |
»»«»**««.
1

$

(Screw top, full size.)

Finest in

|

the

Market.

WiEI H.Goodwin & Co.
7 MONUMENT SO.

mayfdft

TOWN OF SOUTH PORTLAND.

|

4/

§

will be received for furnishing
pipe
surface water ami drain work ii
7
tho town of South Portland, until Thursda:
noon. .May 12, 1898. said pipe to be the Forthm
Stoneware Co.’s first quality salt glazed, deliv
ered fn any part of the town.
Address propos
alsto.r. F. CHAPLIN, Road Commissioner
Cash 3 Corner, Maine.
mayddtd

I

RUG AND drapery dept.

X

will show the

PROPOSALS
for

selections
to procure new, artistic effects not
found elsewhere in Portland.

W. T. KILBORN COMPANY,
24

F*ree
CITY

boats

at Port Tampa soon will he in readiof toe troops.
ness for the loading
The Florida has already taken on board
of coal ami a
force of
a full
carpenteis was put to work today erecting
horses
As
the
and
for
mules.
pack
stalls

large

the time of sailing there is .still great
uncertainty.
It is not piobuble that the long looked
for orders to bieak oiunp will he given be-

to

fore a. decisive fiction between the
and American lleets.

Spanish

STEPHEN BEJtRY,

(fflco/c, Jd

and

faid oFdnde^

3S!o. 37 Pima Street

same care in

yty

Lamson & Hubbard

Proposals for Furnishing Pipe.

|

assortment

\{i

now

supply

|

«■»
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of NEW PATTERNS is replete with the latest
the
acceptable productions from
looms of all the leading makes in both
English and Domestic Goods.
We ^gnake a notable feature of
SPECIAL and PRIVAVE designs in
the better grades, selected with great
care for retail trade.

ROur
P'i
fsNiDER’sl
■_>.

LIST.

10—ANTHONY KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne.
si-AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE.
By Champion Bissell.
la—AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By Jolm Gilliat.
n—THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. By Harold R. Vynitt
H-A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendree.
*5~WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
16—A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. II. Bickford
*7—A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne.
18-OUT OF THE SULPHUR. Bv T. C. De Lecn.
*9—THE WRONG MAN. By Champion Bissell.
ao—THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita Vivanl
Chartres.
•t—HEKSTRANGE EXPERIMENT, by Harold R. Vynnt
«*—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John Gilliat.
•'--a MARTYR TO LOVE. By Joanna E. Wood.

CARPETS.

TaA-AAAAAAAAA

1

maysdtf

TOWS TOPZC8,
80S Fifth Avenue, Xexv York.

6— TIIE SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLellan.
7— I HE COUSIN OI- 1 HI1. KING. By A. S. VanWeatruit
6-SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarices I. Clinch.™..
9—THE SKIRTS OF CHANCE.
By Captain Alfre

f

eawS 5qBb
/■■■

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Frea Sf.

Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

postal money order, or by registered letter
together with a list of the 10 novels selected
by numbers, to

Y

We also have the plates ami
films.

journal—ever published. Subscription price,

You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected fron
the list below.
Regular price for each, 5<
cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express o:

$15.

TRANSPORT BOAT'S TO BE READY.
Tampa, May 6. —Seven transport

CO.,

RAMBLER BICYCLE W. T. KILBORN COMPANY.

indulge yourself or youi
family in the luxury of a good weekly news*
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.
to

can

CLOTHIERS, FURNISHERS

first class store.

a

IRA F. CLARK &
AND 28
26may6d3t

45c each
pair for 25c
19c each

DEPARTMENT

HAT
is

45c each

Spring Style, 1898.
durability. Stylo, ana Comfort tile Lamson
Hubbard Hat has no equal.
For sn e by
feb!7 deod 3mo
leading dealer!.
For

&

StOF

^l.

DEER1NG.

To my customers and friends:
Notice to Dsg Owners.
I am glad to announce that I am now
with Cox & Dyer, 245 Middle St., where
I should he pleased to receive a call from
In accordance with an order issued by Mayor
Yours Truly,
vou.
Moulton, notice is hereby given owners of dogs
FKANK It CHASE,
on April i, 1808, that until the 15th
of May is
given them to procure a license at the
apr20eod2w Formerly with F. C. White. I hereby
ity Clerk’s ofilce. After that date prosecution
will be made in accordance with Chapter 287 of
H. E.
the Public Laws of 1803, as amended by
Chapters 222 and 207. of the public laws of 1807, of
the State of Maine.
Per Order
Order slate at Chandler’s Muald Store 431
EDWIN K. BLOWN,
Marshak
Congress street.
Deering, Me., May 5.1808,
mayedtif

mILLS

IF>i£8,:o.O

Tuner,

commanders have been guilty of
illegal action in the case of this steamer
we shall have to
disavow it, and make
naval

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS*
AND
MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription

Rates.

Daily (in advance) $G per year j $3 for sis

months; $1.60

a

quarter;

60 cents

a

month.

The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday. $1.00 per year; 50 cents tor 6
months; 25 cents for 3 months.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising Rates.

Sue apology, as we did in the case of
the “British steamer Trent, from which
Capt. Wilkes took off the Confederate
commissioners Mason and Slidell during the war of the Rebellion. If, how3ver, the commander’s action was justifiable under the law of nations, then we
shall have to stand by it, come what
may.

HAD

Under the declaration of Paris, which
the United States has declared its purpose to abide by in the present war, a

blockade

be entitled to recognition by
neutral Powers must be effective.
That

Two

PLENTY

OF

must station ships enough at the
is,
sntrances of the harbors we proclaim [a

Reading Notices in reading matter type,

power to render it practically impossible
for vesseels to go in without our permission, then the blockade is effective and

we

blockede of to render it practic illy impossible for a ship to enter without our permission in order to entitle our proclamation of a blockade to recognition by neutral powers. It is questioned in some

Symptoms

NERVE-

blood ;

15 cents per line each Insertion.
Wants, To Let, Por Sale and similar advert
tirements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advertisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
lor first'.osertion, aDd 50 cents per square for
ea:h subsequent Insertion.
Adc'ress all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 87 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

right

to seize ships that have been
warned
and still ury to break
it is
clear, though the most powerful ships of
our

the

fleet

have

PEESS.

SATURDAY, MAY 7.
cent

Spain will send

of

fleet to the Philippines
to attack Dewey about the way she has
sent one to Cuba to attack Sampson.
a

It is not at all probable the Queen Regent will leave Spain until she is obliged
to save her life.
not be far distant.

But

to

that time

This

considerable numbers it
will be clear that it is not effeotive, but'up
to the present time there is no evidence
that

a

single vesseel has got by it.
IX.

ojuuueru,

me

eminent law-

yer and jurist, speaking of the battle at
Cavite and its results, says the “United
states has the right to either hold the
Philippines for indemnity or to keep
them altogether,

the export trade
of Manila is with the United States.

Sixty-four per

elsewhere.

the blockade in

rreuencii

THE

gone

question of fact will have to be determined largely by experience. If ships evade

may

The conflicting reports concerning Admiral Sampson’s intentions show that
the naval strategy board is keeping its secrets well.

as part of
her territory,
Germany took Alsace-Loralne in
the Franco-Prussian war. We may keep
possession of them until hostilities are
mded, and then their disposition will be

just

us

of the factors in the making of peace.
would, of course, have to respeot the
rested rights of other nations in the isme

(Ve

lands, if they have any.

These rights
coaling stations, liens
ir mortgages on custom houses and olnims
if that nature. Spain cannot give to us
my more than she owns. If we can find
sufficient indemnity nearer home, for instance in Cuba, we would possibly conwould

sent

include

ourselves with

holding

the

Philip-

us.

circulation.
All the reports so far in regard to what
Commodore Dewey ha3 been doing sinoe
the battle of Sunday morning should be
received

with

infaoh allowance. It is
barely possible that some report has got
a circuitous route, but
through over
it is not probable.
Sampson's fleet will arrive in the vioinliy of Porto Rico today or tomorrow, and

If his intention is to attack San Juan we
shall hear something interesting in a day
But It is probable that before
or two.

Spanish fleet, only attacking Porto .Kico
biter

he has failed to And

stroyed

it or has

de-

it.

The

remarkable rise in the prioe of
wheat is not caused to any considerable
degree by the war, if at all. The stock
on hana in Europe
is found to be short,
and there is eager buying to make up the
deficiency. The increased price is due
simply to an increased demand, and it
would have ocourred had there been no
war.

The brewers are

adding

a

dollar to the

pries of a barrel of beer, but the retailers
are not adding anything to the price of a
glass. Don’t conclude, however, that the
drinker isn’t to pay the tax, for he is.
Iho seller doesn’t lnorease the price per
glass, but he looks out that the glass is
smaller.
However, If the drinker gets
less beer it will be to his profit rather
than otherwise.
The deolslon of President Dole of Hawaii not to issue a neutrality proclamation was a shrewd move to put Hawaii
In an attitude of hostilicy to Spain and
of practical alliance with us, and in this
way practically force upon this government annexation. And it looks as if it
were going to work, for the House committee on foreign affairs will soon report
in favor of annexation, and
a resolution
the indications are that it will pass both
bouses.
Doubtless Hawaii will be of
some value to ua just now while we are
carrying on naval warfare on the Paolflo.
but the way we ars
selves of it smacks

going

to

possess oursomewhat of sharp

practice.
The

facta in the case of the seizure of
the French steamer La Fayette, are not
yet very clear, but if there is any chance
foT France to make trouble for us out of
It she will make it, for she has been

manifesting a most unfriendly disposition
toward the United States since the war
Her oitizens own
out.
large
amounts of Spanish bonds, and the prospect of losing Interest and principal by
reason of our action has contributed to
broke

that unfriendliness, though the ties of race
Rlone would have tended to cause her to

sjiapathize with Spain.

Of course if our

Otherwise

we

would be

selling

a

dis-

Spain.

crease

in the demand for the products of
all the chief industries.
Many who had
persons. This law was observed between delayed are now coming forward with orFrance and Austria in 1859, when Pied- ders, whiie there haB been material and
mont was turned over by Austria to most important relief in the ease of the
France, and by France handed over to money m arkets for industrial and comThe fact that gold is now
Mr. Coudert mercial needs.
King Victor Emmanuel
used almost
the
exclusively between
says the United States might, after havtreasury and the clearing house indicates
ing got a title to the Islands, legally sell the entire freedom from
apprehension
the to some other nation, but such a pro- about the currency or publio credit.
The
most
sensational
of
all changes,
he
cause
thinks
would
ceeding
jealousy
and the most practically important, nas
and bad feelings among the nations, and
been the rise in wheat, 13 cents during
would not be likely to be resorted to by one day’s session and £5 1-2 cents for the
us.
His idea is that the United States, week, throwing into the shade all past
if it gets possession of them, will hold advances and all expectations,
though
reactions of 1 1-2 cents naturally followed
them until Spain has paid suoh indem- on
Western
Friday.
receipts, after averlf>6C than 9 KDA AAA hncholc
nrnnlr
nity as may be agreed upon, and then
for four months, have suddenly risen to
return them to her.
more than 3.500,000 bushels. Exports have
not been cheoked by higher prioes as yet,
ITALY AND THE AMERICAN-SPAN- but
have caused them, amounting for the
week to 2,094,898 bushels, flour inoluded
ISH WAR.
against 1,498,167 bushels from Atlantic
To the Editor of the Press:
ports last year, and f>59,84S bushels against
A few days ago in Koine, Italy, in the 99,508 from Pacific ports. The remarkable
rise
on Thursday was largely due to the
presence of a Cuban delegate, an association was inaugurated under the name of removal of duties by France and to prohibition of exports by Russia, both show“Antonio Maceo,’’ the glorious name of
extraordinary needs abroad, so
the Cuban chief who nobly died for the ing the
The aim of this that the rise for the week is not without
liberty of his country.
exouse.
Corn failed to advance correassociation is to promote an
agitation
were 3,pro-Cuba to make clearer to the govern- spondingly, though the exports
000,000 against 2,750,000 last year.
ment what the people of Italy have alIndustries
a
have
reoeived
wonderful
ready manifested in other ways that the stimulus
from the conviction that hostilihoart of the Italians sympathize with all
ties will not la6t long and from heavy
the oppressed who are fighting against a
barbarous oppressor and to poiDt out to government orders. Besides great demand
For steel plates and other iron
products
their rulers the way they shall go if they
and ammunition, the
government has
a
are not willing to follow
policy in ordered
woolen cloths,
yards
2,500,000
the
nation.
of
to
the feelings
opposition
ootton
of
the
Giovanni Bovio, one
greatest 125,000 blankets, 3,000,000 yards
a
renowned goods and great quantities of provisions
philosophers in Europe,
and
other
meanwhile
reand
supplies,
writer, professor at one of the Italian
other
universities and a remarkable personality viving confidence has multiplied
demands.
conIt is not due to domeptlc
in the Parliament of which he has been a
ditions that orders from the Russian govmember for a great many years, wrote
ernment
for
two big warships have been
from Naples a letter to express his regret
taken by the Cramps, and orders for rails
at not being able, through his
political from Mexioo
have given a good start to
engagements to preside at the inaugura- the rebuilt Colorado
works.
tion of the association.
Among other
Textile
have been reestablishments
things he writes: “I have read the words
larger orders within the pa9t few
by which a Spanish diplomatist affirms ceiving
the government
it to be contrary to the right of a people, days outside those from
so that the stoppage or reduction of time
this intervention of the United States in
In
four
in the week,
woolen
mills
early
the internal matters of another nation.
have been premature.
So I thought, the great powers of old may
No
in the
deoline whatever
Europe expiate the orime of their late in- prices of staple cloths or appears
dress goods and
tervention in Candia’s affairs, with this
the
of
heavy
auction
sale
was
carpets
difference, that the great powers inter- eminently successful in
clearing off at fair
vened in favor of a man called the enemy
an
accumulation resulting
from
of civilization while the United States prices
an advance in
prices last January which
a human
Intervene for the defence of
was not supported by demand.
Wool
has
cause.
Very painful for the powers that declined about one-half cent in
April,
sea very
so boldly occupied the
Agean
taking the average of one hundred quotapainful indeed it must nave been for tions by Coates
Bros., and the better dethem to be obliged
to ask now for the
mand for goods has caused more inquiry,
mediation of the Pope who had said no
but thus far no
in prices.
words against the
slaughter of the Print cloths haveimprovement
again made a nrw low
Christians in the Orient.
1.44
a
better
but
market is
cents,
We don’t forget that Spain is a Latin record,
seen for other ootton
products. Demands
nation, but we believe that the question for boots and shoes are
very
conheavy,
now
has come to such terms that it is
the
extraordinary orders predilfioult to say who of the two conntries sidering
and
shipments are still
whether viously placed,
will get the best advantage,
the largest ever known for the
season.
or
Cuba by its liberation
from Spain
.Silk works are doing well, and the dothem
Let,
Spain by getting rid of Cuba.
mestic demand for the minor metals in
get rid one of the other, this is our wish manufacture is
remarkably heavy.
and it is more conformed to that right
Failures for the week have been 238 in
of the people whloh diplomacy continual- the
United States against 221 last year
ly invokes and oontinually treads upon. and 25 in Canada
ugainst 35 last year.
It is not our task to draw horoscopes on
the future of Cuba, but It is to remember
redeem
If you would know of the most Interest
Whether people have a right to
themselves by rebellion and if tbe appeal ing
chapters in the early history of the
of the insurgents must fade away without American
Nathan
Mr.
navy, read
Now I will add of my own Uoold’s article on two of Portland’s naval
any echo.
words that whatever may be in the future heroes who played prominent parts in
the attitude of the European powers at the wars of the early years of the century.
and The article will
the end of this glorious struggle
be printed in tomorwhatever may be the
position of the row’s Sunday Times.

I

AMUSEMENTS.

BOl^DS^

a

lack

sixteen years

by

a

"

\
of

gained

4s.

rapidly. Soon the

AMUSEMENTS.

Saco,

4s.

Biddeford,

4s.

on

application.

186 Middle St., Portland,
3y2r

Week of

BANKERS,
Gar. Middle &

Exchange Sts.

Tuesday Eve’

Wednesday % at.

Klectxica/effects
Matinee Prices

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER GENT

xuve afoianrSAMZZBmma
PompAtn $tt£jUxJtmm >
fioduU. Solis

—

febrdtr

I—f

WRAPPER

CHILDREN 15c, ADULTS 25c

I

ftvrmS&d •*

I

Aperfecfftemedy forConstipa-

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea.
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishmess and LOSS OF SjLEEP.

i

j

of

NEWT YORK.

WE

y

/>

£

<

s

TRUE’S

ELIXIR

Pin Worm

SUB

Bankers.

Measure

Stands

In

Grave

feat in tlie

Danger of De-

Senate,

Washington, May 6.—At
meeting today, besides the

the cabinet
war situation

»

aa* WjB

rn

59

Hfa
Sfl

Eg

ffl
ate a®
ra

Manager,

^

Williams Indian File
Ointment Is u sure cure
for FILES. It absorbs
tumors. Stops ltchln?.
GIVES RELIEF. SOe.
-t-nol £1. At Druggists.

8j

its general aspeot, there was
some
disousslon of the relative merits of persons seeking
brigadier generalships and

■

Seats now

CITY

—

on

sale.

HALL, Portland.

Thursday Afternoon

and

Eve., May 19.

“STABS AND STRIPES FOREYER.”

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA
Presents the superb military, musical and pa
triotlc international spectacle

Exchange St., “THE
TROOPING
(Portland Savings Bank Building.)
OF THE COLORS”
Capital.$100,000

Surplus. 100,000
Stockholders’

Capital
wholly

and

Liability
Surplus

Enlisting

100,000

...

invested

in Government Bonds.
Securities

a

the Services of SOUSA’S BAND.

GO

MUSICIANS

GO

Grand chorus of ladies and gentlemen. InMarines, Continental 8oldiers.
fantry, Sailors,
Standard Bearers of tne Nations, Scottish Bagpipes, Tyrolean Singers, Cuban Soldiers and
Eminent Soioi9ts. Over 200 people in all.
PRICES—Evening, 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.53. Matnee, 50c, 75c, $1.00.
“Sousa's” souvenirs at
natinee.
Seats on sale Monday, May 16 at M. Stein>rt & Sons Co., 517 Congress StreetSpecial excursion rates on all railroads.
AUCTION SALKS.

0lsT'AULTS.

SAFE

F. O.

same

BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
F. O. BAILEY
marh4

C. W.

ALLEN
cr

High Grade Bicycles
tribune7
VICTOR,
STEARNS.

roof.

mar31

dtf

The Quest line ©£ strictly high
rade wheels in the city.

Wholesale

am

Retail

For sale by J. E. Goold& Co,

luned&wjf

MORE BREAD RIOTS.
May 6.—There were renewed
bread riots at Pavia yesterday evening.
The rioters stretohed chains across the
to prevent cavalry
in order
streets
charges. Several soldiers and civilians

$40 and upwards.
25 1897 high grade wheels
from bankrupt sale at $25 each.
have
we
Tlie best bargain
ever offered.
Bicycle sundries and repairs.

Rome,

Injured. A riotous. mob surrounded
detachment of troops and feesto
a
soldiers fired a volFiorantine and the
ley, killing three of their assailants and
wounding four others. There were fresh
at Prato, 10 miles northwest
disorders
of Florence today.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.

were

RESIGNATION ASKED FOR.
Washington, May 0. —Secretary Gage

has asked for the resignation of Worthof the bureau ot
ington C. Ford, chief
Washington, May 6.—The testimony of statistics, -nd will appoint O. P. AusSecretary Gage concerning the condition tin,at present connected with the Nationthe treasury and its requirements in al Republican committed here, as his suoof
other commissions
in the army. The order to meet the monetary demand of cessor.
mb
as given before the Senate
t
he
war,
President expressed himself very procomon finance,was made
OF HANNA.
mittee
YACHT
a
public
BOUGHT
today.
nouncedly as opposed to the appointment Mr.
Gage expressed the opinion that it
of those
May 0.—The steel
to snch responsible positions
Cleveland, Ohio,
would not be possible t to pluce ns much
huilt for M. A.
who had hael no previous military ex- as MOO,000,000 of the loan among individ- steam yacht Comanche,
been
has
bought by the
Hanna in 1892,
small
sums.
in
and
uals
session
the
was
his
of
Explaining
perience. One feature
Mr. Hanna paid approxigovernment.
this opinion, he said:
of the Senate reason for
a discussion of the attitude
for the Comanche. The
“Our people ure very different from the mately $150,000
in providing the “sinews of war.
if you please, in whose amount paid by the government cannot
French people,
The President has received
positive country there are no savings banks. In as yet be ascertained.
there are five million peoinformation that the Senate committee our country
ple who have money In Eavings banks at
on finance which is still struggling with
rate of interest of 4
Many old soldiers now feel the effeots
a
average
general
revenue bill, will report that
the war
cent. The money Is available to them of the hard service they endured during
the bond feature" elimi- per
measure with
The temptation and tho war. Mr. Geo. S. Anderson, of Rossat
any moment.
This fact is causing the adminisnated.
interest to invest in 3 ner cent bonds ville, York county, Penn., who saw the
self
and
the statetration great uneasiness
and disturb their little balances in the hardest kind of service at the front, is
the possibility of ad
ment is made that
is not very great. In now
swings banks
frequently troubled with rheumaaction in the full body of tne Senverse
France, the individual has his money, his tism. “f had a severe attack lately,” lie
is a source of much anxiety.
Tht little
ate
in
a
stocking says, “and
savings stowed away
procurred a bottle of ChamPresident laid before the cabinet the in
a
sack in a private board. It is in berlain’s
It did so much
had as to what is to be or
Pain Balm.
formation he
It
is
no interest generally
oash.
drawing
that I would like to know what you
looked for from the Senate and exprosset and when.the
out a loan good
puts
government
would charge me for one dozen bottles.”
the hope that there would bo a satisfac
it is his opportunity, Our people have
Mr. Anderson wanted it both for his own
majority for the bond provision
lory
opportunities. That is the prinShould it- not become a part of the law larger reason
use and to
supply it to his friends and
why I think the whole
urgent preparations for the wui cipal
many
will not be taken by private neighbors, as overy family should have a
0,000,000
$p
bo
held
back.
’*
will have to
bottle of it in their home, not only for
was
There
considerable gratifloatior persons.
rheumatism, but lame back, sprains,
evident at the session at the general wai
swellings, cuts, bruises and burns, for
There was a strong belief thai
outlook.
SHOP SHUTS DOWN.
which it is unequalled. For sale by D.
the Spanish fleet, instead of sailing acrosi
W. Heseltine A Co., 387 Congress street;
the seas to
intercept the Oregon, or tc
Biddeford, May 0.—The employes of the
Edward \V. Stevens, 107 Portland street:
come into the
waters near hero to
bogie Saco & Pcttee machine shops were this
operations, would be found eventualh afternoon notified that until further no- King & Raymond, Cumberland Mills;
to be
progressing for some point close! tioe the shops will run but five days a Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress street; II. P.
to its own posse sions on the other
S. Goold, Congress Square Hotel.
sidi week.
PEOPLE COULDN’T MEET IT.

in

X xxiii

®

ffl

of the ocean. While there is great reticence
on the part of ail the members of the administration on the subject there is excellent authority for the statement that the
instructions of Admiral Sampson give
him great latitude.

BOND FEATURE-

WILL ELIMINATE

cam A

MG

SONGS,
NEW SPECIALTIES.
Prices, 10c, 20c, 30c.

at!

0

@
Jr<£

book.

fji

«

ME

H

Sons Go.,

Success,

NEW

Portland, Me.

No. 89

a

517 Coneres* street.
apr9dXu,Xhur&Sat tf

n

ffl
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£§46
f
( |

SteinertT

M.

jra^

Ita efficacy In such troubles—and likewise for all stomach troubles of adulta
—hue never been equalled. It has been a household remedy for
Purely vegetable and harmless. Price 35 cents. Aek your
years.
Druggist for It.
DR. J. F. TRUE <fc CO„ Autonrn, Me.
on
“Children"
free to mothers. For Tape Worm we hare a apecial treatment. Write for
Book

Kvar" May 9-10

0’HOOLIGAN’S

Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
and the public unequaled facilities for
and can recommend them as the best represen- storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers
tatives of the several grades.
and silver ware.
The security offered is the best in
-AND THE
Maine, and the location is the most cenSelf
jEriol
Playing Pianos. tral and convenient in Portland.
The utmost privacy is afforded by sepOld Instruments taken in Exchange,
arate entrances from the street, while
CATALOGUES FREE.
Most Liberal Term. the
Lowest Price,.
arrangement of offices of the consolidated company is such that all financial
business can be transacted under the

T. C. McGQULDRIC

p^TNlBiLMwngn
1!

Prices 15-25-35-50c

H. M. PAYSON &C0., WEDOINC.

“poor

have

Peformance Tonight.

HOYTS A BUNCH OF KEYS

HAS REMOVED TO

O-A-HriY

TEL. 818—3.

( 1 Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor them for anWratf* 'SRi'Sk
( ) nearly everything else. The best Worm Remedy made, and likewiffMBi.l7'~_ IwBifc
( ) the be6t Remedy for all the complaints of children, such as Feverish- wHjfS WMEK ^
( | ness, Costlvenees, Indigestion, hour Stomach, etc., Is
JffirS AtuBL,£

Last

Return of Last Season’s

Portland Trust Co.

STEIN WAY,
HARDMAN,
GABLBR,
PEASE,
JANIES & HOLMSTROM,
Grade
other
and
High

Castor!a, ia pat ap in one-size bottles only. It
is not sold in bulk. Don’t allow anyone to sell
yon anything else on the plea or promise that it
i3 “just as good" and "will answer every purpose.'1 ■*3“ See that you get C-A-S-T-O-B-I-A.
The fie-

EXACT COPT OF WRAPPER.

no*

To All Parts of House.

GUARANTEED

Specialty.

BOTTLE OF

'fiS&Abr. )

—

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

Investment

your money and efforts on a
thing.” To become an artist you must
firsbclass instrument.

TOKESBURY, Rana;er,
TODAY 2 P. in.
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BONDS

SURPLUS

Correspondence solicited from IndividBanks and
others
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business
of any
this
description through

—'•

C“ “d

Evening' PrTces ?0c! Me.^o. Seats now on sale.
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feb28

Provincial
Drafts drawn on National
Bank
of England, London, in large or
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.

ness and BestContains neither
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iuc; reserved seats sue.
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Regiment
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ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
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Not Narcotic.

AND

My Kentucky Home
Nights in Rome

Two

$ 150,000

—,

MAINE,

PORTLAND,

FAC-SIMILE

Opium,Morphine nor Mineral

Apart

{^ Marriagc^FaUure

Thursday Eve,
Friday Mat,
Friday Eve,

This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

Gasco National Bank
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by Portland Water Co.
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FINANCIAL.

Incorporated 1824.
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Wednesday Eve,
Thursday Mat,:
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DUE 1928.

LETTERS OF CREDIT,

CAPITAL
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PAYTON

Every eve

eve.

Tlle Parisian Princess

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
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Promotes DjgesfidR,Cheeiful-

Every afternoon at 2. The favorite comedian

Tuesday Mat

-OF-

,

at 8.

CORSE

Supported by the handsome actress Miss ETTA ItEED and a company
nized players
presenting a repertoire of comedies and dramas.

—

Pills always on hand as a household remedy.
Many women's lives are miserable beconsumption
family
cause such symptoms as Mrs. Tansey's
believed her lungs were affected.
"She grew thinner and thinner every day. daughter showed were neglected while they
She lacked only the hacking cough to show were developing into womanhood. During
that period of rapid development the blood
all the outward signs of consumption.
“Our doctor called the disease by an odd needs the highest degree of strength to rename, which I learned meant simply weak pair the tissues that are rapidly wasted.
These needed elements are supplied by
blood.
"No treatment seemed to do her any good. Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People.
"She was fading away before our eyes. The vegetable ingredients of these pills act
"I was induced to try Dr. Williams’ Pink like magic in restoring strength to the musPills for Pale People, and the change they cles and roses to the cheeks of growing girls
or adults weakened by overwork.
made was almost magical.
All druggists sell Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
“Before she had taken half a box there
vement in her looks, ap- for Pale People. They cost 50 cents a box)
six boxes $2.50.

AVegetable Prep aratioaforAs-

May 9, beginning Mon

*

at!

MOULTON,

&

WOODBURY

HAWORTH,

Supported by MISS BERTHA GALLAND under the direction of MR. W. M. WILKINSON
This afternoon,
ROMEO and JULIET
lorn gut,
MACBETH
Evening prices—$1.00, 75c, 50c and 25c. Matinee prices-75c, 50c and 25c.

liMLIEA-

SWAN & "BARRETT,
Me.

I would have

similating theFoodandReguiaI ting the Stomachs andBoweis of

THEATRE.

MR. JOSEPH

4s.

Prices

not known there was no taint of

in the

JEFFERSON

__

“I earnestly advise mothers with growmy daughter was sixteen years
began to waste away.
ing daughters to keep Dr. Williams’ Pink

"When
"Had I

Portland Water Co.,

recommending them to other young women.

She said:

old she

4s.

N. II.,

the

sensible woman's

strength
She
to
it was in perfect health.

Maine Central R. R.,
Merrimack County,

"Since then I have kept Dr. Williams’
Their anxious parents and friends watch Pink Pills for Pale People in the house aldone much good with them*
them slowly fade away.
ways and have
A death-like pallor, transparent com“One example s
"There is a young girl friend of my
plexion and listlcssness arc signs of this
condition*
daughter who seemed almost transparent.
The body lacks blood*
"She was white and very thin. Ve were
Mrs. John Tansey knows the meaning aftraid she would fall dead in the street
of these symptoms, and the cure.
when she went out.
She lives at 130 Baker Street, Detroit,
“I begged her to take Dr. Williams’ Pink
Mich.
Pills for Pale People, and finally induced
Her advice to mothers has been of great her to try them. They helped her wonvalue to her neighbors. She tells the story derfully, probably saved her life and reto help others who are at a distance.
stored her to perfect health. Now she is

had been the owners of the barn.
They
walked out to the street, and there went
east along the railroad track.
William Gordon,
father of Walter I.
Gordon, came along just after they had
gone, and he told the boys to look around
the stable loft. They did so and
found
that the hay looked as if men had slept
there all night.
A little searoh brought
to light a handkerchief, wbloh was found
to contain revolver cartridges.
Nothing
else was found and the boys went down
Stairs to Mr. Gordon.
They were talking together when they
saw the two men coming back
towards
them.
Approaching Mr. Gordon the
taller one asked him if he could go upstairs and get his revolver which
had
He said they had
been left in the bay.
in
loft
the
the
hay
night, ns
slept
during
they were tired after walking far all day.
He said they got into the barn through a
window by the side of the Boston and
A pane of glass was
Maine railroad.
broken, and a piece of wood, whioh was
used to hold the window
down, was
pushed from its position.
The man went" upstairs and searohed
for some time and finally came
down
with a 38-calibre revolver in his band. He
had the nerve to ask Mr. Gordon if he
had taken the cartridges from the hay.
When they were turned ove r to him the
two men staited out with the
remark,
“We’ll see you later,” and went down
pver the railroad track towards Portland.
The description given of the men at the
West End hotel tallies with that of
the
men seen by Mr. Gordon.
Last night Officer Stuart searohed the
Gordon barn but the strangers bad not
returned.
Walter I. Gordon
was not
notified of the presence of the men in his
barn until yesterday noon, or he would
have notified the police.

chased

it would have to reckon with
The law is the same among nations in this respect as among private

health

not.

business-like looking reslept in Biddeford Wednesday
Yesterday morning when Walter

navy, gun for gun. Expectations that the
last long has Influenced all
war will not
There has been distinct inmarkets.

puted title, and the country that pur-

to

Many girls
seem
have consumption, although they have

muzzle of two

night.

consumption;

friends feared one girl wouldfall dead on

of

pines during hostilities for use as a miliThe Cadiz fleet is now said to be short
tary or naval base, but if adequate inMORE FRIGHTENED THAN HURT.
of ammunition.
Another evidence of
demnity could not be procured in this
that “unprepart'dness” that [the Spanish
hemisphere, then we would hold Manila
Cortes has been complaining of.
Coming of War Caused Less Trouble
until Spain paid up. Some arrangement
Than Apprehension.
be
made
we
would
would
About twenty per cent of the volunteers
whereby
keep
now at Augusta do not come up to the possession for a certain number of years,
New York, May 6.—R. G. Dun & Co.’s
physical standard. As the standard is while Spain was paying the instalments
high and the examination very rigid, pf the indemnity. This is all a matter of weekly review of trade tomorrow will
contract and agreement between nations. say:
that is not a bad 6howing.
In regard to the selling or transfer of the
A state of war was so greatly feared by
The war with Spain, even if short, will
islands to another Power by the United those who have seen
nothing like it for
cost the United
States $200,000,000 or
States, that could not be done until we more than thirty years that its coming
$300,000,000, and if we ever get an indem- had a valid title to the islands, which can
has hurt less
than
its
apprehension,
nity from Spain to cover that amount, only be obtained by a treaty of peace with
especially since the victory at Manila inwe shall have to take it in the shape of
Spain, in which she cedes the islands to dicated the superiority of the Amerioan
land.
The story that Sampson’s fleet is going
to attack[tbe Canaries will All the Spaniards with a good deal of anxiety, and
perhaps disconcert their naval plans, and
that may account for its being put in

like

seem

suggestion.
6.—There seems good
ground to suspeot that the two masked
robbers who held up guests of the West
End hotel, Portland, last night at the

Gordon’s little
son,
acoompanied by
quarters, whether sinoe the heavy ships
Washof Balph
have been withdrawn from Cuba, our Bertie Washburn, son
went out tc the stable near the
blockade is on effective blockade, and burn,
where they
whether if we should oatch a ship run- house on West Cutts street,
f 1.50 per square.
keep pigeons in the bay loft, they met
it
wo
should
te
entitled
to
hold
her.
two strangers coming down the stairs.
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and olassed ning
entirely unconwith other paid notices. 16 cents per line each The question is one of fact entirely. If The men appeared an
we have ships sufficient in numbers and cerned about being seon there as if they
Insertion.
Pure

that

street; restored

Bold Up-!

Biddeford, May

volvers,

financial.
_

Young Girls
Fading Away.

to

In Daily Press $1.50 per square, for Ana
week; $4.00 for one mon'h. Three insertions
or less, $1.00 per square. Every other day advertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for on#
week or $2.60 for one month.
“A square” is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
tquaro each week.

MISCEL1ASeops*

_

Strangers in Biddeford Suspected of
West End

I

MlSCI;x,jjAVp.r,TT,

Italian government in it the heart of the
Italian nation will always be on the side
and
of the Cubans and the Americans
the day
they will rejoice with them upon
will
when thd last shot of the cannon
salute the triumph of liberty.
A nation where the excitement of revolution
has scarcely died away, a people
who have scarcely shaken off the yoke ot
foreign and papal oppression cannot but
sympathize with those who are in bonds

46 Exchange St., Portland,
mayBeodiw

ROCHESTER $50. YALE $50.
CRAWFORD $50 & 35. PENNANT $,40.
ELMIRA $30. JUVENILES $20 to $30
WE CARRY ALL PARTS
of our leading wheels in stock.
Our
line of Sundries and repair Goods is
the largest East of Boston. If you
need new Tires,Saddle, Haudle Bar,
Pedals, Bell or Cyclometer give us
a call.
REPAIR DEPARTMENT.
We have a large Repair Department with experienced machinists. If
you puncture a tire, break a rim,
or

meet with any accident to your
we can remedy the trouble.

wheel,

THE

JAMES-BAILEY

264 Middle St.,
AGENTS.

near

CO.

Monument Sq.

Walter V. Kniglit,
J. H. Edwards, So.

Westbrook,
Portland,

Hancock Clark Co., Gray.

apr22,M,W,F,

Sat

SAFE DEPOSIT
To

&

_,prJL_BOST°».

TuT

*
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BOXES

Rent.

The People’s Savings Bank. Lewiston,
has fitted up their new vault with safe
Vault and boxes all
Deposit Boxes.
new and of the
latest and strongest

design.

Price of boxes $5.00 to $10.00 per year.
Anyone desiring a box for the deposit

of securities or valuables will do well to
write us for further information.

PEOPLE’S SAVINGS BANK,
Lewiston,

Wood, Pollard

JVfe.
Upi'28ti2\V

<

Wimarn^^dneTpins^

Has

no

equal in diseases of the (

Have
Kidneys and Urinary Organs. Have'
Kidneys?
.you neglected your
your nervous sys-(
'you overworked trouble
with your
Item and caused

>
<

Co.,

Kidneys and Bladder?

Have

you'

,
I
,

I 1 pains in the loins, side, back, groins A
>and bladder? Have you a flabby ap- k
the face, especially v
pearance of
1
( under the eyes ? Too frequent dot sire pass urine ? William’s Ividr, ey \
' Pills will impart new life to the disy
the system
t leased organs, tone up
Jj
a new man of j-ou.
make
By\
land
1 mail 50 cents per box.
Wiiaiams Mfg. Co. Props., Cleveland. O. I

$

For sale at H. V. S. Goold s

drug Store,
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please his audiences. It its just the kind
of show to drive away dull care.
Manager Bothner has secured choice
farce
When Mr. Haworth essayed Hamlet sevfavorites
and
has
comedy
many notable
eral years ago in this city, wo thou reto
make
it
changes
artistically
perfect,
called
his remarkable resemblance to and in its
appointments. Ada Bothner’s
Booth in his early days. Not that Mr. individual cleverness
is well known to the
His
Haworth copies Booth in any way.
fraternity and she repeats
But there is no play-going
Hamlet is
his own.
her former success in the role of
tragedian who is not bound, more or less, Among the many special featuresTeddy.
introoethe
bv the traditions of the stage in
duced this season was the Acme
quartette,
livery of certain passages of the play
audience
was
Ibis lh?
large last night
and in the “business” of the role.
and all the
features were warmly aplies in Mr. Haresemblance ta Booth
The
plauded.
farce
will
be repeated this
methods.
It
worth’s figure, voice and his
afternoon and tonight.
is seen especially in the first act in the
The appeal
interview with the ghost.
O’HOOLIGAN’S WEDDING.
“Angels and ministers of grace, defend
An innovation in tho line of musioal
ill
a
hoarse
us
Mr Haworth delivers
farce comedies will be seer, at Portland
whisper, and theu as he gradually gains Theatre on
but the
May 9th and 10th, when
strength he recovers his voice,
O Hooligan’s Wedding makes it appearawe
vritn which he is first struck dumb
ance.
scene
The
the
and
he
production was a metropolitan
holds
throughout
breaks from the restraint of his friends success, and the funny situations are nevIn the er a’lowed to flag a moment; original
sorrow than in auger.
more in
introduced
dances, etc., are
scenes with Ophelia and with his mother songs,
more
much
fervid power throughout the performance, while high
he exhibits
class
in
blended
did.
Booth
are
threw
by such
into
Booth
his
specialties
than
indignation—or wrath might be the prop- well known artists as Willis Love, comevein of satire that is absent dian, George West. Dutch oharaoler, the
er word—a
from the Haworth personation. Haworth Comedy Trio, The Diamonds in a funny
with his mother, absorbs sketch, Miss Gussie Larsen, Florence Lo
in the scene
himself in the intensity of his passion. Roy, Lena Johns, Jennie Flower and
Once or twice he is almost carried out many others. Those who desire to see a
himself when the king’s conscience clean, wholesome comedy constructed for
of
was touched.
When Hamlet sees the suc- laughing purposes should not miss this
cess of his scheme to
catch the conspira- rare treat.
tor his joy is made a little too strident.
CORSE PAYTON CO.
Taken all round, Mr. Haworth has imhis
of
the
proved
original performance
At the Joffarson Theatre, commencing
character greatly, giving It a finish and Monday, the versatile comedian. Corse
polish that now stamp it as an effort to Payton, supported by the talented acbe
most seriously considered by Sliakes- tress, Miss Etta Reed and a company of
perian students. Mr. Haworth was called reoognized players, will present a series
out
many times and warmly applauded of comedies and dramas, each mounted
and staged with some of the handsomest
throughout the play.
Miss
Galland made a very attractive scenery and properties in our city.
The
are
and
Her
beauty
Ophelia.
youth
prices are to be on the lowest popular
well in accord with the part. She was scale.
NOTES.
exceedingly good in the scene with Hamlet, where he tells her to go to a nunnery,
In speaking of Mr. Haworth’s last apand there was great pathos in her mad
pearance in Portland before the present
scene. It was in this latter scene that the
mornmelodious quality of her voice had excel- engagement the PRESS yesterday
lent scope in the songs sung by her. The ing was made to say that the date was
all well taken 1865, when 1895 was tho date written.
characters were
Other
The former date would make Mr. HaEspecial mention should be made of the worth
pretty well advanoed in age.
admirable Polonius of Mr. John Ellsler,
Walter Damrosch has tendered his resigwhile Mr, Lonsdale’s King, Mr. Wadsworth Harris's Ghost, deserves mention. nation to the New York Symphony sociThe probety, and it has been accepted.
This was the ca6t:
Hamlet.
Mr. JoseDh Haworth abilities are that the Symphony sooiety
will
end its existence. Mr. Damrosoh
Claudius (King of Danmark),
Mr. H. Gittus Lonsdale will, it is expected, retire from the diof the Oratorio society as well.
rection
Mr. John Ellsler
Folonius,
Mr. Lester Lonergan
Laertes,
Mr. Robert Eliot RELATIVE, BUT NOT NEPHEW OF
Horatio,
Mr. George Sylvester
Hosenciantz,
LONGFELLOW.
Mr. J. W. Dean
Guildenstern,
Mr. Wadsworth Harris of the Haworth
Ghost of Hamlet’s Father,
PRESS that he
Mr. Wadsworth Harris company informs the
Mr S. L. George lias not the honor of being a nephew of
Marcellus,
Mr. William Wilson the poet Longfellow, the nearest relationBernardo,
Mr. Harry Wood ship of which he can boast being that his
Francesca,
Mr. Joseph Lonuey mother and the great American poet were
First Actor,
Mr. Wadsworth is, however, a
Mr. S. C, Halpin cousins.
Second Actor,
First Grave Digger,
nephew of L. L. Wadsworth, formerly
or
sena
and
members of ihe governor’s
Wadsworth
Mr. H. J.
council of Maine, and also a nephew of
Second Grave Digger,
Lemuel Downes of the
Mr. William Walker the late Judge
Ho began his career on the stnge
Mis3 Ann Kingsley 6tate.
Page,
with
Mine.
Miss Graco Fisher
Mojeska’s company, having
Osno,
Miss Anna Daly just finished his fifth season iu her comQueen,
Miss Alice Perkins pany at Philadelphia- Mojeska took an
Flayer Queen,
Miss Bertha Galland Interest in Mr. Harris’s training for the
Ophelia,
This afternoon Romeo and Juliet will Shakcsperian and classical drama, assignbe the bill, and Macbeth will be repeated ing him small parts at first and giadually
so that at the present
The audience last night was advancing him
tonight.
large and of line quality and very enthu- time he is cast for some of the leading
roles. He regards
and
character
siast. j.
heavy
Mr. Haworth besides being a great actor,
A GREAT SPECTACLE BY SOUSA.
as a fine stage direotor and one who can
We have long been accustomed to look make an actor out of one if be has talent
for the coming, from time to time, of ti start with. Mr. Harris never appeared
Sousa and his famous band in concert on the stage before in Portland, Mojeska
with impatience for the coming, and an not playing farther east than Boston the
but has appeared in dralast few years,
expectation that inva iably sets the com- matic
recitals In Bar Harbor summer
munity on tip toe. Now we have a Sousa
under
residences
well-known patronage
is
event to look forward to that
likely to
and with much success. Mr. Harris as
arouse something more than expectation;
it will be to incite a furore. There is a many personal friends in Portland.
Sousa concert to anticipate to bs sure,
SUPERIOR COURT.
hut following that on the same occasion
is one of the most vivid and preteotious
military and musical spectacles that has 2 Friday—The grand jury reported 30 inin all, and were discharged
Its dictments
in this country.
ever been presented
conception and plan are on a most elabo- "finally. These are made jiublic:
.Samuel Smith and Thomas H. Lake of
rate scale, involving the grouping of the
from Charles
colors in military environment of the South Portland. Larceny
great powers of the earth, America. Great E. Burgess.
alias
Arthur
Arohie
Kidder,
Kidder,
Britain, France, Germany, eto. Columalias Archie Oscar Kidder, South Portbia salutes the world.
is
Sousa’s, and in land. Arson.
The production
Daniel P. McCallum, Portland.. Cruelly
habiliment,
paraphernalia, embellishment and elaboration incident to moving neglecting child.
national
colors, 2 William Thompson, Portland. Larceny
military bodies, floating
and aiso in national and characteristic from person of Storer G. Dyer.
Michael J.
Minnough and James P.
music the production of which includes
a grand chorus of hundreds of voices and
Brogan, Portland. Assault and battery
on
Wm.
Nickerson.
6b
all
diof
band
instruments,
Sousa’6
Joseph' Lariviero, alias'Jose Rivers,
rected by Sousa himself. Its title is “The
Assault on Harrison tCousTrooping of the Colors,’’ a magniflcent Westbrook.
in
which
our
ins.
own
police officer.
international affair
Lawrence Massey, alias Lawrence B.
is the presiding goddess, who
Columbia
of Portland, and William
Little
proves her sincerity to all nations by Massey
from person of
saluting them in glorious peans of peace of Portland. Larceny
McCool.
Edward
J.
is
America
and good will.
represented
Dana D. Ward of Harrison, alias Deninfantry, marines and sailors, and
by
the other nations by troops bearing each nis Dana Ward. Rape.
Henry
its national colors. As each national apHiggins, Deering. Malicious
pears upon the scene the great ohorus misohief.
Abiel A. Woodbridge, Portland.
Larof hundreds and Sousa’s band of 60 instruments take up the anthem of that ceny of law books.
Hoger L. Jordan, Portland. Liquor
country and give it with splendid force.
Beside the grand chorus and band, there nuisance.
will be in order Saturday
are
Arraignments
tyroleans,
auxiliary
bands,
bagpipes,
morning, and traverse jury will come
soloists, etc.
in
next Tuesday.
On the face of it the spectacle must be
MUSIC AND DRAMA,

PAUPER SUPPLIES.
patriotism and enthusiasm, and delight
the public wherever presented. The date
The following contracts were awarded
for.this evening is Thursday, May 19th, by tbe overseers of the poor last night:
at City hall, afternoon and evening, and
Salt pollock fish, $3 per 100
pounds,
matinee Sousa souvenirs will be
at the

presented,

to each lady,
THE GEM.

Corned
and
Trefethen and Bearce.
chowder fish, $3 per 100 pounds, Henry
6
7-8
cents
per
Sargent. Z Corned beef,
pound, chuck beef, 4 1-2 cents .per pound,
shins, 2 cents per pound, C. F. Mountfort & Co.
Spray flour $6.50 per barrel,
S. W. Theater & Co.
three
months,
Stove coal, $5.85 per ton, J. U. Watson.
A. R.
Cumberland coal, $3.60 per ton,
Corn meal, 43 cents per
Wright & Co.
40
cents
oats,
per
bnshel, three months;
bushel, three months, bran, $17,00 per
ton, three months, S. W, T h ax ter & Co.

Mr. Byron Douglas, the manager of
the
new’ Peaks island theatre, is in
town, his season with the Secret Service
company having ended on Saturday night
last.
Mr. Douglas says that Portland
people should be proud of the new Gem;
that it is one of the finest theatres, and
best equipped of
country.
any in the
Mr. Douglas says he shall open the house
on
June 6th when everything will be in
readiness.
“Diplomacy,” will probably
be the opening bill. Mr.
MARRIAGES.
Douglas proposes to give a high class of entertainments, such as will please all tastes. He
Ms not completed his
In this city, May 4. by Kev. Dr. Fenn, Jerry
company yet, but
by next week all ensagemenrs will prob- Dickerman Bates of Island 1 ond and Miss
Edith
Hale King.
ably have been made.
In Gorham, May 5,by Kev. S. B. Sawyer, HenD.
Emory of Buxton and Miss Abbie S. Davis
ry
A BUNCH OF KEYS.
if Hollis.
i,
111
Bethel, April 25, J. Melvin Brock of BrockFarce comedy held the stage at the
ot Bethel.
ion and Miss L. Adelaide Farwell
Portland theatre last nignt when
Hoyt’s
In Pittsfield. April 27, Charles Henry Buzzel,
“A Bunch of Keys” one of the best Mu- if
Maria
Hutchins.
Costigau and Miss Abbie
sical ekits
ever presented to the
In Brewer, April 26, Edgar L. Bennett and
public,
was the
bill. It has an amusing story, Miss Eva M. Holt.
is full of wit and
In Waldoboro, April 25, Frederick H Sylvesmusic, and Manager
ian N. Fish of JefBothner each season selects the cleverest ;er of Allerton and Miss Lil
ersoii
comedians and prettiest bunch of girls to
in Dover, April 28, Llewellyn Rogers and Elisabeth Purington, both of Bath.
In Princeton, April 28, Jscah A. Smith and
MARiON MCBRIDE.
Miss Grace MeLaugbliu.
A

Famous Worker for The W. C. T. U. in

DEATHS.

Boston.

One of the famous workers in the W.
C.
T. U. ranks and one who stood
very close
to Frances Willard, Is Marion
McBride
of Boston.
She is a tireless worker and

authority
pure loods. Everywhere
she goes, she recommends
Postum, the
famous food drink, for she knows of its
great work in furnishing a pure, toothsome, hot beverage for breakfast, much
like coffee in appearance and taste, but
made by food experts from parts of field
an

on

grains, selected

to furnish brain
and
nerves with the food demunded
by nature.
It is especially welcome to those who
find distress and disease follow coffee
drinking. Grocers supply it at 15 and
£5 cents per package.

city, May 6, Arthur Stanley, Infant son
Lucia aud John Vantigue. aged 6 weeks and

In this

of
2 days.
f notice ot funeral hereafter.
In this city. May 5, Florence Daisy, infant
Child ot Linwold auu Mary Pearson, aged 3
months 25 days.
[Prayers tins Saturday afternoon at 2.80
o’clock, uom parents’ residence, Ko. 68 Portland street.
In Waldoboro. April 27. Jesse It. Willett,
aged 57 years.
In Waldoboro, April 26, Miss Grace Robinson. aged 43 years.
In Lewiston. April 25. Lois W. Mayo, aged
60 years.
In Brownfield. April 28. MBs Mabel Poor,
daughter of J. M. Oscar Poor, aged 16 years.
In Denmark, April 25, Mrs. Dolly Dresser,
aged 87 years.
In F’oxeralt, April 24, William J. Sands, aged
62 years.
In Eastport, April 24, Mrs. Mary McConilc,
aged 73 years.
In Brooks, April 25, George Godding, aged
42 years.

WILL PLAT POOL.

I

Petition to Have Licenses Refused in

Westbrook Denied.
Members
the

os W\ C. T. U. Represented That
Institutions Menaced the Home-

One

Alderman Charges

That

Liquor

Was Sold in Them.

The adjourned meeting of the Westbrook city government which was to have
been held on Thursday
evening, but
which was postponed owing to the lack of
a quorum, was held last evening at
7.30.
Absent Alderman Gray, president of the

board, and Aldermen Quinby and Haskell.'Mayor Raymond was also in attend-

sisted by Miss Marcia Craft will give the
Wedsaored cantata, “The Holy City,’’
They hope to
nesday evening, June 1.

--

--11———-■--

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Every
give Messiah next Christmas.
to
be
member is earnestly requested
present at the next rehearsal Monday
evening at Warren ohurcb.
At the last regular meeting of Minnehaha council, No. 6, D. of P., appropriate

Store Open This Evening.

never

resolutions were adopted on the death of
Mrs. Mary .Mayberry.
„„
The funeral services of the late lhomas
at
forenoon
Mayhew were held yesterday
ten o’olock from his late residence, Main
street.
The services were conducted by
Kev. C. C. Phelan.
Interment was at
the old Sacoarappa cemetery.
Peroival Bodge, who broke his^ leg for
the second time in two months. Sunday,
as
is reported as improving as rapidly

for the maintenance of the Manual Training school was given its second and third
raadiners; mid fina 1 nassase.
Alderman

McAubrey alone voting no.
A petition from E. C. Clements and
eighteen others asking for the continuation of a sidewalk on Lonfgellow street
sidewas referred to the committee on
walks.
Voted to refer the matter of the election
of the Republican ward ballot and election clerks to the municipal officers.
Adjourned to meet Monday evening
May 23 at 7.30.

MEETING

OF

THE

OFFICERS.
of the city government
meeting Mayor Raymond called for a
meeting of the municipal officers.
The Mayor read a favorable report from
At the close

the committee on licenses recommending
that pemission be granted H. A. Hunt to
run a pool room
at Cumberland Mills.
Alderman
Pomerleau said
that
he
that
in
view of the fact that a
thought
had
been
to
the
alderpresented
petition
men protesting against the granting of
licenses to those places, that it would be
well first of all to deliberate upon the
matter. "I respect these ladles that have
petitioned this'body, and I have no doubt
but that they are sincere in their desire
to do away with the pool
but
rooms,
would it not be well for us to look at the
matter fairly and squarely.
Some of us
find It very difficult to keep our young
men at home.
They enjoy such pastimes
as the pool room affords.
Other young
men perhaps are interested
in churches
and perhaps
in attending
temperance
meetings. If these pool rooms are run we
should run them as licensed plaoes,
or
they will bo maintained as club rooms,
and as such we have no
voice in their
control. Tbe pool and billiard rooms are
conducted better under the license system
than under the club.
These planes arc
conducted in an orderly manner.
Under
onr license system a man is under
u $800
bond, and if the proprietor doeB not conduct the place properly it is the duty of
can
every citizen to complain and we
then upon oonviotion colleot
thoir $300
license fee and then license is revoked. I
am afraid these ladies have false impressions regarding the conduct
of
these

purchaser
Every
and Mocha

of

pound of-our 50c, 60c

a

Coffee.

Java

Day

PETTICOATS.

Linen

erleau, Warren, Lawrence;

McAubrey, Watson,

No, Burgess,

Ames.
The petition ot H. A. Hunt to maintain
a pool room was
presented and upon vote
was granted,
thn same aldermen voting
in favor as they did on the previous question.
Licenses were also renewed for Arthur
H. Small and .T. D. Brigham.
Petition of H. H. B. Hawes and S. F
Hopkinson to remove offal from wards
cue, two and three was received and permission granted.
A similar petition from George E. Pride
for permission to collect in ward one was
received, but he was given leave to withdraw.
It was then voted to
grant to
Messrs. Hawes and Hopkinson the right
to oollect offal in wards four and five in
addition to the otner wards.
The bond of Stephen M. Dresser, Chas.
B. Woodman and Lemuel S. Lane
as
bondsmen was accepted.
Charles F. Waterman, Fred A. Burnell,
Everett E. Dnnn, Ambrose E. Goozey and
Fred O. Goff were designated ns Kepubli;an ballot clerks in the respective wards.
No further business
the meeting ad-

journed.

Mayor Raymond will go to Augusta on
to present
the commissioned
jflicers of the Cleaves Rifles with
side
irms, consisting of a revolver anti sword,
vliich have been contributed
by the

Monday

lonorary members ot the company.
The Westbrook chorus under the director ot Prof. O. Stewart
and as-

Taylor

LADIES’

YOUR GROCER

y

SEWING SILKS.

ever stop to think that
perhaps by looking about you could get
better quality for the same amount of money?
We buy only the best grade to sell at a certain price—never sub-

stitute

a
cheaper quality. In that way we have built up our enorbusiness in these two departments.
We might go through our stock and quote a long list of prices
for the different grades of Hosiery and Underwear, but you would be
none the wiser after
reading it. It’s the quality to be looked at.
Make up your mind about what price you wish to pay and let us show
you the best you ever saw for that price.

mous

HOSIERY.
wear

ladies in Portland
only Silk Hosiery. We cater

to their wants by
line of

carrying a choice

both black

and

colors.

>ay us no higher prices other than
hose demanded by the line qua':-

hosiery is not as expensive as ty of the goods. We make a
people imagine. We sell a specialty of nice goods—goods
fair quality black Silk Hose for hat are difficult to find in other
$2 pair, either plain or drop stitch stores.
most

a

at 75c and

$1.00,

a

both white and colors at from
Jl.00tol.75—a very good qualty white silk vests, low neck and
,n

superior line
Fancy Lisle

short sleeves at 75 c.
Ladies’ Wool Gauze Vests,
ong and short sleeves, $1.00.

Ladies’ Summer Merino Jersey Ribbed

J

]f|)

jfl)

vhlte and

heels and toes, 25c

to

$1.50.

One special leader is a fine
quality black cotton hose with
split feet, double heel and toe,
35c pair, 3 pair for $1.00.

Hearing.

Children s

Price-broken-Corticelli,

and

Cutters,

Correspondence Paper. 500 boxes white
For a Saturday hummer,
Pound Paper. Unruled. 25c kind, today at,

WRAPPER SALE TODAY.
Wrappers wortli $1.25 at 89c,
Two piece Wrapper Suita.

Dress Skirts.

Dollar Wrappers,

Our

make.

in

*

$ WISS

I

Brilliantine,

black and
$2.25
Scotch Mixture Skirts. Newest patterns,
$2.49
Skirts of black and blue Serge, $3.98, 4.98, 5.98.
Black Brocade Silk Skirts, new, choice,
$3.98, 4.98, 5.00 and 7.50
Ladies’New Covert Jackets and Embroidered Capes.
own

Takes out grease, tar,
spots, and leaves no

pitch, ink or paint
showing where it

Two size bottles,

10c and 25c

M ETAL1C BELTS,
25c, 39c, 49c, 50c
ALLiCATOR, Seal and Calf Belts,
RED, White and Blue Belts,
UNCLE SAM Pins,

Drapery
partment.

American and Cuba Pins,
Flag Bows. American only,

i2Vae
14e
1UC

Regular price

for
for

193
25c
23c

for

Fancy

and

plain.
for

25c
3Jc
49e

ones
ones
ones

lor
for

Saturday’s
39c
oOe
(J9c

ones
ones
ones

30c.

“COLUMBIA” Bicycles.

few

smoked in
know it) are
price-cut as follows: “Columbia” Tandem ($125 kind),
$89.00
Ladies’ “Columbia” t$75), at
$60.00
Hartford- Ladies’ and Cents’ ($50),
$40.00
$15.00
Vedette, $32.00. Boys’‘‘Our Little Wheel,”
our

Our Insurance enables

QUO

VADIS-

us

fire

A

(but

that

you’d

were

never

to sell the above at these prices.

A few left, will be

48c

no more.

J. R. LIBBY.

Ladies’ Jersey ribbed Vests_
neck and no sleeves, 12 l-2c
Full line Ladies’ Union Suits
it from 75c to $1.50,
ow

Hosiery of every description and at all prices.

You Ought to WsarOur Hats!
THEY WILL PLEASE YOU.

ORGANCIES,

8 yds.

wide, for 75c and $1.00 per yd.

SILKS for

•ne case

Waists,

from 65c to $1.85 ”per yd.

of Rest Apron Check
Sc yard, cut to

GOODS in

Black

and

GINGHAMS,
5C y(lrd<

Colors,

SPRINS
We keep Hate at all prices from

at Cut Prices.

De-

9WEN, MOORE & CO.

N

MUSLINS, for 18 1-8, 17, 80, 85, 35, 50, 68 1-8 and 75c yd.

ANCV

i ‘BESS

$1.00

r. F. HOMSTED,
4S1

Congress Street.
mayTdlt

IO

WE WILL GIVE YOU TRADING
Buy your Shirts and Collars

of

We have

s

to 79c

25c
25c
5c
10c
5c, 10c, 19c

Ladies’ Jersey ribbed Vests in
white and ecru, 25c.

worth

class sales-

si.bo

blue,

fancy colors, best quality, 37 l-2c yard.

I ’1NE WHITE

WANTED.

and
15c
8c
59c

Other bargains in Wrappers at $1.00 and $1.25.

New French Organdies,

Coinnutj^i^i IJew^reets.
ia/w6w8

niay7d3t

25c kind at I2&c

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

■

in

Stockings,

accepted, running

a
southerly direction at right
ith said Congress *t, to the
water, to
be known as Powsland St.
Of B. IL Lewis asking thatja
live feet
strip
wide n each side of Brown Street where said
street passes over land of said
be set
Lewis,
to
afl
said Lewis.
Notice is hereby given that the Committee on
New Streets will meet on
Saturday, tbe fourth
Liay of June, at the corner of Congress and the
proposed street, at 2 o’clock p. m.
At the corner or Lawn Avenue and the
proposed street at
Jo clock p. m. At the corner of
and
Spring
Brown street at 3.30 p. m., and will afterward
proceed to determine and adjudge whether public convenience
requires said streets to be laid
outior public use.
Per order of the

man

neck and

ecru—high neck and
Opera Tops, blacks,
short sleeves, 50c.
tans and slates, some have plain
Ladies’ White Gauze Vests,
feet, others split feet, while others
ligh neck, long and short sleeves,
have both split feet and double 25c and 50c.
Lace effects.

"Jk

w

A first

Vests—high

Blacks in open$2.50 pair,
*>ng sleeves,
$1.00
work instep and drop stitch, 35c
Ladies’ fine Balbriggen Vests,
to $1.50 pair.
ligh neck, long and short sleeves,
with pants to match, In both ankle
In Ladies’ Cotton Hose, md knee
lengths, just right for
about every kind that’s made is present wear. 50c.
Ladies’ ribbed Lisle Vests, in
represented here. Fancy Plaids,
to

J

-----

black,
IOc

TOILET SOAPS. Vion’s. 4c and 10c. Two sizes.
Dr. Raub’s Egg White Soap. 3 cakes (in a box), for
20c

pink

Hosiery. The fancies come in
plaids, checks, stripes and VanDyke points and range from 50c

Of David K. Fillmore and others asking that
street be laid out and
accepted, running
from Lawrn Avenue to Stevens Plains Avenue,
to be called Higgins street.
Of William Leavitt. Jr., and others, for a new
street to be la-d out and
from

may 7

Fast

Q'X,

and

We also carry

a, new

angles

All sizes.

HOSE SUPPORTERSPrices:

of Ladies' Black and

follows:

Congress St. in

Double sole.

better ones for $2.50. 3.00,3,50
We show several lines of fine
Silk Hose In Plaids and Fancy Silk Vests with fancy crocheted
Tops at $3.50 and 4.00 and Silk 'ronts at from $2.00 to 2.75
Plated in black, white, sky blue ilso a good quality of Silk Vests

—

Whereas the following persons have peti
Honed the City Council to layout new streets
as

High spliced heel.

was.

point to be remembered
; tbout our Underwear
is, that you
A

Silk

ADVERTISEMENTS,

Notice of

Cordon
15c

Box

UNDERWEAR.

Many

OF_PEERING^

CITY

made.

tinted, the 25c kind.

“SPQTINE.”

****-****>*****
NEW

Germany

l2Xo

7c

did you

you

SELLS THEM.

Knit of 25c yarn,

Hose.

Men’s Black Lisle Thread

In buying Hosiery and Underwear it is more a matter of
quality than of price, that is to be considered. You can buy a pair
of hose or a piece of underwer at any store at 25c. 50c or 75c, but

J

Try Baker’s Extracts just once. *

Undervests.

9c

Fancy heel and toe. Perfect shape, wearable, fast black,

HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR.

-a

*

Fancy rib,

h PRICE.

*

secure full measure, and the strength is
double other extracts. To be convinced

Knit Undervests.

69c

ROMAN RIBBONS. Bayadere Stripes, IX, 2, 2'4, 3X inches
wide at
I2^c, 19c and 25c
Plaid Ribbons, \X, VX, 2«, 2% inch,
8c, IS, 19, 20cts
Tri-Color Stripe Ribbons. 10 styles,
E5c

*

a-

y

5 piece Sets,

ribbed black stockings.
Sizes 6, 6 a, 7, 7 i, 8, 3X, 9,

stout

double knees.

~

Being unadulterated they are absolutely pure. The quality never varies; you

85s

69c

Irons,

Two threaded Maco combed yarn.

Boys’

our

color Lawn Petticoats.
Printed
Double Umbrella Ruffle, cut

Ladies’ fast black

—

Extracts

pound of

a

dye,

**************

tn all pure
ftutt

nothing.

Tea will receive free

get such Ppttlcoats less than a dollar.

Ladies’Jersey

■

6

to

Ladies’Jersey

CHERRY BLOSSOMS.

Enkct

75c

Would he counted a bargain elsewhere at l2Vse.

The early cherry blossoms appeared on
May 3d, whioh Is two days earlier
than
hut year, and twelve days earlier than the
average. In 1760 they appeared on the 1st,
and in 1894 on the 2d, whil 1785 was the
latest, being on the 80th.
Every year of
the present decade has been earlier than
the average, while six of the last decade
were later.
I did not fail to notice that you reported
them on Merrill street
on the 21st of
April, but as very few trees have yet blossomed, I can hardly accept suoh an astounding breakage of the reoord as a fa r
representation of the venerable and honored fraternity of Maine oherry trees.
It
would be like breaking the trotting record
twelve seconds at one swoop. This is one
of the earliest springs, but the climate is
not going to ohange so much in a single
year, even If we do capture Cuba, and annex the Gulf Stream.
Adam Newbegin.

giving

lucky

Mrs. Pott’s Flat

The pitfalls of a great city, with especial
reference to Portland, will be described
In an
article in
tomorrow’s Sunday
limes. These pitfalls are not of the kind
mentioned
in Holy Writ, but they are
dangerous for all that.

If you want the best
Extract made, insist
upon your Grocer

or

evening.

(3 irons, l stand, 1 handle.)

a

plaoes.
Alderman McAubrey said:
“I am
opposed to the granting of these licenses.
I feel that I should forfeit the respect of
ft
large number of our best citizens if I

voted for the renewal of these
lioenses.
These petitioners are working for the beet
interests of the city. I don’t wish to protest against these plaoes, but when constituents of my ward come to me and tell
mo of their husbands and
sons
securing
liquor and coming home intoxicated from
these daces I think it is time to raise a
voice against these places.
Alderman Pomerleau in reply said that
if ho (McAubrey) had the interests of the
city at heart he should have stepped forward and bad these pool and billiard ball
keepers arrested for a violation of the
rights granted them.
In reply Alderman McAubrey said that
the only reason that he had not done
it
was because he couldn't get the witneses
to back him np.
Alderman Pomerleau made the closing
remarks and suggested that these places
should have another chance and if all was
not right during the year they should bo
closed up.
Alderman Pomerleau moved
to issue licenses to billiard and pool room
keepers during the coming year, In accordance with the ravised statutes of the
state.
The vote on the motion resnited as follows: i’es, Bailey, Lamb, London, Pom-

You're

The report in an evening paper that
Messrs. Augustus Ward and Chester Swan
had accompanied Mr. Charles Hallowell
to Augusta to enlist in the United States
army was incorrect.

be Wants
the Best!

and

Stripes.
very full,

Monday.

s

You’d

Saturday’s Specials.

possible.

MUNICIPAL

see the re-decorated Store.
know we’d had a fire.

A pound of Java and Mocha Coffee for

Charles Hallowell, clerk at the oIHt o of
left
the
S.
1).
Warren
company
Alderman Warren was chosen as tempo- yesterday for
Augusta to enlist in the
left
The
place
Reoords of the previous United States service.
rary president.
vaount by Mr. Hallowell has been filled
meetings were read and approved.
the appointment of Mr. John Neal a
by
Mayor Raymond presented the follow- former employe of the S. I). Warren coming petition signed by Mrs. M. K. Center, pany.
Mrs. Annie A. Chandler
and
twenty- UNIVERSAL1ST FAIR AND ENTERthroe others:
TAINMENT.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and
Aldermen of the City of Westbrook :
The May Festival and Interstate handIn common with all loyal and law abid- kerchief sale to be given at The Westing citizens we wish to establish the right brook, by the ladies of the Unlversalist
A compromise churoh, opens next Friday
and suppress the wrong.
at 1 P- m.,
with one, is to the expense of the other, closing Saturday evening by the presentaand as we are aware a pointod discrimi- tion of “The Butterflies Carnival.” The
nation between the two may sometimes ladies will have on hand a large assortto determine,
be a perplexing question
ment of handkerohiefs, a full display of
but where good morals, good citiznshiD, their Florida bonnets and hats for sale at
and the saored precincts of the home are reasonable prices. A chicken supper will
assailed, then it is that the line of defense be served on Friday evening from 5.30 to
is made dear.
7, and a baked bean supper Saturday
Wo doom the pool room so called now evening.
The entertainment
Friday
existing in our city, condusivetonogood, evening will be Mrs. Oarley’s Wax Works
but productive of muoh harm especially by Miss Mary MoCobb of Portland.
She
to our young men.
We the undersigned will exhibit more than thirty of
her
members of
the
Women’s
Christian “Aggers.’’ Saturday afternoon at 2o’elock
Temperance Union therefore earnestly there will be a dress rehearsal matinee of
pray your honorable
body that all the carnival for children and ladies. Repetitions for licenses to run any one pool served seat tickets for Friday and Saturroom in the city of Westbrook
be deter- day evenings go on sale Monday at the
usual places.
mined against.
A large party from this city is going to
It was voted to accept the petition and
Augusta today to visit the boys in camp
lay it on the table.
at that place. Others will go with the exof cursion party on
The order appropriating tho snm
Sunday.
used in providing for the
$3000 to be
Through the courtesy of the Boston
Branch
Clothing store, of Westbrook, Mr.
families of soldiers
enlistiDg from the S.
Aieaovsky. proprietor, the members of
United States the Cleaves Rifles
city of Westbrook in the
are each to
receive a
and third handsomely lithographed
army, was given its second
photograph of
the
company, taken in front of the uimory
readings and final passage.
prior to the departure of the company last
the sum of
The order

$500

1Tzii

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Come and

ance.

appropriating

J

'■ "'"‘■'■'V

NEW

$5.00.

STAMPS,

us.

an

Elegant Stock.

MERRY, Hft and Furnisfier,
237- 239 MIDDLE ST.
mayleodtf

,

PUBLISHED BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT.

ASTHMA AGONY.
Aflunyon

BY WlLtiAK LE QIIEDX,
‘‘The Great War in England in 1897,” “Zoraida,” ‘‘Stolen
Souls,” ‘‘Guilty Bonds,” “A Secret Service,” &c., &c.

Living

Author of

THK

XXXVI.-

THRALL.

“Dudley Ogle!”

I echoed
in blank
amazement. "Are you certain that the
servant’s suspicions
wore
devoid
of
foundation?”
“Absolutely,” she answered in quick
breathlessness. “In tho-o days I was
supercilious and disdainful, being taught
to regard my dignity as Grand Duchess
was too great a conceit to make a mesalliance. My mother used constantly to
urge that in the marriage contracted by
members of our family love was not abso-

lutely necessary—position was everything.
Well, the months went by. We left
Algiers, returned to Petersburg, and soon
afterwards my mother died leaving me
alone. I found myself possessed of great
wealth, and when, after a period of
mourning, I reappeared in society I was
courted and flattered by all sorts and
conditions of men. In a year I grew
tired of it all and loDged to return to
England,, the land wherein I bad spent
many years of my youth; therefore I engaged a woman to pose as my mother,
and dropping my title went to London
and lived there as Ella Laing. Then—then
I met you," and she paused,
looking
earnestly into my face with her deep blue
she
had
embodied
To
me
eyes.
everything
that was fair, honourable, and pure, yet
1 had dreaded some sinster peril from an
unknown source.
“And we loved each other,” I
said

simply.

Reliable: Wheels!
Wo have sold wheels for years and are
gtill selling the same lines.
WHV! Because they are reliable.
Highest quality. Solid guarantee.

“Yes” she went on, fervently. “But
from the first I was fettered, being unable
to net as my heart prompted. I loved
you fondly, and knew you wished to
make me your wife, yet 1 dared
not to
risk suoh a step without the permissiou
of our House. 1 went to Petersburg, explained who and what you were, and
craved leave to marry you.
A family
council was held but the suggestion was
uuuuiuiuumj

ucuuuiiccu

as

a

piece

ui sen-

Kemington,
$50 and $75 timental folly. Ah, shall I ever forget
Forest City,
$50 that night? I pleaded to them on my knees
Fnlnioutli,
§4© to let me obtain happiness in your love,
§35 but they were inexorable and refused. At
Portland,
Portland Jr., (Juvenile)
$30 length, when in a moment of despair X
threatened that if shut out of my love by
Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries the barrier of birth I would end
my life,
and General Sporting Goods.
a suggestion was made—a
horrible, infamous one, prompted by Makaroff, Min-

DAVlT

8.

T.

ARMS

id» MIDDLE STREET.
mar28

GO,
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TO HIS TRADE.
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I

w= frequently

J4

come

|

hare oustomer*
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to us with copy and say

"

|

the worfe is always
and
!> satisfactory
brings oaoeUent

§
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wasn’t. If I had
my fault, indeed It
known what was to follow I would have
rather
than
killed myself
bring about all
the trouble and disaster for which I be-

responsible.”
“No,” I said. “Don’t speak like that.”
“I would," she declared, despairingly.
“What followed was a dark, mysterious

tragedy, while all the time I knew that
you must suspeot—that, after all, you
might forsake me. Within a week after
binding myself irrevocably to the Czar’s
army of spies I made a
disoovery that
held me appalled. I fonnd that my master, the man to whose will I was to
submit, was none other than our discharged valet de chambre—the man who
two years before had declared his love.
At the time my mother had engaged him
he was already in the secret service, and
had no doubt kept watch upon us. He
came

to

me

at the

THE ANNUAL MEETING

*

Nook, and, exulting

in

the fact that I had become his puppet,
renewed his protestations of
affection.
Of tile H ome for AgeJ Men will be held at the When, frankly, I told him that I hated
Office of the Portland Trust company, Thurs- him and loved only you, he at once inPer Order
day. May 12 at 2.30 o’clock.
lormed me, with a grin or satisfaction,
H. H. 11MEliY. Secretary,
that the department in Petersburg found
may4d6t
it compulsory to obtain possession of a
oopy of a seoret convention at the moment
being concluded between your country
HARPSWELl STEAMBOAT CO.
and Germany, apd that I must get posBeginning April 1st 1893, steamer Aucocis- session of it at any cost, through you. It
co will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Sunwas in order
that I might betray you
days excepted, as follows:
tbat the Imperial permission had
been
For Long and Chebeague Islands, Harps well,
2.30
to
and
Orris
Island.
our
m.
p.
Bailey’s
given
marriage. In indignation
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and I refused, whereupon he threatened to exFridays. 2.30 p. m.
me to you as a Russian spy, and I
Eetum for Portland—Leave Orris Island, by pose
saw only too clearly that any such revelaway of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Porttion
must
end forever our acquaintance.
land, 0.30 a. m.
He cajoled, urged, threatened, and exISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Mgr.
sepildtl
plained all the elaborate precautions that
had been taken by two clerks in Russia’s
pay at your Koreign Office in order that
on a certain day you should
the
carry
precious document in yonr pooket, and
Custom Bouse Wharf.
bow he had prepared the dummy envelope
sealed with your Minister’s seal. At last
—at last, after striving long and vainly
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE. against the performance of this Jgnominous action that I knew must reflect on
your honesty, I was compelled to submit.
Commencing Thursday, April 28, 1898.
Ah ! you can never know what agony I
for Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island. 5.45,
I verily believe that in those
6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.15, ai5, suffered.
5 00. 6.15, 7.30 p. LI.
days the terrible vengeance of that soounThe hideous ghost
Fox Cusliyig s Island, 6.40, 8.00,10.30 a. m., 2.15. drel drove me insane.
of the past causes me to shudder when8.15. 5.00, B.15 p. ro.
For Little
and Great Diamond
Islands ever I think of it.”
Trefetiien’s,Evergreen Landing,Peaks’ lslaud,
I echoed her sigh, but no word escaped
C6.30, 6.40. 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00, 4.20 me. Her revelation
I
was astounding.
6.15. 7,30 p. m.
had
never suspected her of being actually
For Ponce s Landing, Long Island, 5.30. 8.00,
a spy,
10.30 a. m., 2.0c, 4.20,6.15 p. m.
although the discovery of the stolen
For Marriner's Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a. Convention in her escritoire had lent
m., 2.00 p. m.
colour to that view.
RETURN.
‘‘I deceived you, she went on in a hard
Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7.20, 8.30.9.30, monotonous voice. “Hut
only because I
10.50 a. rn., 1 00. 2.35.: 3.45, 5.30, 6.30, 8.20 p. m.
loved yon so fondly, and dreaded
that
Leave Ponce’s Landing. 6.05, 8.50, 11.20 a. m..
this
man who had long ago
vowed to
2.50, 5.10, 6.55 p. m.
wreck
and
thus
Leave Cushing's, 7.05, 8.15. 11.05 a. m.. 2.45,
my life, would expose,
part us. Yet I could not bring myself to
3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. rn.
Leave Little Diamond, G.i.v 7.20, 9.20 a. m. commit the theft. How oould I
place
12.00 m., 12.25. 3.30, 5.35, 7.20. 7.50 p. ni.
upon v ou—the man who was all in all to
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.15. 9.15, 11.55 a. me—the
of
having traitorously
stigma
rn., 12.30, 3.26. 5.30. 7.15. 7.55 p. m.
Leave Trefetl'.en’s, 6.2U 7.10. 9.10,11.50 a. m. sold your country’s secrets? The man
who held me enslaved, and whose atten12.35, 3.20, 5.25. 7.10. 8.00 p. m.
Leave Evergreen. 6.15, 7.05. 9.05. 11.45 a. m., tions I had spurned, exulted in his male12.40, 3.15, 5.20, 7.05. 8.05 p. 111.
violent rovenge. Once it was thought that
Leave Marrir.er’s Landing, Long Island, 11.30 a. the Secret Convention would be sent to
m., 3 00 p. m.
Warnham Hall, and I was compelled 10
Saturday night only, 9.30 p. m. for all landings.
go down there to devise some means of
Sunday Time Table.
obtaining it. I found Dudley staying in
London
for Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8.00 the village, and we returned to
Tho end must soon come, I
together.
9.00, 10 30 a. m., 12.15, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p. 11).
Pur Cush ng’s lslaud, U.00,10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.15 knew. Therefore I lived on in daily terror
3.15. 5.00 p. m.
of what must
follow. At last the day
for Little and Great Diamond Islands
Trefetiien’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00, 0.00
10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.00. 4.20 p. m.
For Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
Yellow Jaundice Cured.
a. m.. 2.00. 4.20 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
Suffering
humanity should ho supplied
m., 2.00 p. m.
With every moans possible for its relief.
C. W. T. CODING, General Manager.
It is with pleasure we publish the followapr27dtf
ing: “This is to certify that I was a
terrible sufferer from Yellow Jaundicelfor
over six months und was treated by some
of the best physicians in our city and all
■■
FOR
to no avail.
Dr. Bel],
our
druggist,
recommended Eleotrio Bitters, and after
Erinsr!, Lubss. Cz'ais, Si. Jo n. M.Q..Kalitax. S.S- taking two bottes
I was entirely curod.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia I now
take great pleasure in recommendBnlicv jMward Island and Cape Breton. The
f.v. ilcc route to Campobello and St. Andrews, ing them to any person suffering with
this terrible malady. I
N. B
am gratefully
Stiiismer
yours, M. A. Hogarty, Lexington, Ky.”
Sold
H.
P.
S.
by
Uoold, Druggist.
On and after Monday. May 9th,
steamer
i leave Portland on Wednesdays and Fri-

CASCO

BAY STEAMBOAT CO,

International Steamship Co.

days at 5.30
iieturning
days.

p. rn.
leave

Buclclen’s

St.John and Eastport same

Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. ssg^Frelght received up to 4.00
p.

m.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other Information, at Company's Office,
twtilroad Wharf, foot of State street.

COYLE. Gen. Man.
if. B. C. HEKSEY Agent.
luarlbdtf
J. B.

witnessed the agonies

cal

has

accommodation to

are

published free

the churches.

Abyssinian Cong. Church, 81 Newbury

Brown’s Block, 587 Congress street, (Divine
Science.) Evening service at 7.30 p. m. Thursday evening at 7.30. Miss L. B. Glidden, speakar.
All are cordially invited.
t£
Bethel Church, 285 Fore street, (on eastside Custom House)—Rev. Francis Southwortli,
pastor. Residence 108 Newbury street. Prayer
meeting 10.30 a. m. Sunday school 2.15 p. m.
Preaching service 3 p. m.
Prayer meeting at 7
are

welcome.

Arnica Salve.

THE LEST SALVE la the

world for
Ulcers, Salt

Cuts, Bruises,
Sores,
Kiieum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped
Hands, Chilblains, Corns and all Skin

Eruptions and positively cures Piles, or
no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by 11. P.
S. Uoold, 677 Congress St.,
under Congress Square Hotel.
j

Church ok the Messlvh, (Universalisfi—
ivimmeit. pastor. service at 10.30
Subject of sermon, “The Spiritual Authority and Leadership of Christ.” Junior Y. p. C.
C. at 5.4 6 p. m. Y. P. c. U. 7 p. m.
Church of Christ, Scientist, 559 Congress
street, room 2. Services at 10.30 a. m. Friday
7.46 p. m. Heading room open daily, Sunday’s

-VUT ANTED—By a lady living 20 miles out of
vv
Portland, one or two children to board.
Those between (be ages of 2 to 5 years preferred. Address MBS. E., care this paper.

_6-1
a man or woman
XKTANTED—Immediately
*»
cook for summer hotel, also a first class
girl to go as head waiter in a restaurant
in the city. Girl for private family, wages $4
per week. Apply 399 1-2 Congress street, MBS.

excepted, 2

to 5 p. m.
tf
Church of Christ—Corner of Congress and
Weymouth streets. Lord’s Supper at 10.30 a.
m.
Bible study at 12 m. Preaohing 7.30 p. m.
Seats free. All are invited.

table

FRENCH
WHITE

TAILOR

PIQUE

nnwn

o"

TAILOR GOWNS.

A feature of the summer season promises to be the pique costume in
light, medias in
a
um, and dark colors, as well

HARPER’S BAZAR

PWm

WH’TE

baob.
two

The fronts
broad
tabs

across

are

cut

in

with

one

tho vest with small ivory

buttons

A simple model for this fabric has a decorates the tabs and the pointed cuffs
Berry, pastor. Sunday school at 10.30 a. m.
At 3 p. m. preaching Dy the pastor. Junior Enclose CWing skirt, out in live gores, meas- of the small gigot sleeves. The proper cut
deavor meeting at 6.30 p. m.
At 7.30 p. m. revival meeting. All are invited.
uring at the hem three yards and a half. of tho gown can be only obtained from
Clark Memorial M. E. Church, Wood- It has close gathers at the back, and is the
cut-paper patterns published by Harfords—Rev. John R. Clifford, pastor. ResiThe waist, with an easy per’s Bazar, where it appears. Quantity
dence 61 Pleasant street
At 10.30 a. m. ser- severely plain.
mon by the pastor.
Sunday school 12 m. Ep- fullness in front, is made plain in the of material—9 yards of pique.
worth League at 6 p. m. At 7 p. m.
praise and
prayer service. All are welcome.
Chestnut Street
Church. (Methodist service at 10.30. Sunday school 12 m. Evening
SECOND PARISH CHURCH.
Episcopal)—Rev. Luther Freeman, pastor. service at 7.30.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by the pastor. SunAt the Second Parish churoh tomorrow
Church. Woodfords, (Episcopal.!
Trinity
day school at l.r.0 p. m. At 3.00 p.m. sermon Morning service at 10.30. Evening prayer and
by the pastor, Epworth League meeting 0.3o Sunday school at 3 p. m. Eev. Chas. T. Ogden norning Rer. Mr, Hack will, by request,
General praise and praver meeting 7.30
p. m.
■epeat his sermon on “Patriotism,” and
p. re. All are welcome.
The First Spiritual
Society, Myslic
n the evening the 81st
anniversary of the
East Deering (M. E.) Church, Rev. John
At 2.30 p.
A. J. Weaver, pastor.
Eev.
Hall.
R. Clifford, pastor.
Sunday school at 1.45 p. m. services for the study of the Bible under
Sunday school will occur, for which the
At 3 p. m. (sermon by Rev. E. O. Shaver,D. D.
the light retiected upon its pages by Spirit- : olio wing is the programme:
At 6.45 p m. praise and prayer meeting.
All ualism and Higher Criticism. Preaching at 7.45
are invited.
tf
Walter S. Smith
brgan Voluntary,
by the pastor. Seats free. All invited.
First Free Baptist Church. Opposite
anthem,
Choir
Vaughan St. Church, (I. M.) W. H. H.
Public Library. Rev. Lewis Malvern, pastor.
school 1.30 p. m. Singing—No. 335, “At the Portal,”
Sermon at 5 0.30 a. m. Sunday 3chool at 12 m. McAllister, pastor. Suuday
at 3 p. in. Prayer meeting Tuesday
Preaching
At 7.30 p. m. Social service.
By the School
tf
evening 7. (6. Our Motto, A whole Gospel for Prayer,
Dea. F. D. Winslow
Free Church, Deering. Rev. T. M. Davies, the whole world.
tf
Prayer
Song,
at
10.45. Sunday school at
pastor. Preaching
Woodfords Congregational Church—
12 m. Young People’s meeting 6.15. Evening
Eight Scholars, with Violin Obligato
Eev. E. P. Wilson, pastor.
service at 7.30. All are cordially welcome, tf
Morning service at
by Jas. Woodbury
at close of morning serArmenian Department
First Universalist Parish of South Port- 10.30. Suuday school
Sending,
A cordial
vice. Evening service at 7 p. m.
land. Services at Union Opera House. Sabbath welcome
Solo,
Mr. Willey
tf
to ail.
School at 1.30 p. m. Preaching at 2.30 by Rev.
superintendent’s Report
Vestry Hall, Pleasantdale. Preaching at
W. M. Kimmell.
tf
dymn,
Congregation
3 p. m. by W. 1. Houston oi the Church of
friends’ Church. Oak street.
Kjliscn R.
Singing,
4
m.
All are welcome.
Primary Department
Purdy, pastor. Morning service at 10.30. Sun- Christ. Bible study p.
ixeroise,
Eight Boys
West Congregational CHUiicii-Bev. Leday school 12 m. Junior C. E. meeting at 0.30
Singing,
Pastor
Eight Soholars
p. m. Evening Social service 7.30.
roy !4. Bean, pastor. Preaching by the
tf
Laura Davis
Free Street Baptist Church—Services at 10.30 a. m. ano 7.30 p. in. Sunday school at Secitation,
12 m.
Collection,
at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. in. Rev.
Joseph K.
Chinese Department
West End Methodist Episcopal Church Singing,
Wilson, D. D.. of Melrose, Mass., will preaeh
Besideuce 30 Address,
E.
H.
—Eev.
Dunnack,
pastor.
Pastor
school
at
12
m.
evening.
Sunday
S^rning^nd
Sunm.
sermon
a.
Y. P. S. C. E. at 6.3o p. m.
At
10.30
Frederic street.
ringing—No. 131,
Congregation
First Parish Church—(Unitarian) Con- day school at 11.3o. At 7.30 lecture. Subject, benediction.
"Working men and the church.” All lare welgress street. Rev. John C. Perkins, pasUbr.
Morning service at 10.30 a, in. Sundav school come. Seats free.
GERMANY’S NEUTRALITY.
atxi2 m.
Williston Church, corner Thomas and
Berlin, May 6—The ceremony of dosing
First Presbyterian Church—Cor. Park Carroll streets. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and
and Pleasant Streets. Rev. Henry McGilvary, 7.30 p. m. by Eev. John liarstow of Medford. ;he last session of the present Reichstag
look place today in the White hall of the
pastor, residence 22 State St. Communion at 3 Mass. Sunday school at 12 m.
p. m. Preaching 7.30 p. m. Sunday school at
Soyal oastle. The Emperor, inthespeeeoh
2 p. m. All are welcome. Seats free.
.rom the throne,
referring to the war beGospel Mission—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pas
In the midst of life we are in death and ,ween Spain and the United
States, said:
-Nev. H. F. Dexter, assistant pastor. At as a man has been in life so, say the lawThe government will fulfill the duties
10.30 a. m. Sunday school and Bible classes. At yers. will he show himself in his last will
nvolved by its neutral
7.30 d. in. service of song and
position but on
praise. At 8 p. m.
That
this is true is the other hand it
testament.
will protect so far as
preaching by the pastor. All are welcome, tf and
a clever writer in
by
proved
possible German navigation and comHigh Street Church—Rev. W. H. Fenn, abundantly Times who has
gothered a nerce from molestation
the Sunday
D. D., pastor.
or injury.”
Morning service at 10.30 a. m. i„t nf intnrestina information about aneer
Evening service 7.80. Subject. “The War,” Its
moral meaning. Sunday pcnool at 12 m.
1 URN CALLED ON
wills on file in probate courts here and
PORTUGAL.
New Jerusalem Church. New High"™St abroad.
Lisbon, Hay 6—The Portuguese governRev. Samuel Worcester, minister.
Morning
nent has reooived a formal
service 10.30.
Subject of sermon, “Casting
protest from
MAINE PENSIONS.
the Net on the Right side of the 8liip.” Sunday
of tbe
United States
school at 12 m. All are invited.
the despatch of 900 oases of
igainst
have
6.—Pensions
amWashington, May
nunition and provisions from
Presbyterian Mission (Farrington Block, Conthe port of
Maine
the following
gress st). Sunday scnool 2 p. m. Preaching at been granted to
tw0
23’
after
April
war
days
3 p. m. by Rev.
G, E. Woodman. Jr. Social and people:
tbe United States had
prayer service at *7.30 p. m. All are welcome.
b°th
the
ammunition and
INCREASE
Seats free.
'f®
baTln8 been forwarded to
Preble Chapel. Rev. W. T. Phelan, pasJohn McClellan, Soldiers’ Home, Konsquadron
which
was then at
tor. Sunday school at 12 rn.
Preaching by the nebeo Albert K. Lord, North Bangor.
inchoi
off St.
pastor at 3 p. m. Re iigous services and brief
Vincent, Cape Verde
slands,
address at 7.3o p. in. All are invited.
apparently threatening an offenREISSUE.
nve movement
against the United States.
Peaks Island Methodist Church. Rev
Matthew Kirby, Soldiers’ Home, Kenwin. n.
Jones, pastor, rreactung at 10.30 a.
nebec.
GREAT
“>■ anU 7.30 p. m.
BRITAIN DECLINES.
Sunday school 12 m. Y. P.
“•C.
Tuesday evening, 7.46. Class meeting
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
London, May 6.-Certain Powers, it has
Thursday 7.45 p. m. Strangers are always
wen learned by the
welcome.
tt
Eliza McClellan, Gorham.
Associated Press
lave again made
Pinb Street Church. (Methodist Episcoovertures
to
3ritain looking to
Rev.
pal).
E.
Rogers, pastor. Residence G4
intervention
in the
Carleton St.
var between Spain and the
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. bv the
United Ktetea
MAJOR GENERALS SWORN IN.
pastor. Sunday school 12 m. Epwortli League
mt Great Britain has
aga.n refused to
at 0.46.
Evening Social service at 7.30 n. m.
Washington, May 0.—“Fighting Joe” ;ake part in any such movement and it
All aro welcome.
s a significant
fact
Wheeler was the first of the major generthat tho
Bail Loft meetings are held at No. 6 Cen- als of the Volunteer
army to be mustered ] ■aval authorities have decided to irnmedh
trai '^hart every Sunday morning, commencing in.
The oath or office was administered
nW
at 10.30 a. m. All are welcome.
tf
to him
in the War Department about ;
Salvation Army. 239 Federal St. MeetN.
A.
Mr.
Thompson,
ings every night at 8, except Tuesday, Sunday noon today by
assistant to the chief clerk.
at 7 and II a. m., and 3 ami 7.30 p. m.
SPANIARDS BUSY LYING.
Adjutant and Mrs. MeDonall In charge. All are
General Wheeler was also the first exwelcome.
London, Hay 6.—The Spanish author!Oonfederate officer to receive a commisof the United 1 ies are trying to make as muoh as nosSt. Paul’s Church, (Protestant
Episcopal) sion in the military service
Cor. Congress and Locust streets.
absence of news
f ible out of the
The Rev’ States.
f-om
Jos. Batteil Shepherd, rector.
General Fitzhugh 1 Jommodore Dewey.
Services at 9
Half an hour later
and 10.30 a. m., and 4 p. m.
Sunday school at Lee took the oath of office.
are
matter to the Lonsupplying
They
close of the morning services.
tf
the effeot
that the
____i lon newspapers to
St. Stephen’s Church (Protestant
Episcoimerloan commander has been entrapped
Pal) Congress street, head of State. Rev. Dr
BY JEALOUSY.
i
CAUSED
Admiral
CRIME
Montejo,
who,
>y
they
add, is
Dalton, rector. Sunday morning service at
mown to have left outside Manila bay a
10.30 a.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Weekly
Lewiston, May 0.—Miss Nellie Turner, [oxen concealed
service Wednesday at 4 p. m.
gunboats which now preSewing
school landlady of the Hotel Leo, this afternoon,
Saturday at 2.30 p. m.
•ent any exit,
Threfore, the Spaniards
"j
into the room of one of her lodgers,
St. Luke’s’Cathedral—State street rfler. broke
Iaim, it is impossible for Commodore
E. Raynes, because of a suspioious
Mary
to send a despatch boat to
Sy-Kt Key U. A. Neely, D. D. Bishop; Rev.
Hontr
therefrom, and found the : lewey
Mortou Sills, 1). D., Dean. Services —Holv odor coming
Communion at 7.30 a. m. Morning
body on tho bed. She had taken long.
girl’s
ai
d
Prayer
who occupied a
Holy Communion at 10.30 a. in. Sunday
chloral. Harry Boyd,
schoo
tt 3 p. m. Evening (choral) with
sermon at 7.30 room connecting with that of the Ravnes
P- 111.
girl, was found unconscious from a dose
London, May (3.—The officials of the
St. Lawrence Congregational
He was revived with i
jpanish embassy here today issued aoateChurch, of the samo poison.
for- Congress and Munjoy streets—Rev.
A. U. great difficulty and said the woman had t :orical denial of the reports in oiroulation
VVnght, pastor.
him the poison as medicine for a 1 iere and elsewhere to the offeofc that the
Morning service at 10.30.
Suuclay school at 12 in. Evening choral service given
He is guarded by the police at the <
cold.
it 7.80.
Juoen Regent intends to abdicate the
Cyrus Haml n, D. D., will spe k
liey.
The coroner will
ii both morning and
conduct a t urone of Spain.
services. Chimes hospital.
evening
will ring at 7 a. m. and lo n. m.
post mortem examination
tomorrow

«n

^1“,SpaiVnd
^®®.la.red>

(S

r/com^r^0

}

SPANISH-”DENIALS.

Second Advent Church, Congress Place.
pastor.
Sunday school

Preacliing

at i.3o i». m.
by
hu pastor at 3 p. in. Social and prayer meeting
it 7.3o p. m. Seats free. All are invited.

State Street Congregational Church—
ttev. J. L. Jenkins, L>. D. minister. Morning

Boyd

came

to

Lewiston from Dorchester

Mass., last August and became infatuated with Miss Raynes, who had
recently
moved here from Augusta.
Miss Turner
fays that Miss Raynes was inordinately
jealous of Boyd and to that jealousy the
crime is attributed.

!WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.
Waltham and Elgin Watches.

A#large stock
model watches will be sold on easy payAll Styles.
All
vPrioes.
’rices. M~KLNNLY, the Jeweler, Monument
■mmra-»jArl9dtf

< f new
1 ments

PALMEB’S OFFICE,6-1
to try a bottle of
Dr. Aliak’s stomach and blood remedy. A
sure cure for dyspepsia.
Delivered in any part
of the city by sending me a postal card.
C. K.
5-1
NEWCOMB, 63 Vesper street.

WANTED—Everybody

buttoning diagonally

Forty

words inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

AEVILLE, Magnetic
LILLIAN
has taken
at rear No.

clairvoyant

Portland
St. where she
health, business or private family matters.
Office hours 10
a. m. to 12 m„ 2 to 5 and 0 to 8 p. m, Test circle
Sunday and Tuesday evenings.5-2
LOANED—On furniture, pianos,
horses, carriages, farm stock, goods in
storage, bicycles diamonds, and merchandise,
without removal, ou easy repaving basis;
strictly confidential; city or country.
‘-PBIVATK PAliTY,” P. 0. Box 1438.
2-1
70

rooms
can he consulted on

MONEY

LOAN ou first and second mortgages on real estate, life insurance policies and notes or any good security.
Beal
estate bought, sold and exchanged.
48 1-2 Exchange street, I. P. BUTLEK.
apr28-4

MONEY'

word* Inserted under tht* head
week for 35 cent* cesli in advance.

one

17OR SALE—By

trustees of the estate at a
the Charles
York countv,
Rochester R.
n'ile lrom Salmon Falls
r?in’ ?ntl rolie
(Saco River).
Said farm contains about 05
acres of land, mors than half
tillage, the rest
pasture and woodland; outlast year 20 to 25
tons of hay.
Good buildings, nearly new,
house large and roomy with
large ell and wood
house, barn 38x55 with cellar.
Excellent well
ot water; about 25 young appie trees.
Must he
sold.
For further particulars aDnlv to N
WATERHOUSE with Eastman
or samuel M. Came, Esq.,
Alfred, Me.,i or
Brooks Bros., Hollis.
j

bargain, the farm known as
7T
Brooks place, situated in lloliis.
Maine one mile jrom Portland &

Bros.PpVt?and'

SALE-Two and a half storied house
17OR
*
for 2 families, Sebago water, 10,000 feet of
laud, handy lo eledncs, full view of Portland
1 mile distant.
Price $1600.
W. H. WAG
DRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
M

SALE—Elegant residence
High street
FORbetween
Congress and Cumberland, has 11
on

with bath and billiard room, powerful
steam heat throughout, open fires, 7000 feet of
land, will De sole at great sacrifice.
W. II.
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
7-1
rooms

SALE—Horse, carriage, harness, mats,
etc..also new double sleigh (built to order).
The whole for $220, or will exchange for land or
1st mortgage.
MR. KEATING, 511-2 Exchange street or 280 State street, Portland.

__7-1

TO

TUOTICE—I have a nice lot of rugs which
Lv
I will exchange for cast off clothing,
being ladies’ dresses,gentlemens clothing and
childrens' clothing. I pay cash for them if
it is preferred. Send letters or postals to ME
or MBS.
D’G?.OOT, 76 Middle street.

may7-l

WANTED~xAll persons In want of trunks
and bags to cation E. D. BEYNOLDS,
Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and cau therefore
give bottom prices.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
We frame
*’
563

pictures.11-3
wilt pay the highest cash prices
fUOTlCK—We
Ls
for household goods or store fixtures oi
any description or receive the same at our auction rooms for sale on commission. GOSS &
19-3
WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 F’ree St.

seek for 2S

on*

cents,

head
cash in advance.

OR SALE—A ten horse power motor al°o a
one horse power motor, both m good
(tltiom Imiuire ot R. 0. LIBBY, sn truss St

I,1

Portland,

Ale.

7_l

OR SALE-A grocery and provision storcoii
Congress St. Store well fitted and well
located for business. A first rate opportunity
for the right party to make money. For particulars inquire of I. P. BUTLER,
48 1-2 Ex
7-1
cDange.

17

Pine street to close
other modrepair; price
particulars apply
FREDERICK ROBIE. First National Bank,
or Real Estate
Office, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
138
FOR SALE-House
estate, with stable and all
class
an

improvements;

in first
and terms satisfactory. For
ern

_ti-l
tobacco
POR SALE—641 Congress street, table
-*•
and
stock, including fixtures, pool
cues In ;tlne condition.
Stock supplied with
popular brands of cigars, pipes and tobaccos.
Rent of store reduced on account ot unexplred
For particulars apply Real Estate Office,
FREDERICK S. VAILL:

_6-1

'TYPEWRITERS—a

fe\v good second hand
for sale. HENRY L. CHEN tit Y,
ns
03
Exchange St., Telephone 014-4.
6-1
nf

?.F,0R
iLFor

SALE—Schooner “Addle”

net- now lying at
WhU7"10v ton,sfurther

eiat
Tol nit

Commerparticulars inquire of

lamf j{'Freeman>27 Monument |Square,

Port5-1

TO LET.

Forty word* Inserted under this head
oneweek for 35 cents, cash In advance.
RENT—An extraordinary opportunity
brick house
secure a htree-story
suitable
for
Congress
square
0 rooms and
private family or physician,
hath, steam heat anil plumbing, all In good repair. [BENJAMIN .SHAW, 511-2 Exchange
street
7-1

FOIt
in

to

LET—The substantial brick residence 198
TO High
street, heated by steam, open fire-

places, hard wood floors, etc. Also lower reut
104 High, with separate steam heat, bath and
other improvements. Rent reasonable to desirable tenants. Apply Real Estato Office, First
National Bank, FREDERICK S. VAILL. 6-1
LET—In Deering

rjio
I

tionally well

on

located

line of cars, 2 excephouses

containing

8

each, large yard, sunny exposure,
etc. Price only $10 and $12 each to desirable
tenants. For particulars apply Real Estate

and

9

rooms

irDunruTrif

v»m

c

<>

phone 115-2._mayo

4

OR RENT—Store 211 Brackett street, corner

If DOw. with 2 adjoiniDg rooms suitable for
light housekeeping. An excellent location for
a drug or fancy goods store.
For full particu-

SALE—New house on Pitt
P°RContains
seven rooms

St.,
and bath
water, wired for electric lights.’
with sewer, has large lot, and will be
easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C
No, 31 Exchange St„ Portland.
cold

Oakdale
hot and
connects
sold on

ADAMS
mays 4

Salll?g
ya?ht’ and vessels of all
deset iptious;
also steam pleasure boats
passengersteau ers, and tugs; could dispose ol
several good coasting vessels, from 75 to 3ort
tons. HENRY WESTON RICK,
yacht and
ship broker. Fire and Alariue insurance, East
Boothhay, Alaine.
5_i
SALE—Coot* house with stable and
large lot of land, very pleasantly situated,
modern conveniences, bath, hot and cold
water, combination heat. Price right, terms
easy. MYRON E. A100RE, Deeriug Ceuter.

pOR
,,

all

____4-1
SALE—In Gorham village, a modern
pOR
*
two
story house of eight rooms, finished
natural wood;
five minutes walk from
and schools; lot 65x200; must he sold
by 17th; a bargain. Inquire of S. C. BOLTON.

in

church

Gorham,

Maine._
ncsu

buy

3-1

uruiien eracKers.

Darrel at our factory: only
GOUDY& KENTS,

at;

Pearl

$1.00 per
50 barrels in lot:
Cor. Milk aud

Sts._3.1

SALE—On Paris Hill. 2 story,15 roomed
FOIihouse,
well arranged for
boardsummer

ers, large family or two small families, and
large stable, nearly new. good repair, on main
street, good location. MRS. WILLIAM DANIELS, Paris. Maine._
my3-3
rrO LET—Rent 125 Franklin street between
-*
combination tandem bicyCumberland and Congress.
Sun all day.
|FOR SALE—One
cle, as good as new, and one gent’s single
Will let to small family.G-tf
wheel; also one piano box buggy, diamonds,
LET—A very nice furnished rent, sunny silver ware, etc., and all kinds of second-hand
and comfortable, consisting of five rooms, furniture. Room 5, 185 Middle St.
3-1
with hot and cold water and pantry and hath
FOR SALE—A first class, well bred
room.
$15 per month. Apply at JOHNSON’S
State of Maine mare. 6 years old, sound
STORE, South street.
6-1
and kind, dark
bay, very stylish, 16 hands. 1100
road or work horse, will sell
LET—Large pleasant furnished room, 94 j lbs., excellent
Oak street one minute’s walk from Con- cheap. Can be seen at my farm. N. P. OLE2-1
gress street room has three windows, cool in SON, Cumberland.
summer, warm in winter.
4-1
SALE OR RENT, near Pontlaud, 35 acre
IFOR
farm with 15 room house, heated
CHANCE-Country store, stable J
by steam,
and ice house, rent very low, located In barn, hen-house, etc., suitable for “Friendless
at
railroad
home, near electric cars; price and
small
stock
Roys”
to
village
station,
owing
illness. Will be sold at a bargain.
Chance lor terms satisfactory; for photographs and parone with small capital.
B. B. FULLER, 215 ticulars, apply real estate office, FREDERICK
S. VAILL.
Lisbon street, Lewiston, Me.
4-1
2-1

lars apply Real Estate Office. First National
Hank Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL. o-i

TO

HORSE

BUSINESS

SALE—In town of Cumberland, farm of
LET—Uptown, six flats in the
brick
TO blook
about 70 acres in tillage, pasture and wood59-61 High St.,
minute from Con- FOR
new

one

flat lias seven rooms and
room, pantry, elaborate bath
rooms, latcstup to date improvements, hot and cold
water, open plumbing, marble bowls, gas, electric bells, self door openers, speaking tubes,
slate trays, elevator to cemented cellar, separate front doors, hot wator heatiftg. finished in
hard and natural wood. Apply with references
to D. SHWARTZ, 108 Middle St.
2-1
gress
store

Square,

equal record of ctires of llectal
■ m
diseases. The most difficult cases
■ 8
I 8
solicited. No knife; easy; safe;
"
■ ■
painless. No detention from
business. Cure Guaranteed. Consultation FREE I
Call at my Lewiston or Portland office, or consult

S’Dr.C.T.FISKgr
pamphlet.
Main St., Lewiston. Send for free
At U. S. Hotel, Portland, Saturdays

8S2

only,

SUMMER RESORTS.

eaeli

LET—House No. 40 Pine street.
TO ready
for occupancy aDout the
week of May.

Enquire

at

Will he
second

CONGRESS ST.

702

may2tf
LET—The first and second flats (third flat
is already rented) in our elegant and commodious new block No. 60 St. Lawrence street.
Without question, these flats are the finestin
the city and the only ones that have separate
back and front entrances, separate cellars and
heaters, set tubs, open fireplaces, seven (7)
large rooms, steam heat, three large bays in
sachrent, sun all day, large yard, price only
$25 per month. Call and look them over. Also
in elegant flat at Deerlng Highlands with every
modern convenience. DALTON & CO., 478 1-2
Congress St.28-2

TO

LET—New flats No. 2G5 Spring St. containr ing
9 rooms; sunny exposure, all modern

hot water heai, lighted by gas or
at 281 Spring St.
JAMES
aprl2-tf

conveniences,

sleetricity. Apply
BAIN.

| ■yfh V A&kV°f Successful Practice in Maine. No
jL "LmL ■ yof other specialist can point to an

WANTED—SITUATION

s.

Forty words Inserted
sne

under this head
week for 25 cents, cash is advance.

Mr ANTED—Situation
77

by

American,

an

mar-

ried, strictly temperate, thoroughly

derstands

un-

of horses, would like steady
work teaming; has had experience in provision
business Call or address C HAS. S. CHASE,
Harford’s Court, South Portland, Me.
7-1
care

MIDDLE aged woman would like a situation to do cooking or housekeeping.
\(idress C. JOHNSTON, Press Office.
C71

A

wanted
at
SUMMER BOARDERS
the
►0
Plenty of butter,
Pequawket House.
Near raileggs, cream, and all farm produce.
road and Fostofflce; lovely drives, fine vie'as,
large chambers and piazza, large lawn, plenty
of shade. Address MRS. OLIVER MURCH,
West Baldwin, Maine.
5-1
SPRING HOUSE-Select board,
on line Maine Central railroad.
Good
boating ana fishing. Send for circular. Address C. E SMALL, North Raymond, Me.
lliayltf

RAYMOND

l*rANTED—Summer Boarders. New house
”»
on high land commanding fine view, large
chambers and piazzas, lovely drives, plenty of
butter, eggs ana cream, two and one-half miles
Terms, 35 per
from Stroudwater electrics.
week.
Address L. P. SKILLIN, Portland,
28-2
Maine.
leaving the city early oan get good
PEOPLE
country board within 30 miles of Portland.
Plenty of milk, eggs, and all farm produce in
season. Pine grove, large lawn,
plenty of
RIVERSIDE
shade. Reduction bv season.
Me.
Box
Cornish,
aprioeowiw
37,
FARM,

Good Country Board
with nice shady grounds, pleasant walks
and drives and beautiful scenery can be
ELMWOOD FARM.
obtained at
Inquire of WILLIS WARREN, Corapr22d3w*
nish, Maine.
WANTED—AGENTS.

N OG It A PH EH—Bookkeeper, experienced
STEand
capable In both branches, desires a sit-

uation as either or will combine two.
D, Press

Office._

flENERAL AGENT wanted to represent
xX well established house, salary $7.> per
month and expenses. Address S., Press Office.
6-1

GOODS SELL on merit at sight to every
horseman and to sub agents for 200 per cent
profit; big spring demand. For general agency
write S. HUNTER CO., Racine, Wisconsin.
apr23,law,3w,sat.

OUR

War Emblems Flags, etc.,
flATALOGUEof
Y free. L. N. CUSHMAN, 34 Oliver street,
Boston.

Address
0-1

(SITUATION in office or store by a reliable
c7 and
competent young man.good references
wages moderate. A. D.K., Press Office. 6-1
young man 21 years old would
POSITION—A
like a position as stenographer.
Can furaish references. Address M, Box 151, Peaks
Island, Me.
5.1
A

ANTED—Situation, a
\V
77
like a
not

young man, 18

would

particular what it is
situation,
aut-door Svork prefered; references if required’
Address G., 9 Portland St.

3.1

SITUATION WANTED-As first class cook
and also good washing and ironing, counry or city. Please call at 15 Danforth at, city

_3-1
a commercial traveller of ten
M'ANTED—By
77

years’ experience with a wholesale grocery [house of Portland, another similar position. Good references.
Address TEAYELLEK, care the Press.
ap21-2

WANTED.
Situation by

who understands
bookkeeping
willing to work. Two
Graduate of Gray’s Portyears’ experience.
land Business College.
Good references furnished.
Address ClIAS. F. ALLEN. Skowhesan, Maine.
aprlfidBw*
a

young
and is

HELP

man

WANTED.I

lady
good address to travel and
i7A
appoint agents. $40 permouth and expenses
P. W. ZIEGLER & CO., 220 Locust street. PhiiuMAN

air GOODS sell on merit at sight to every
xJ horseman and to sub agents for over 200
For genper cent profit. Big Spring demand.
eral agency write S. HUNTER CO., Racine,
7-1
Wis.

of

or

ielphia.

my7wed&sat8t

WAN TED--FEMALE HELP.

Forty

one

words Inserted ander this
head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Portland Board ol^ Fire Un-

SALE—The two modern houses we are
J
building on Forest avenue, Deering.
These houses are up to date in
everything and
have hot water and steam heat, oak,
Cyprus
and hard pine finish, open fireplaces, electric
lights, set tubs and laundries, slate sinks, porcelain bath tubs, cement sidewalks, oak and
birch floors, in fact everything that makes
up a
first class residence.
In addition to the above
there are beautiful oak trees and 6500 feet of
land. Only §1000 down, balance to suit. DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress St.
28-2

ITIOR

CTEAM LAUNDRY—One of the best paying
m New Hampshire;
fully equipped, good
business; illhealthe cause of selling; a grand
chance to engage in the laundry business: will
bear
the closest investigation.
Address
LAUNDRY, Press office._
apr29-4

A THOUSAND RINGS
select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
Rubys and all other precious stones. Engagement and Wedding Kings a specialty.
Largest
stock in the city.
McKENXEA, tne Jeweler,
Monument Square.
marlDdtf
To

SALE—10 Welsh ponies weighing from
pOR
1
3001 o 000 pounds, all kind aud safe for
ladies and children to drive; can be seen by
applying to N. B. CHASE, Long Island, Maine.
26-2

__

SALE—The best corner lot In Fessenden
■pORPark
Jon high ground, and small house iu
center of city for 2 families; 13 room house and
9 room house iu western part of city; also
large
house in western part of city, can easily be
made for 2 families. The property will be sold
very low. W. P. CARR, Oxford Building.
25-2

MARRY ME,

NELLIE,

And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at
McKenney’s. A thousand solid gold Kings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
all

other precious stones. Engagement and
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument
Square.mar22dtf

SALE—Handsome (liver color) pointer
pups, whelped April 20th., will oe just right
age to train coming fall. Sire, “Dustyway”
30733. winner ot 1st prize in late New York
show; write for full pedigree ami prices. Pups
ready for delivery in 4 10 6 weeks. ARTHUR
D. MURPHY. Biddeford, Maine.
apr22-4

FOR

"CVARM FOR SALE or exchange for house in
A
city or village: 125 acres. 40 acres mowing,
the balance pasture, wood and timber, 460
apple trees amt small fruits, house 10 rooms and
piazza, wood house, carriage house, hen house,
barn 40x50, with cellar anil ice house, room lor
12 cows and 3 horses, nice lawn, plenty of shade
trees, a fine pkice for summer hoarders, 11-2
miles to 1 abroad station, 2 miles to village.
For further information apply to SMITH &
SA LE, 45 Exchange street, Portland, Me.

aprl2dtf

OR

SALE—Two

new

houses

on

Alba street.

Deering Centre, seven (7) rooms and hath,
heat, hay windows, broad piazzas, large

furnace

gardens, very sunny, near schools and electrics, price only §1750, onlv *300 down, balance
to suit. A rare chance to
buy a suburban residence low.
DALTON A CO., 4781-2 Congress
28-2
street, opp. Preble.

WEDDING RINGS.
Two
hundred to select from. All weights
and sizes.
10, 14 and 18 Kt. Solid bold. McKENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.
marl9dtf
120acres
two

SALE—Farm in Bethel. Maine,
I'-OKgood
land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and

in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied witli wood and water; also about
200,000 feet of pine timber. About two milei
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capeu farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may he
exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No- 136 Oxford St.,

barns,

all

Portland,

Me.__5>ariMf_
estate,

2 1-2

OR SALE-To close
story
oiilv 13 house situated No. 0 South St. peering,
lower containing 13 finished rooms, divided into two
rents which let for §13.00 and §12.09 per month;
Jell-_6-1 has
Sebago water and steam heat. Lot 100x110,
an

girl
WANTED—Capable
77

for general housework, must be a good cook. Call at 473
Dumberland St.. cor. State.
3_l

a

Inquire of A. C.
good stable with same.
LI BUY & CO- 42 1-2 Exchange Si,
apr 11-1

and

SALE—Or lease, a lot of land at the West
End, corner Forest and Congress streets
containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to E. HARjan25dtf
LOW, 919't'ongress St.

FOR

WASTED-MALE

HELP.

good strong American bov
nr ANTED—A
living with his parents in the city,
work

n a store and
128, City.

derwriters.
rrillE members of
this board have voted to
offices for business on Saturday
.. .n.’y \,ir
12 0 cloek from
at
May 7 to Oct. 1 inclusive.
THUS. J. LITTLE. Secrete.i v.
Portland, May 5, ISff.
mavodiw

land, situated about two milles from Cumberlad Junction, 3-4 mile from church and school;
Can he bought at a low price.
BENJAMIN
SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange St.
30-1

First class
MT AN TED—Seamstress.
77
109 Brackett street,
need apply.

may4dW2t

Mass.

SALE.

Forty woida Inserted onder this

TO

MISCELLANEOUS.
one

Forty

fro LET—You have good soap in exchange for
a
bone3 and grease. Drop a card or telephone, PORTLAND RENDERING CO.. Teie-

WASTED.

Kev. w. jvi.
a. m.

FOll

SALE.

FOR

its

tf

Bethany Cono. Church, South Portland.
Rev. H. B. Long, pastor. Prayer meeting 9.45
i. m.
Preaching at 10.46 a m, by Rev. H. B.
Long. Sunday school at 12.15 p.m.
Junior
Endeavor at o.SO. Lecture 7.16 p. m. on Henry
Ward Beecher. All are welcome.

P. Woodward,
Key.Jb..
iruf Bible classes

met

^<JlherSystf!W11'

dreet. Rev. Tbeo. A. rimy the, pastor. Preaching at 11a. m. and 7.S0 p. nt. Sunday school
liter morning service. C. E. prayer meeting at
3.30 p. m. All ate invited.
tf

All

for
how-

__

telephone.

p.m.

can

master.
Munyon’s Asthma
Herbs will stop
the most violent paroxysm of asthma in
three minutes.
They are compressed
into triangular
pastilles, the most conform
for
ever1 discovered.
burning
yenient
Used with the
Asthma-Cure, they will
positively and permanently cure the
worse foams of asthma.
Professor MunA box of Munyon’s
?°?u§Luar?£t^QS
Asthma H6rbs with Munyon’s AsthmaCure may be obtained from
any druggist
for one dollar.
Daniel W. Fink, 139 Church
Street,
A member
Sa
of my family suffered
from asthma for
a long time.
Her distress during tho
paroxysms of short breathing was very
great. She tried a great many kinds of
treatment without obtaining more than
temporary relief.
Finally, 1 placed he;
under treatment with the Munyon Reme.
dies, using the Asthma Cure and Asthma
Herbs, and I am pleased to testify that
this treatment has completely cured her "
Munyon has a separate specific for each
For sale by druggists.
disease.
Mostly
25 cents. If in doubt, write to Professoi
at
Munyon,
Philadelphia, and get medical
advice free.

The
publishers request that they be sent to the
pflice by G.OC p. m. on the day before publication, written legibly and as briefly pa possible;
tuch notices are not received or corrected
by
an

asthma

asthma

ever,

SERVICES.

Notice—Church notices

skill

centuries,

(To be continued.)

is

of

realize the horrors of that disease. It is
little exaggeration to say that sufferer*
from
asthma
die
many
times.
Acute
paroxysms frequently result
in unconsciousness and sometimes in death.
Like many
other diseases
which
have
baffled,
medi-

—a distinctive feature. A touch of
eign Department.”
bright
Congress Square. Church (First Universa- variety of fancy
“So you accepted,” I said, sternly.
in plaids and color is given by the geranium-red vest
patterns
Rev.
Dr. Blanchard, pastor. Service at
“Yes. I accepted their abominable con- list.)
In greater demand than any of or under-bodice, from which rolls grace10.80 a. m. The pastor will officiate. The Eas- stripes.
ditions because I loved
you so well, ter music will be repealed. Sunday school 12
the others, however, is the white pique fully a broad sailor collar bordered with
Geoffrey,” she said, gloomily, her tremb- m. Y. P. c. U. e.ao p. m.
a pique
tailor braid. The
braid algo
ling hand upon my shoulder. “It was not
Congress St. M. E. Church—Rev. W. F. tailor gown.

came

H in attractive fern and
make the price reasonable"

|

ister of the Household. Yet 1 was ready
to oommlt any act, to do anything to secure happiness with you.
Permission was
me to marry you on condition that
entered the secret service as a spy. I
appealed personally to the Czar, but in
vain. You were in the Earl of Warnham’s
confidence, and it was seen that from
information which
you I could obtain
would be of greatest utility to our For-

No on© who has not
experienced or

dawned on which I had to meet
you at
the Foreign Office, and illoh from you the
bond of nations. After breakfast X stood
rut on
the lawn by the sunny river’s
bank, contemplating suicide rather than
your ruin, when there rowed up to the
steps Dudley Ogle, who hailed me inciting me to pull un to Windsor, and
there lunch with him. At once I accepted,
ind after embarking told hint
of my
iilemma, and sought his assistance. As
you know, he was a good amateur conjurer
ind skilled in feats of slight of hand.
Without thought of the consequences he
resolved to commit the theft lor my sake,
ind when I had fully explained
all the
[acts and given him the dummy envelope
that the cunning chief of the Okhrannoe
Otdelenie’ had prepared, he
turned the
boat and put me ashore at
the Nook,
ifterwards rowing rapidly down to Shepperton to change and go at once to London.

SUNDAY

Death.

A GREAT MEDICAL DISCOVERY

COPYRIGHTED. 1897. B YWILLIAM LE QUEUX.
Chapter

Has Mastered This

FOR

run

errands.

LOST AND

Address'l'

10

O

But
3-1

FOUND.

hull dog, long ears and tail
down nose and breast
ibout six months old, answers to name of Rags'
Finder will be rewarded by returning same to
A brlndle
LOSThas white streak

Brackett

Sii-

g.j

MAINSPRINGS,

75c.

American Mainsprings, made by the
Elgin and Waltham companies.
Warranted
for one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
Monument Square,
marl'Jdlf
The best

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS
This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
market
Call and see It. McKENNEY the
Jeweler. Monument Sq uar,
.garljii:**

ANSWER IT HONESTLY.
Are the
More

SOUTH

PORTLAND.

Opinions of Portland Citizens Not
Reliable

Than

Those

Utter

of

General Order Ko. 27 Reorganizes the

Strangers.

It can’t he evaded or ignored.
A Portland citizen speaks here.
Portland.
Speaks for the welfare of
A citizen’s opinion is reliable.

An utter stranger’s doubtful,
The impression created is lasting.
Curiosity is at onoe aroused.
Read what follows and acknowledge

Its Provisions

Detailed—Infantry, Cavalry

Artillery and Engineers Increased—Recruiting Parties

Authorized—Society

Anniversaries—Persoual

General

Order

No. 27

Items,

etc.

front

the War

received at Port
Department
Preble, and its provisions work a complete change in the organization oi the
Army. One of the paragraphs reads as
follows:
has

been

these facts.
“By direotion of the President and to
Mr. J. D. Gilchrist, of 105 Clark street, carry out the provisions of an act for
the
of Doan’s Kidney better organization of the line of
opinion
“My
says:
the
a third
battalion
will
be
be
Army,
They
simply
expressed.
estabcan
very
Pills
In my business, that of a lished for each infantry regiment; and
are a wonder.
oompany, troop and battery oragnizations
baker, it is imperative that I stand the provided for in that act will be recruited
major portion of tbe time, stooped, and to their war strength.
R. A.
(Signed),
when kneading the biead the body is
ALGER,
Secretary of War.”
continuously working backward and forThe limits of the heavy artil ery were
ward. This is decidedly hard to perform
stated in a rceent issue of the PRESS
if you have the backache, and when I tell
and those for a light battery are, 1 First
you I had a bad cue for over a year you
1 O. M. Sergeant, J
Veterinary
can very readily imagine whut
I suffered Segoant,
15 Corporals, 2 Farriers 2 ArSergeant,
than I am able to describe. After a day’s
tificers, 1 Saddler, 2 Musicians, 1 Wagwork when tired and weary, just when
141 privates,
oner and
making a total
for
the
on
came
you long
piercing enlisted of 173.
sleep,
pain and rest was out of the question.
each
For
company of infantry the auI noticed accounts of Doan’s Kidney Pills
thorized strength is 1 First
Sergeant, 1
curing other people afflicted like me and
Quartermaster’
Sergeant, 4 Sergeants,
1 thought they might help me. I got a
12 Corporals, 2 Musicians, 1
Wagoner and
box at H. H. Hay & Son’s drug store, at
84 privates, a total enlisted
strength of
the junction of Free and Middle streets,
106.
and took them according to directions.
Forjtroop of cavalry there will be 1 First
The treatment soon had its effect. They
1 O. M.
Sergeant,
Sergeant, 6 Sergeants,
two
I
took
touched on the right spot.
8 Corporals, 2 Farriers and
Blaoksmiths,
left.
Toboxes, but the pain completely
2 trumpeters, 1 Sadlder, 1
Wagoner and
day 1 can think of tho back pains and 78
privates, a total enlisted of 100.
side pains as something I used to have,
The limit of each company of
engineers
and I have Doun’s Kidney Pills to thank
is 1 First Sergeant, 10 Sergeants, 10 Corfor it.”
2 Musicians, 64 first olass
private,
Duan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 porals,
63 second class privates, a total enlisted
cents, by all dealers. Sent by mail on

receipt of price by Foster. Milburn Co.,
Buffalo, X. Y., sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name DOAN’S and take
substitute.

1

sn

Regimental commanders are authorized
to send recru iting parties into any territory not already occupied by parties from
other regiments of the same army, having
due regard to economy in transportation;
each recruiting offioer thus detailed
will
also be an acting quartermaster.

STEAMSHIPS.

OCEAN

nf

work the
Bayard
Knightjnext Thursday evening,

Lodge K. of P.

ALLAN LINE
and

_Liverpool

Portlaiid,

From

From

Ljyarpool

Steamship

10 Mar.
12 Mar.
*4 Mar.
26 Mar.
7 April.
14 April.

Calitoruian,
Laurentian,
Parisian,

[

will

rank of

ROYAL MAIL. STEAMEBS.

Portland.
26 Mar.
SO Mar.
9 April
13 April
23 April

arthaginian,
Kumldian.
California.28 April
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
carries second cabin passengers
The Saloons and Stateroom# are In the central part, where least motion is felt. Electricity Is used for lighting the ships throughou-. the lights being at tho command o' the
passengers at any hour ol the night. Musio
Booms and Smoking Booms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
Bates o! passage $52.60 to:$70.00.
A reduction Is made od Bound Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry. $34.00 and $36.26; return,
$60.75 and $69.00,
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry. Including every requisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
For tickets or f Lit her information apply to
T. P. McGOWAN, 420 Congress St., J. B.
KEATING. 61 Vs Exchange St., ASHTON’S
TICKET AGKFCY, 931 1-2 Congress St.. H.
& A
ALAN, Montreal, 92 Stalest. Boston,
and 1 India St, Portland.
jly31da

^thaglnian

and will have as invited guests Ivanhoe
and Pine Tres lodges of the city. A oollation will be served.
Next Monday evening the anniversary
of Ocean View Commandery U. O. G. C.
will be celebrated, and they will be joined
by Oasis Commandery of Knightville and
Casco Bay Commandery of Portland. Refreshments will be served and a good time
is anticipated.
The Myrtle left the ways yesterday and
the Island Belle and ferry boat Elizabeth
City have been taken on for repairs.
The Fort Preble base ball club is prac-

ticing daily, and an earnest invitation is
given to uniformed clubs to meet them
the diamond.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Carter and family of Pleasantdale have returned from
Scarboro, where they were the guests of
Mr. Carter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benon

jamin F. Carter.
Today the selectmen of South Portland
will give a hearing at the Town House
on the petition of the Portland and Cape
Elizabeth electrics to extend their tracks
over M eetinghouse Hill.

DOMINION LINE.

Mr. James H. Taylor of the Sentinel,
who has been quite ill.Jtis improving.
Something like one hundred men are
now busily engaged at the Mortar Batmi
In
tery, and on the receipt of oement, which
is soon expeoted, the force will be further
FYom
increased.
From
Steamer.
From
Montreal Quebec
The funeral services of the late Mrs.
Liverpool.
9.00 a. m. e.oo p. m.
Lucy Hobbs, wife of W. W. Hobbs were
Saturdays_ held yesterday afternoon at 2.80 o’clock at
Scotsman
30 Apr
;;o her late residence Cape Elizabeth.
April
April 14
InterYorkshire
21
7 May
7
May
ment will be at Fryeburg.
Labrador
28
14
14
The Goodwill circle at its regular weekDominion“
5
21
21
May
ly meeting Wednesday evening at the
home of Mrs. Raohel Shanning," decided
that a public reception should be given in
TO LI V K It POOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
honor of Rev. and Mrs. D. H. Ford, at
From
From
the Methodist church, Wednesday evenSteamers.
Liverpool.
Boston.
ing. May 11. Refreshments will be served
May 18,
Canaoa, June 2. 7.30 a. m. by young ladles of the parish.
June 16,
Canada, June 30, 5.30 p.m.
Mrs Rebecoa Brown is having extenJune 30, New England (new), July 14, 7.00 a. in.
P!i*o
juauc iu auu

MONTREAL

QUEBEC

LIVERPOOL.

_

BOSTON

RATES

aruuuu ner

icjjaiis

I

PASSAGE.

OF

rrSl

dence on E. street.
First Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
Ketum
Mrs. Arthur L Jordan of Cumberland
Sico and upwards according to steamer and acstreet, Portland, has moved his family
commodations.
by Mrs. L. M.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Lon- into the house owned
Mariner on Middle street.
10 Jj-IZ.DU.
Heuuuucii) auu wuceiisiuwu,
turn $66.75 and $78.40, according to steamer
Mr. Ered Oroutt has severed his conand accommodations.
nection with Mr. Gregory Blish, druggist,
Steerage, to Liverpool, London. London, and is
passing a two weeks’ vaoation with
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Be If as t- his father
in Lancaster, N. H.
$22.50 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Mr.
William
G. Hobbs, motorman on
to
J.
B.
Apply
Keating 61 1-2 Exchange
street, T. 1’. McGowan, 420 Congress street. the Portland and Cape Elizabeth railroad
Ashton’s Ticket Agency, 931 1-2 Congress St., has been oft duty for the past three
days
or Davia Torrance
& Co.,
general agents, on account of the death of his mother,
Montreal.
may2dtf
Mrs. Lucy Hobbs of Willard.
Mrs. George Woodbury has been entertaining her mother, Mrs. Fairfield Tuttle.
Minneoia Counoil. D. of P., held a very

THOMSON

LINE.

PORTLAND

LONDON

:

interesting meating Thursday evening,
when an interesting literary programme

rendered
Mr. Charles Littlefield and Dr. J. K.
P. Rogers have been enjoying a fishing
expedition at Wells Branch.
was

-TO-

DIRECT.

PLEASANTDALE.

S. S. Arorni, 7000 tons,
Mrs. J. A. Lewis left Friday for BoothMay 10
bay to be the guest of relatives for a few
Weekly from Montreal thereafter.
days.
Mr. J. D. Hoyt has the contract for a
Special attention given to the mrriofro nf
to be erected at Prout’s Neok py
cottage
Carg0'

The ROBERT REFORD GO,, Limited
Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
may3dtmyio

PORTLAND

^WORCESTER.

POKTIMH & ROCHESTER If If
Station Foot of Preble si.
On and after Monday, Oct 4, 1897, Passenger

will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua.
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12 30
trains

p.

m.

For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For

Rochester,

Alfred, Water-

Springvale,

boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
5.35 p.

m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 8.45
6.35 and 6.20 p.

m.

a.

m.,

12.30, 3.00,

For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Wocdfords at 7.30, 9.45 a.m.,
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. r.L
The 12.30 p. m. train trom Portland connects
at
Ayer Junction with 'Tloosae Tunnel Route”
lor the West and at Union Station,
Worcester,
lor Providence and New York, via “Providence
bine” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line” With Boston and Albany R. R. for
the West, and with the New York all rail via

Springfield.”

.♦VS}"3
vi 1.30 p.

arrlvcin Portland from
Worcester
in.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.. 1.30
p- m' I fr°b> Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
l a°. 4.15, 5.52 p. m.
Ior a“ points West and South
apr- F- McGILXIOUDDY, Ticket

105°
fgj?
Jrortlonci, Me.
je25dtf

Agent,

j. w. PETERS. Supt.

Boston parties.
Mr. Howard 1 Worth who has been having a serious trouble with his eyes, is
resumed
much improved and has
his
studies at Maine University at Orono.
week for
left this
Mr. J. F. Page
Washington on u business trip which will
probably detain him some months.
Mr.
Hazel, the youngest daughter of
who
and Mrs. F. B. Cummings Lain,
has been dangerously ill from the effeots
imof drinking kerosene oil is much
proved, and is now thought to be out of

danger.

Mrs. George Kennedy is still quite ill
at her home on Atlantic avenue.
Mrs. Clara Lyons of Portland is being
entertained at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
W. W. Morrison, Elm street.
Mrs. Alonzo Taylor who underwent a
surgical operation at the Maine General
hospital, on Thursday is at present writing as comfortable as could be expected.
Life in the army of Undo Sam, its
pleasures and its duties, will be described
in tomorrow’s
Sunday Times, and so
will some of the queer adjuncts of warfare of the present

There will be a baseball game Saturday
on the grounds, Pleasant
street,
Deering Center, between the Deering and
school
Gorham High
teams.
At the meeting of Eoofcameecook tribe.
afternoon

Army.

The above is a vital question.
It is fraught with interest to Portland.
It permits of only one honest answer.

no

DEERING.

era.

ST. LUKE’S CATHEDRAL.
At the regular monthly meeting’ of the
St. Luke’s
John F. A Merrill
vestry.
was elected treasurer of the church, the
position made vacant by the death of
William F. Hardy. A committee consisting of General John Marshall
Brown,
John F. A. Merrill and
E. Prindle
J
was appointed to
adopt resolutions on the
death of Mr. Hardy, which
they will present at the next
meeting.

i
I

Red Men held last evening at their hall,
Morrill’s corner, the chiefs degree was exemplified on a candidate.
Wells and Littlefield, the contractors are
putting in the foundation for a house for
Conductor Alvin Knight at North Deering on one of the new streets.
The roof of tue new Sparrow block,
Forest avenue, Woodfords, is being tarred.

HM1ICULMIC9MEIGML

Minn & St Louts.
Minn * 8* Louis M ;. 2«%
.1
Missouri Jl'acitlo...
New
New

New

Quotations of Stanie Products
Leading Markets.

in the

North.™ Pacific com

Northwestern.!! i
Ont & Western...

New Tork Stock and Money M»r*«u

(By Teiegrapn.1
NEW yCRK, May 6.
Money on call was firm at 2%@2% per cent;
last loan 2%: prime mercantile paper at 687
ner cent. Sterling exchange steady, with actual
business in bankers bills at 4 Sd@4 84% lor

^
.V"! 2»s>*

g*
m%

.V.*'.
'8%

Kock Islana..

..
.. ,J2%
SLPaul ?i* ij’man'a.
.V.',1473%

93 Vb

I J*a 11'
aa

ao

03%
h

*73

prtd.

Texas'1
isxas Par!.11"
Facifie.
WaS;,hiCU1° m.waDash....
*

14k

! 131%
10%
'•» 6W?

132
10®4

E.

Tiafton,

the

Portland

with barges No 2 and
Pansboro—coal to D S Warreu.

BosfonVMaine""".‘."leo

IGO^
&

OMr<SSr*®”.^“.P^,1g

..

nut

—

®yyt

..

ll Blake.
Sell Henry
1 wake*

I
]

Kelocl1’ B°ckIand-Doten Grain

tug SpringParrsboro; tug
lymoutli, towing barge Wilkesbarre for Philaelpliia; sell Ilie Josephine, Kennebec.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
<>—Ar, sch Imogene,
< an, Portland; John I
Snow, Norton.New
1 ora M. Quinn Bangor.
Sailed, ache Herald, Veazie, Boston;

I

..

..

_

..

..

—

DunYork
SUas

lcLoon, Morrill. Boston; Catalina, Mclntire.
lover,
exchange

dispachtks.

Sid Im Yokohama Apl 6, ship John R Kelley,
< Chapman, New York,
Notice to Mariners.

Lighthouse Establishment.
Office Lighthouse Inspector, j
First District,
Portland. Me., Api ll 30. 1898.)
Until further uotice, as an additional
protect-

ive measure to prevent vessels
hance to Portland harbor,

og signals
lours of 8
tatlons:

passing the

..

marin

make close connections with steamer take
8.45 a. m. M. C. R. ii. train via .Mountain
division. On Saturdays the steamer will
also connect with 3.30 p.m. train from Fortland. Round trip tickets for sale at Union
For further particulars telephone
DUELING- DRUG CO., Dueling, Me.
apr 5dtf

Logo May 1, with kerosene, took lire after she
rrived in port and is still burning. The vesand part of cargo may be saved.

*
1
ei

Domestic Port*.
J

NEW YORK—Ar 5th. sehs Eva May, Godfrey

Daily

trip (Sundays excepted) between

round

Portland and Cape Small burnt.
On aim alter April 4 Ii isos.

Steamer

“Percy '\7’”

CAPT. ( MAS. II.

HOW,

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 n.
m., for Lowell’s Cove, orrG Island; Card’s Cove.
Quoliog Day, x’oor’s Point, East liar os well;
Ashdate, Horse Island Harbor. Water Cove
Small Point. Sebaseo. Phippsburg and Cindy's
Harbor.

KKIUI.NINO—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
6.00 a. ill.; riiippsburg. 6.15 a. m.; Asbilale 0 si
a. m.; Water Cove.
Small Point, t.-i > a m
Horn’s Point, 7 On a. m.; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. in
Lowell's Cove, Orr.s Island, s.00 a. in.. a’Tive in
Portland at 10.oo a in.
Lor turther particulars apply to
J. H. MCDONALD. Pres. and Managet,
168 Commercial street.
Telepbole 46-3.
apr4
atf

On

a nil

after

Tuesday.
9tls, 1807, (lie

!\ov.

leave Franklin Wharf. Portland
and

Saiurdavs,

at

::.w

Tuesa.

m

a.

m.

l’ffpuam iG'iich. 0.4-a a. in.; lath, 1. .3 ) 1/
111. ; tloothbay Harbor,
2.00]). ill. Arriving at
Wiscnsset about 3.30 p. in.
n iscasse*
Returning—Leave
Mondavs

Wednesdays

and

Fridays

at

7.00

Hnotlibay Harbor. 8.30 a.m.; Hath, 10.30 a!
m.; Pophiim Reach, 11.30 a. in.
Arriving at
Portland about 2.00 p. m.
FARE; Hath to ISoothbay Harbor, 35 ctn.
Will touch at Five island a Tuesdays and
Saturdays Going East, and Mondays and Fridays Going West. Weather permitting.
O. C. OLIVER, Pres'denf.
CHAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer,
inariddtl

BAY STATE ARB

PORTLAND,

MAINE STEAM SHIJMXE
ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

—

Harranqullla.

Ar 5th. sch Carrie w
PKOVINCKTOWN
lilies. White, New York.
PORT8MOUTH—Sid oth.sch Herman r'Kim)all. i.ane, New York: Daniel Webster, Boston
orBoothbay; Geo W Collins, do for SullivanStorm Petrel, do for Ellsworth.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 7th. sells Hannah Grant
Joston for Millbridge; Caroline Knight liockl
and for Boston.

RICHMOND— Sid 4tb, seh Warner Moore
irookett, Lamberts Point.
SAVANNAH—Cld 5th, sch Fanny Arthur
teed, Philadelphia.
SATILLA—Ar 1st. barque J B Rabel. Mlteli1 dl. New York;
scb Willie H Child, Giles New
■oiuion.

SALEM—Sid 6lb, sells Abby S Walker Dob
tin. South Amboy lor Sprure Hoad; Goorgieua
>tew York for Gardiner; Stiver Spray, ItooKand for New York.

V1NKYAKD-HAVEN—Passed 5th, steamer

.aneaster, from Portland for Philadelphia with
large Elmwood; sells Merom. from ltosar'io for
ioston; Wm M Bird. Philadelphia for do- Anlie I! Mitchell, Amboy for
Annio
? Kimball, for —.
Passed Gtb, scb Joseph Luther, Keunebee for
lew York; Silver Spray, Thomastou ;for New

JSIliECT STEAMSHIP UAE.

From Boston evary
From

PliSlade

Wednesday and Saturday,
pliii every Wednesday and
Saturday.

From Central Wharf, Boston. 3 n. in. From
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights tor the West by the Penn. K. B. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip 413.00.
Passage 410.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
All goods shipped by this
lino
are
covered against war risk by epen policies
issued to

this

company

without

expense

shipper.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State SL, Fiske Building, Bostou,
Mass.

oecihltf

■

Spoken.
April 27, lat 47, ion 18. ship St Frances Winn
rom Plymouth lor New York.
!

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as
lows:

Rates,
Shortest,
Quickest and most pop*
uiar Route,

passing

on route through
principal Canadian
Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and
Dakota.
Our Free Colonist
Sleepers
For families and others
going west are a
special convenience, and passengers may bring
then* own bed ling, or
may purchase it at cost
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
sleeping cars will go through Without change,
I ortiand. Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS
peg.
will
leave I ortiand every
Monday at <> p. in., and an
additional Free Colonist bleeper will leave
Montreal every Tuesday at 10.25 p. m.f commencing March 7th.
Passengers lor the Klondike and Yukon Gold
fields will be accommodated in these Free
Sleepers as for as Chicago or St. Paul, where
similai sleepers can bo
bad to the Pacific
Coast.
For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
etc., apply to company’s agents.
tn? uodtf

uities and

MAINE CENTRAL K. iL
Jr. effect April 17. i« s.
Trains leave Portland as follows;
T.ooa. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan, Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast. Bangor and

BucksporL
0.30 a.m.

Danville Jc. (Poland Springs,)
Falls. Kumford
LewFalls,
Oakland. Readfield. WaterFalls, Farmington and PhilliDs.
11.10 a. m. for Gray. New Gloucester, Da:>
vine June., Auburn and Lewiston.
H.,20 a.
m. FxprerA lor
armouth, FreeFor

Mechanic

^?nOVinthr°P’
viile, Livermore

nttstield.
Banger.
Bueksport. Bar
Vjile.
Har.jor. Greenville and Aroostook County,
B.
& A. It. it. for Houlton. Woodstock.
via^
atStephen, and St Andrews via Vaneeboro
and St John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Itumford
F3II3,
Berms, Danville Jc„ Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington. Klngiield. Carrabasset, Phillips
aud

Kangeley, Wlnthrop, Oakland,

Bingham

Vvatervllle and Skowbegan.
1.15 p. m. For Freeport. Brunswick.
An
gusta.
Bath.
Rockland and
Boothbay.
all
stations
on
Knox
the
and
Lincoln division, Watervllle, Skowhogan, Belfast, Hartland. Dover aud Foxcroft Greenville, Bangor. Oldtowu and Mattawamkeag,
Hid to Bueksport Saturdays only
5.10 p.
For Brunswick. Bath.
m.
Lisbon
Falls, Richmond, Gardiner, Augusta and

WaterviUe.
6.15

For

p.m.

New

Gloucester,

Danvlllo

Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Fails,

Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
sounty via Ola Town, Bar Baroor, Bueksport
St. Stephen. SL
Andrews. St John and
Aroostook County via Vaneeboro, Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast. Dexter. Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St. John.
White Mountain Division.
FAS a. ni.
F or Bndgiou. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. No. Stratford. Colebrook, Beecher
Falls, Quebec, St Jiihnsbury, Sherbrooke Montreal, Cnicago, st Paul and Minneapolis and
all points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish. Fryeburg,
Brldgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster.
No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beecher Fails,

LunenDurg,

st

Jolmsbury,

brook. Montreal and Toronto.

Newport,

Sher-

SUNDAY TUAiiYS.
7.20 a. m. Paper train
for Brunswick, Angusta. WaterviUe and Bangor.
12.50 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
Bath. Augusta, WaterviUe, and Bangor.
11.00 p. in. Night Eypress with sleeping cars
(or all points.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Moulreal. Quebec. F'abyaus. Brldgton.
8.25 a. in.: Lewiston and Mechanic
8.30
WaterviUe and Augusta. 8.35 a.m.:
a. m.:
Bangor, anil Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Klngiield. Phillips, Farmington, Bends, liumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
0. in; Lewision and way stations 3.25 11. m.; St.

Falls,

John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.; Kangeley, Farming-

ton. RumfordFaUs, Lewiston, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all W hite Mountain points
Mop. m.: dally irom Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. ra. dally; Halifax.
St. John. Barllarbor, Watervllle and Augusta, 2.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager
F. E. BOOTHBY. G. P. & T. A
Portland. April lo, ISOS.
apriidtf

Parftahd Oumlarfl Falls R’y.
Effect May 2, 1898,
DEPARTl RES.
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland. Mechanic

From Union Station
Falls. Buck^eln. CanKumford
Fails and Bemi?.
ton, Dixnela.

6.30

a.

t.io

m..

and

5.15 u.

m.

From

Union

Station for Mechanic Falls and intermediate
stations.

Through cars between Portland, Kumford
Falls and Berais.
Connections atBemis for all points in the
Rangeley Lakes.
c liiiuugli Tickets on Sale.
R. C. BRADFORD, Tiafflc Manager.
Portland, Maine.
E. L. LO\ EJOY, Superintendent,
Kaiuford Falls. Maine.
jel6 dtf

In effect Oct.
fol-

GOING WEST.

EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mon-

days at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, ami Boothbay liarbor,
PEMAQU1D for PORTLAND. Wednesuays
at 6.00 a. m.. touching at above landings
DAM ARISCOTTA f :>r PORT LAN D, Fridays
at 6 a. in., touching at East Bojihbay, Sonin

Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.
GOING

J'.AsT.

Falmouth and Freeport

Sleamers.

On and after April 28, 1S08, steamers leave
Portland Pier.
For Falmouth, at 7.00 and li.oo a. m., 3.00 and
G.lo p. m.
For Cousen's Island and Gt.
set Landing at 7.00 a. in.. 3.00 p.

Cliebeague, Sunm.

RETURN.
Leave Falmouth at O.Oj and 0.00
5.00 p. in.
Leave Gt.
p. m.

Chebeague

at 8.15

a.

a.

m., 1.00 and

m.

and 4.15

Leave Cousins Island 8.30 a. m. and 4.30 p. m.
BENJAMIN M. SEABURY.
General Manager.
apr28dtf

TORNADOS AND WATKRSPOUTS.
Little Rock, Ark., May 16.—A
special
rom Van Huron, Ark., says that wuteri piutsand tornados have played havoc
Portlaid, Mt. Dsseri and Macbias SIS'. Co
1 hero and done hundreds
of thousands of
Sir, “i'laak Joaites.”
Van JJtfren is 110w en.
lollars’ damage.
Beginning Saturday, April 30UUS0S. will leave
1 irely out off save by way of Little Rook
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 a. ni„
At 11 o’olock last night boats were busy on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7
p. in., for
bottoms rescuing the inhabitants
n the
Rockland, Bar Harbor. Machiasport and interthousands were rescued and it is feared mediate landings. Returning leave Maehiashat many have been drowned.
Two port on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. 111., ara. 111. Tuesdays and Frilouses were seen going down the river, riving iu Portland 6
i rat boatmen should reach them.
Rain is days.
and
freight rates the lowest, serPassenger
1 ailing in torrents and the end is not in
GEO. F. EVANS,
vice the best.
* ighc.
General Manager.
| \narl5dtf
■

Lowest

Portland and Boothbay SteaniDoar Go Boston & S^aine R. R.

Newburyport;

Foreign Porr.*.
Ar at Montevideo Mch 28, sch Carrie Annie
< rom Boston for Seattle.
Ar at Halifax Gth, sells Congo. McKinnan
! ’ortland; Waiter Sumner, Ree-1,
Pascagoula
Ar at Si John. NB, Gth, sch Cuas H Trickav
1 ’arsons, Boston.

Canadian Northwest

10

Leave PORTLxYND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdw*
for Boothbay Harbor. South Bristol. Fast
Boothbay and Pemaquid.
Leave Portlaud Tliursdays at 7 a. m. for
Boothbay Harbor. South Bristol, Fast huoihfork.
and Damarisco’ t v.
bay
S
Ar Gth, sells Eiiza
Potter, New York for
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. for
'ortland: G M Brainarn, Port Liberty iur do;
Harbor, South Bristol aim last
Boothbay
? W Hllen, do tor Calais, (and all throe sailed)
Boothbay.
'hantlcleer, New Bedford for Linoolnville
ALFRED RACE. Manager
mar24atl
WASHINGTON—Ar 4tl), sch John J Hanson
)llver, Kennebec.
W1NXERPORT—Sid Gtb, sell Emma W D-iv
,
Iroekett, Portland,
1

—

STEAMBOAT CO.

1

—

Sleeping Cars
xo

—

_

onvllle; Lizzie Lane, Bucks Harbor; Mag ie
lulvey, Belfast; F G French, fm lied Beach;
'actus, Wiley. Daneu; .Joseph Eaton, Stonlngon; Uranus, Hillsboro; Georgia L Drake, from
atllla ltiver; Laura, Perth Amboy for Bath;
J II Odlorne, Raritan River.
Ar 6th, schs Clara. Hatoh, Gonaives: Sebago,
Phonipson, Azua; Georgia L Drake, Skolflelrt.
atllla River; Jas A Brown, Tbomastou; Lizzie
1 ,ane, Bucks Harbor.
Cld 6th, sells Flora Morang, Morang, Jackonville; Sliver Heels, Tarpun Bay.
Passed Hell Gate 6th. sens Longfellow, from
iorfoik for Portland ; chase, do for do; Marlon
Jraper, do for Gardiner: Lulu W Dpoes, Ron1 lout for Portland; Clias H Wolstou, Port Johuon for BatU; Addle P McFadden, Port Liberty
I
1 01 Btddeford; Laura, London for Bath,
BOSTuN—Ar 5ib, sobs Thelma, Leo, Brur.stiek; Jos W Hawtho n, iloffses, Brunswick;
-forman, Gray, Fernandina; Abbie Bowker. Dally Line,
Sundays Excepted.
: ferry, and John B Manning. Sprague, Norlolk:
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAM BK9
1 lerom, Kelley, Rosario; Henrietta Whitney,
Voodward, Kondont.
Below 6th, sells Hattie McG Buck, from Allany for Salem; Mark Pendleton, New York for
fangor; Marjorie Edwards. Philadelphia for
lo; Carrie A Norton, do for Gardiner; Celiua, alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portlo for Portland: Clias K Skull. Baltimore for do land, every Evening at 7 o'clock, arriving in
season for connection
With earliest tra us for
iVm K Park, Philadelphia for Bangor.
Sid 5tb, sens Sarah E Palmer, and Mary E points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
’aimer, coal port; Wm Churchill, Frankfort for
■Worcester, New York, etc.
Philadelphia.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
passed Highland Light 6th, schs Break of
Evening at 7 o’clock.
lay, lilt Carson, and Grace Davis.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 6tli,sch Melissa A Willey,
J. F. LISCOMB, Geu. Agt.
, Poombs, New York.
Sept 1. 1397.
BALTIMORE—Ar 4th, schs Sarah C Ropes,
Lregor, Portland; Lena White, Ott. New lork.
Ar 6tli, schs Chas A Campbell, Robinson, Saem; Estelle Phinney. Phinney, Boston.
Ar 6th, brig Sullivan, Allen. Boston.
New York Direct Line.
BATH—Ar Ctli, sch Daylight, Portland, to
oad for Baltimore.
LONG
Sid 6th. schs E 8 Baymore, for Philadelphia;
THREE T RIPS PER WEEK.
fannie Brown, do; E J Hamilton, New York:
S H Skinner, and Wlnnegance, New York; It p
Steamships Manhattan and John JEnglls
Phase, Boston.
alternately leave Franklin whan Tuesdays,
FALL RIVER— Ar 6th. sch Fannie L Child, Thursdays and Saturdays at 0 p. :n., for New
York direct. Returning, Heave Pier 33, E»st
fuller. Charleston.
Sid 6th, schs Herald of the Morning, Johnson River, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at
S’ewYork; Robert Byron, Hart, Rockland; R 6 o. m.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furKennev, Thomas, do.
Ar 5th, sch Rebecca J
FERNANDINA
nished for passenger travel and ntt'ord I lie most
Houlton. Bunker, Key West.
convenient and comfortable route
between
GALVESTON—Ar 6th. schs .Vary E H G Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $a.00; round trip, SS.oo.
low, Malcolmson, Norfolk.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 6th, sch Wm T DonGoods carried are insured against WAR
lell. Norton, Portland.
Rl-K, under the terms of (he Company's Open
LYNN—Ar 6th, sch Edw W Young. Wvman. Policy, without additional cliarge to shipper.
South Amboy.
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent.
MOBILE—Ar 5th, sch Edward Stewart, Kent
TH03. M. BARTLETT. Agt
oatidtf
MACH lAS-Ar 6th, sch Florence E Tower
fobnson, Portland.
NORFOLK—Ar 4lb, sch Mad H Dudley, Ollier, New Louden.
Ar 6th, sch Independent. Case, Boston.
Sid 8ih, sch Wm O Snow, Ellis. Fall River.
C.d 6th, schs Alice E Clark, Clark, Portland
Iona Sawyer, Saco.
Sid 6th, sch Clara H Randall, for Boston.
NEW LONDON—Ar 5tli. schs Hugh Kelley
Haskel. Norfolk; Isaac Oberton. Philadelphia
NOBSKA-Passed 6th. tug Glauiator, wiai
mrges Maple Hill and Oak Hill, from Portland
or Philadelphia.
NANTUCKET
Passed 4tli, soli Olive T
iVlnttter, from Philadelphia for Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6th,sen Edith I, Allen
Yarrali, Boston; Warren Adams, uiven do:
Henry P Mason, Blair. Boston.
Reedy Island-Passed down, sch Wm J Linett. for Portland.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 4 th. sell Cl'as P
s’ottman. from Philadelphia tor Boston iu row
PORT READING Ar 4th, sch Vicksburg
lott. New York.
Sid 4th, schs Etna, Chipman, Gloucester- Geo

Free Golenis!

PORTLAND ansi SMALL POINT

days, Thursdays

London, May 6—Ship May Flint, Nichols, fm
Tiiladelphla and New York, which arrived at

Passenger lares of the Grand Tlunk Railway
System between points,
both LOCAL and
THROUGH, including fare to ALASKA.
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WINNIPEG, and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAUL, and all other competitive points, are
exactly the same as other Lines.

Station.

will

..

_

will leave
station daily, Lor Fitches, X. \V. River,
Crocketts and the famous Songo River. To

STEAMER 8ALAGIA

Memoranda.
1

Louise

en-

Maine, the lights and
will be discontinued between the
P. M. and 4 A.
at the following

Portland Head,
Spr ng Point Ledge,
Portland Breakwater.
By order of the Light House Board.
Thomas Perry,
Commander, U. S. N.

1

FfRtr.ii;.

Lake

J n Hamlen:
,?A,II'ED~Barque
lb, towlhg barges 1 and 5 for

ROCKPORT, May

_

..

-Spring

Steamer

Chase, Chatto, Brooksville-J II

,ompa<uyVard'

,

_

_

Salmon and trout

_

Barque J 11 Hamlcn. Oakes, Buenos Avrea—
'rank Dndley.
Sch Portland Packet, Gardiner, Pembroke-

er>

...

STEAMERS.

■

>

S£^600 CottonSccm*

No S,

Charles H Skull, Hall. Baltimore—coal to
iandali & McAllister.
Sell A B Smith, Smith, New York—brimstone
I o Me Cent Bit.
Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, New York tor
Yarmouth.
Sch Damletta if Johanna, Wallace, New York
vltli coal to D S Warren.
Sch Mary E Morse. Newbury, Clark’s Cove for
s’aw York.
Sch itaska, Plnkham. Plymouth.
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Boston.
Sell Northern Light, Bobbins, Boston.
Sch Mystic Tyo, Harris, Port Clyde.
Sell Clara & Mabel. Leeman. New Harbor
Sch Lydia Grant. Merriman, Harpaweil.
Sells Moses B Liuscott, and Bertha Miller,
bore fishing.
Soli

Cleared.

demand and 4 80%(84 81 (or sixty days; postand ed rates at tl%si86%. Commercial bills
Rochester gate tender at the Forest and 4 8084 80%.
Adams! Express.” 111.1100
100
Silver certificates 66g56%.
Stevens Plains avenue orossing at MorAmerica:.: kxnreis.124
123%
h.
Bar Silver 66.
39
fixoress. 3#
rill’s has resigned and a new man placed
Peonies Gas. 344/4
93%
Mexican
dollars
45.
in his position.
44
Homestake,
44
Government Bonds strong.
The Ladifs’ oirele connected with AJl
Ontario.
oV
3%
Railroad bonds irregular.
Souls’ Universalist church held a benefit
Paeliic Man.27
26%
Puiman Palace.17B
entertainment last evening in the vestry
J76
Sugar1 common.132%
itetait Grocers sugar ftatos.
of the church which was largely attend sd
130%
and much enjoyed by all. The entertainPortland market—cut loaf 7; oonfetlon ea y WesterniCnlon.\69Vs
88%
G' '• pulverised
ment presented consisted of an original
6e; powered. 6c; granulated Southern liy pfd.
Union
o Vj
coffee
crushed 6c ■. veiiow 4c.
Pacific.
farce entitled, “My Cousins from
New
York,’’ as presented by the six Winslow
Boston Produce Market.
Hides.
sisters.
Musio was furnished by Mr. A.
BOSTON. May 6. 1898—Tn, following are
The following quotations represent the payL. Leighton the banjo soloist of Westto-day’s
quotations
of Provisions, etc.;
In
this
ing prices
market:
brook, and Orestes Roberts in harmonica Cow
and ox hides.7c W lb
flour.
selections.
Bulls and-stags...,.'. 6c
Spring patents. 6 go.fi 7 25.
Miss Edith Sanborn, Main street. East
Gcalt-skins, trimmed...1 Cc
cioariana straight. 5 25^6 50
SP^S.
do
wimer patents. 6 26-Si7 00.
Deering, is suffering much pain ns a reuntrlmmed. 9c
sult of an eye trouble.
Mrs. Sanborn is Lamo skins ...
winter, clear and straight, o 60 56 75
60 to 80c each
c.xtra and Seconds uo.
also reported on the sick list.
r me and
Mr. Wm. Osborn, Jr., of East DeeriDg
Supers —.
Imports.
has been confined to the house the past
PAHRSBORQ, NS. C 1{ R Barges No 3and 2—
Chicago Live Mock Market.
few days by illness.
139a tons coal to S D Warren & Co.
The Ocean street circle will hold its
CHICAGO. May 0. 1898.—Cattle—receipts
o600;in good demand :beef steers at 3 90@525;
Cortland Wnojsiai* MurKssr.
semi-monthly meeting and supper this
Stockers and feeders 3 9004 bf*.
evening.
PORTLAND,
floes—receipts 26,000; higher 3 t>5@4 25.
MayO.
The Maine Central railroad track crew
We quote Flour about 26c
Sheep—receipts 5,000; slow at 3 26£>4 26;
higher with Whea lambs
are engaged in putting in
new
rails at
4 0C@5 4 0.
at
Chicago closing to-day l 40% for May.a loss
Woodfords
The new mil is heavier than
that formerly used. The old rails weighed ofV*c. Corn and Oats llrm. Groceries of all
Domestic Marsets.
07 pounds to the yard while the new ones kinds continue very strong.
Turpentine 36o
(By Telegrapm
are 75 pounds.
Lard htgher.
May 6. 1898.
xt
A party of the members of tho Maine
Tho following are toJys'
NEW
YORK—The
Flour market—receipts
oncer of
wholesale
musical festival went to Portland Thurs- Pr^Tisions. Groceries* etc
13.000 bbls; exports 7.406 bbls: sales 11.000
the
Maine
to
Monument
join
day evening
packages :held higher, checking demand.
Floor*
Grain
riour quotations—city mills
Fund chorus which is under the direction Sm erfrne &
patents at 7 15.®
Corn car44^45
7
low crades.4 75$ 4 85
winter patents 5 76t®6 26 :citv mills clears
of their instructor, Prof. Julius E. Ward
do bae lota ..
46 at30;
6
10&ts
winter
HO;
straits
6
of this city.
60(®5 65; Minn.
pats 6 60:®7 00: winter extras 4 SO75;Minn
Mr. George W. Gross of the school comoakers at 6 0jj5 60; winter low grades 2 »o®
^
C‘4° 3 00.
mittee, has placed a clock in the Riverton
3587 60
school room.
Rveeasv—No 2 Western 73@73%c; 8tate at
car lots. 00 00&23 00
Thn TMilnit nf f ha Wfirtrlfnrrlc
Pnn rruorro
•
bajr loTiS ooooa24 oo 63% 67%c«
5
r2“STii*
S- Sacked
tional church will he occupied tomorrow
clear no.. .6 00^6 35
Wheat—receipts 17 6,750 bush; exports 547,-Br*»
176 bush: salt** fi 31K non hush; fntnrp«
tLouis si'g.
car lolg. 17 oo®18 00
morning by Rev. E. O. Thayer, the preDus
6
spot ;spot easy; No 2 Red 1 45 fob afloat
*.5g,6 60
district roller...
bag lotaOO novels <>0
siding eider of the Portland
slew do..6 00®6 36 Middling S170O818 po to arrive, nominal;No X Northern—; No 1 hard
Methodist churches.
Duluth
—.
wheat
vint’r
hag ots. .S0u@l8 00
Mrs. S. S. Knight of North Deering
Corn—receipts 106,276 bush; exports 811,681
patents.. 6 75 a7 00 Mixed feed_ 18 50
has received letters from her son, Captain
sales
bush;
Flsn295,000 Dusli;futures 103,000 bush
Coffee.
...
spot; spot easy; No 2 at4us,nc fobafloat.
George B. Leavitt of the steamer Newport
ynwt mo.rossieu
1 1 a 1il
of the North Pacific whatliiig fleet
Ho l.o<i—Lare*
Oats-receipts 120,000 bush: exports 209.786
Jaya&Mocha do26.a28
Snor.. 600475
bush; sales 30,000 bush syot; futures 60,000
writes that they were frozen in September
alolnaees.
amau do. .2 00*3 26 Porto Rico.20®30 spot steadv; No 2 at S6V«@351ic; No 3 at
Three vessels have been lost,
14, 1897.
rolloofc
3*14 c; No 2 wuite S7Vio;No 3 white ~c; track
..
.2
60
26*3
Baioadoea
.26*26
two crashed by ice and one burned. They Uaddoek... l
white 87<®40c.
oo
were in no danger from starvation,
al- Bake.2 7o®2 26 Fancy.32*36
Beel firm; lamily —; city extra India Mess
Tea.
00*2
on
to
live
short
rations.
though obliged
Herring, box
Amoys..22@30
Lard easy: Western steam 6 15.
The ietteis were brought overland by one
Scaled....
9®14c Congous.26*60
Pork uuleti mess —.
of the men who came down and the last Mackerel, oi
Japan...26*35
Snore
IS
Butter
222
00*526
steadv; Western creamy at 14%@l7o:
Formoao.25*65
dated
October
'97.
one was
26,
Snore 2i 216 00&S18
factory do 13(ajl41ic: Elgius at f7c; state dairy
Sugiua
Large 8«
StandardGran
6 53 14«l«yac;d0crem l*vai$i7c.
MORE DISORDERS IN SPAIN.
Produce
Ex cflne duality
Eggs weak; State and Penn at HGilVic;
(6 63
CaDe Cranberries
Axtrac....*
6 16 Western;fresh 10Vi@i ic.
Cheese firm—state large white at 814c; small
V cate.. 3 60A3 60 Yellow Extra C....4%
Dynamite Used By Kioters to Destroy
do 8yac.
Maine.
0 00
Seed
Tallow quiet.
Property.
Pea Beans.1 66®i 76 Timothy.
8 85®8 76
Petroleum strong.
YeilowiKyes.1 66*1 76 Clover West, 244®9
Rosin steady.
Cal Pea..,.l66®l 76
do
N,
Y.
9445810
Madrid, May 6, : 2 p. m.--Further dis- Potnrs.Dus ;l oo»i lo Alslke,
Turonentlne steadv.
Spirits
ioiaiov,
Molasses firm.
ao, ddi
orders are reported ftom different parts
m
iRed Top,
1&®17
Rice strong.
Provisions.
of the provinces, especially from Murcia, SweetsJersev325@3 76
Freights to Liverpool steady.
ao Noriolic 0 OOA
PorkCHICAGO—Cash quotations;
capital of the province of that name, 30 do Vineland, 4 50®*5
14 50
heavy backs
Flour In fair demand.
Ber
Onions.
2
10
medlumi3 00A13 60
00®2
miles
from Cartagena, where a mob,
Wheat—No 2 spring wheat 110»116; No 3
do lEgyp’n 8 25@3 60
snort out ana
do at 1 OSffil 25;No2 Red at X 46@1 47. Com—
composed mainly of.striking miners, has Chickens.... 10*12
clear
13 50®$ 14
*
Oats—No2
Wes. 13®i5e Beef—light., y 2oQ9 75 No 2 at 84%c: No2 yellow t c.
cut the
telegraph lines, set fire to the Turkevs,
Northern ao... .16*17 heavy... 10 6o«u 50 at 3iyt c; No 2 white at 3SVi>®34c; No 3 White
No
2
at
rye
town hall and set fire to the law courts, Fowls...
32Vai®S3V*c;
68Vs(g69c: No 2 Bar8®9 Bnlests4402 6 76®
lev 42^50c: No 1 Flaxseed fit 1 So1,* ; prime
Apples.
Lara, fes ana
burning the archives. The rioters also
seed at 2
Mess
at 10 80
Eating apnl’s3 50@4 50
% bbl.Dure 7 44® 7% Timothy Lard 6 S6(®2 75; shortpork
rib sides at
made an attack "upon the looal jail, beat
®10 85.
s0@5 8214:
do common 62*3 ool do oom'na. 494 ®o
salted
meats—shoulders 4%
Baldwins 3 50®4 00 Dalu.compa 544 *644 6 35@5 70. Dry
in the doors and released the prisoners.
5; short clear sides 5 90®6 10.
EvapAlb
9*10440
pails, pure 8
*314
Butter steadv; cremry IS alfic; dairy at 1213,
Lemons.
Finally the rioting strikers have interpureiU
844«»844 i 5c. Cheese
dull at 7Vi@1214c. Eggs steady;
3 00®400 Hams....
Messina
railroad
9
communication with
rupted
fresh 10c.
3 60@3 75
California
aooov’ra
15.000 bbls; wheat 94,000
Muria and have destroyed a store.by the
oranges.
Receipts—Flour,
Oil.
0 00®0 00 Kerosenel20 W
844 bus; corn 622,000 bush: oats 370.000 bush;
use of dynamite, distributing the provis- Florida
19.000 bush.
6,000
3 50*4 00
bush;
barley
rye
Calliorma,
Llgoma. 844
ions which it contained. The situation do
Seedlngs 2 76*826 Centennial. 844
Shipments—Flour 12,000 bbls;wheat 258,000
is regarded as being very serious. Quite
Pratt’s Astjal ..loy3 bush; corn 769,000 bush; oats 34 9,000 bush;
itgca.
mu
G12 In ball bbls lo extra
rye 2U09 bushibarley 2,3uo bush.
recently 6000 striki ng miners of Murcia eastern extra..
FreshWestern..
®11
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash and May 1 37;
attempted to march upon Cartagena and Reid.
Raisins.
Musctl.60 lb bx»6®644
were only prevented
from so doing by a
Corn—No 2 mixed at rSc.
Butter.
Londoa mYrll 76G20C
Oats—No 2 mixed 31c.
strong force of troops.
Creamerr.fney.. 18*20
Coal.
“Rve—No 2 at B7c.
Vr'uiL
GlltEugo
*18
Retail—delivered.
DEATH TO CIVIL GUARDS.
Cloverseed—prime cash—.
Choice.
Cumber land 000*4 25
at 131; July
Cheese.
Chestnut...
London, May 6.—It is announced in a
*6 00 1 MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—May
24: Sept at s*ya: No 1 hard at 1 3314 ; No 1
Franklin...
8 00
letter from Madrid, dated May 8, during N. Y. terry 9 810
Northern 131V*.
Vermont...
9
fclO
Lehigh..,.
W600
a description
of the military prooesslon
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 6 20®
13 Pea.......
Sage.»12y.
460
in honor of Murat’s viotims, that among
6 *0; second patents at 6 OfbaB 16; first clears
the cries heard on the Puerto del Sol was
at 4 90&5 10; second clears at 4 la* 80.
Grain Quotations.
j
the
“Death to the Civil
fatal one of
DETROIT—Wheat—No 1 White at 1 18: No2
CHICAGO BOARD OF TfU'lH
Red cash 1 30: May 1 SO.
guards,” as a section of this famous body
Thursday’s
■
quotations,
Corn—No 2 mixed 36c.
passed. Continuing, the letter says:
Oats—No 2 white 32s/* c.;
vamt
“The civil guards are the very back2
at
60c.
Rve—No
May
the one incorruptible
bone of Spain,
July.
C'o"ng.
160
102V4
body of men whose very presence has a Opening.
Cotton Markets.
137
9944
powerful effect in suppressing riot and
04 Alt.
■j_y Telegraph.'
sedition. So when Death to the Civil
MAY 6, 1888.
May.
July.
Guards’ is heard, tb6 prudent man will <»
Cotton maraet to-uav
NEW YORK—The
''"'ns.
3494
prepare for the worst.”
6 s/sc; do gull
Closin'.. • ... ....
at
closed
uplands
dull;
middling
8444
34%
at 6%o; sales 760 Dales.
>
OATS.
OP
ARMY TO
CONSIST
SEVEN
UHAKI.ERTO N—The Cotton marks; to-day
May.
July. waenominal; Middling 6%c.
CORPS.
opening.....
3044
26V4
market today was
..
GALVESTON—Cotton
C’osms....
3094
2694
easy; middling 6 11-18:.
FOHK.
Washington, May 6.—It is announced
at the War Department that the volunteer
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-dav was
July.
1122 steady; middlings 6%e.
army will consist of seven corps, eaoh in Opening.
command of a major general, but that Closing.
1126
NEW ORLEA NR—The Cotton market co-oat
Friday’s quotations. |
was steady; middling 6 ll-l€c.
nothing had yet been settled as to their
WHEAT.
MOBILE—'The Cotton market to-dav was
organization.
nominal; middling 5*AC.
May.
July.
Opening.
100V4
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
101
quiet; middling 5 ll-16o
marvel how Closing...149%
COEN.
will risk their
t uropeanLliar nets.
May.
sheer neglect.
July.
Co: ini.
iBt Telegraph.'
S4
3 away
entirely op=...ns. 33%
33%
LONDON. May 6. 1888.—Consols nosed at
the danger
OATS.
110 13-16 money for and 111 for aeeount.
n them.
Men
LIVERPOOL, May 6. 1898—Cotton market
>e made to reMay.
July.
Opening.
Is
higher—American midling at 3 9-16d; sales
26%
it a little sput26% 10,000 bales, Including 600 bales for specula3ark of disease Closing. 30%
and export.
tion
PORK,
right be stampI
I July.
in an instant
Opening...
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS1107
an death if it
Closing. ......
1100
FROM
FOR
sd to keep on.
Etona.New York. .Montevideo May 6
Beaton ntoon names.
rspepsia, conLaurentian —Montrea
Liverpool
..May 7
pation
and
Yorkshire-Montreal. ..Liverpool..Muy 7
The following were
the
closia- t nota- Victoria.New York..
•er
London ....May 7
complaint tions of stneKs atBoston:
cm like
Lucania.N ew York.. Liverpool... May 7
trifling Meileau Central 4s.
61
Massachusett3.New York.. London.May 7
itters but they Atchisou.lTop. S.Santa'.Fe. R. new.’.'..".".". 12
Bourgogne.New York..Havre.May 7
11
eventually Boston & Maine.
160*4 Phoenicia.New York.
.Hamburg...May 7
dopfd
wreck the con.168
Fulda.New York. .Genoa ......Mav 7
123
stitution as Maine Central.
Werkendam .NewYork. .Amsterdam May 7
Union
23
surely as a Onion Facilic...
Adirondack.. .New York..Kingston,dicMay 7
Pacific pfd.
661*
w up a keg of
Finance.New York.. Colon.May 10
American Kell.
.,68
W de G New York.. Bremen_May 10
American ’.Sugar,
"ejinmon.V.!lS2% Kaiser
Servia.New York.. Liverpool
h is not strong Sugar, Ufa....
May 11
York.. Antwerp
Noordland.New
May 11
it is a simple Con Mass. Ufa....
Edam.New York. .Amsterdam May 12
do
common
to
ling to write
Oldenburg.New-York. .Bremen ...,Mayl2
Flints Fere Marq.
:ce, chief conLabrador.Montreal
Liverpool... May 14
_
1,1verpool. .May 14
Parisian.Montreal
suiting physician to the In- New Torts
’{aotanoa. stect* .as Bonds Rotterdam.. ..New York.. Rotterdam.. May 14
valids’ Hotel and Surgical
York..Havre
Touraine.New
from
and
obtain
....May 14
Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
By Telegraph.
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leave Union

Station, for gearboro
10.00 a. m.. 5.16. 6.20 D.m.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.30,
5.16, 6.20; p, m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Bid*
deford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m.. 12.43, 3.30,
5.15, 6.20 p. m.; Kennebnnk. 7.00, 8.40 a. in..
12.43.3.30. 5.15 ,6.20 p. Ri.; E»nnebnnkpert
7.00.
8.40. a. m..
12.45. 3.80. 5,D> p. m.
Wells Beach 7.00.8.40 a. m.. 3.30. 5.15 p. m.
North Berwick, gomerswo- th, Dover,*; 4.05
7.00. 8.40 a, ra.t
12.45, 3.30, 5.15 c. m,
Rochester. 7.00. 8.40 a. m.. 12.45, 3.20 p. m.
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
12.45
3.80 T). 111.; Nortliei n l»iv.. Lakeport, La
eonia, Plymouth. 8.40 a. m.. 12.45 p. m.
Worcester. via Somernworth. 7.00 a. m.
[Manchester.
Concord, via
Rocklnghan
7.00 a. m.,
3.30
Junction,
m.
p.
Junction. Exeter, Haver
Rockingham
hill, Lawrence, Lowell. Boston, 11)4.05
+8.40 a.
m..
|7.00,
12.45, J1.30 p. m
Arrive in Boston, 7.20, 10.16 a m., 12.50
4.22, 7.2'. p. m. Leave Boston for Port
land, 5.50. 7,30, 8.00, 8.30 a. til., 1.00, 4.15
Arrive Portland.
p. m.
10.13, 11.00 a
;r... 12.00, 12.20. 5.00, 8.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Scarboro
Bcacli. Pine Point, Old Or
chard, Saco, ill keloid, Kennebunk. Weill
Beach., 12.55. 4.30 i>. m.; North Berwick
Dover, Eseter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. in.. 12.65, 4.3o p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.23, 8.46 p. ra. Leavt
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. in., arrive Port
land 7.10 a. in.

Crossing,

..

EASTERN OIVTMOy.
For Way
Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford
Portsmouth, Newburyport, balem, Lynn,
Boston.
t2.00* tO.OO a. m.,
1.00, t6.lto. m.
A..Tive in Boston, o.o? a. m., 12.50
m.
Leave
4.16, 9.25 p.
foi
Boston,
Portland. 7.30, 9.00 a. 111.,
12.30,
7.00,
Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. ra., 12.15.
P. m.
1.30, 10.20 p. m.
feUNDAY TRAINS.

Biddeford,
Portsmouth.
Newbnryportc Salem. Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a, m.. 1.00
?. m. Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m.. 4.13 p. m*
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. izl, 7.00
Arrive, in Portland, 12.25.
p. m.
10.30
[>. m.

tConcoets with Rail Lines for New
South ana West.
It'D lily except Monday.
Through tickets to all points for sale at

York,

Union
Station.
L». ,J. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
GEU. Ii. THOMPSON. Ticket Ageut, Fori
land.

THE

PRESS.

NEW ADVEllXlSEMEN'tS

WILL MIN

MONITOR.

TODAY.

J.K. Libby Co.

Kastman Bros. &• Bancrott.
Owen. Moore & Co.
.1 E. Palmer.
Foster, Avery & Co
Dow & Pink Him.

Porthud Kaval Reserves Will Be

•

ol Deering.
W. S. Parker.
Center & McDowell.
Frank 1'. Titibets.
Y\ auted—Owen, Moore

City

SENATOR HALE SO TELEGRAPHED
GOV. CLEAYES YESTERDAY.

& Co.
AMUSEMETS.
Portland Theatre.
New Wants. To Let. For Sa'e, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on page 6.

The

as

on

music will be repeated at
church next Sunday
Quartette, chorus and violin
square

Easter Sunday.

Yesterday was bright and quite cool in
the early morning, the wind being from
the sun was warm
the north. While
there was a chill in the wind during the
day.
of

seizures

liquor

Be

Delighted to

Mil tia

Are

Eli: huslast'.c and

Anxious

lor Service.

Easter

Several

People Will

Dear the News—The Men of the Naval

JOTTINGS.

BRIEF

Congress
morning.

Portland

were

made

It would seem that the young men who
have organized two divisions of naval
miliita are at last to be recognized by
the government.
The state authorities
did

not
seem disposed to do much for
them and
contemplated manning the
monitor Montauk with soldiers from the
Second Regiment.

But the Portland naval reserves paid
attention to the slaps they were getting on all sides for they knew that the
no

citizens of Portland would stand Hrmly
by Deputies Frith and Plummer of the
behind them
and were disposed to do
sheriff’s department yesterday forenoon.
in their power to help them.
everything
who
drives
man
young

Joseph Dyer,'a
brick cart,

a

was

taken

with

a

fit while

Congress street, above State, yesterday morning. He fell from his seat on
the wagon and struck on the ground. iHe
on

removed to the Maine General hospital, where it was found that his injuries were not so serious as to prevent him
was

from being taken to^his home.
As no special appropriations have been
made for the sohool department to make
toom for the inoreased attendance at the
Spring term of school, the board will use

all the available room to the best advantage, but this will probably not be suffic-

ient

to accommodate all the

out additional

rooms

pupils,

with-

being provided

at

Monument street
Street, Shailer and
eohools.
The monthly business meeting of tbe
Piet Mission will be held at the Fraternity house, 75 Spring street, Saturday afternoon, May 7th at 4 o’clook.

Adjutant

General Richards states that

reoruiting station will be opened at
this
tbe Portland Armory building
inorning at 9 o’clock for the enlistment
a

of recruite.
The Rossini club has re-elected

its old

board of officers.
The committee on fire department has
voted to have general repairs made on enwhich is at present in the Portgine 4,
land Company’s shops, receiving a new
The repairs on truck 1 were left
boiler.
enrirely in the hands of Chief Eldridge.
A

hostler

named

Thorne employed at

Sawyer’s stable, was quite severely injured Thursday morning by an
ugly horse. Thorne was passing by the
animal
when, without the slightest
warning he made a jump foi him and
seizing the hostler’s arm with his teeth.
At the meeting of the committee on
tire department the appointment of EdWhitman

ward

T.

Knight

as

driver of hose 3 was

approved.
PERSONAL.
Rev. Leroy S. Bean of the West Congregational church has been engaged to
deliver the Memorial address at East Baldwin.
Rev. Theodore Gerrisk cf Boston, formerly of this city, is at the West End hotel.
Dr.
George B. Whitten, a recent
graduate of the Pennsylvania ‘Dental

school, is visiting at his home in this
city.
Andrew Reford, Esq., of Montreal, is
registered at the Preble house. His visit
is in connection with his English steambusiness.
Miss Crosby,

er

“Fly Rod,”

was

in the

city yesterday.
Mr. A. W. Lowell has received a letter
from Oapt. Sigsbee of the navy, acknow-

ledging

the receipt of a box of “Remember the Maine” stationery.
Mrs. W. R. Chapman will be at Kotschjnar hall, next Monday evening at the
rehearsal of the festival chorus.
Rev.
John
Barstow
of
Medford,
Mass., will supply the pulpit of Williston
church tomorrow.
MAINE

CENTRAL

EXCURSION TO

AUGUSTA.
The Maine Central Railroad will give
*11 the friends of the “boys in blue”
At Camp Powors, Augusta, a chance to

.—.

extend to them the “glad hand” by an
•xcursion on regular trains today from
all stations for one fare the round trip,
tickets good to return Sunday, and also
6n Sunday a special train leaving PortJand at 9 a. m., returning at 4 p. m.
Tickets from Portland placed at §1.50.
Passengers who wish to go to Augusta
at an hour earlier than the ‘J a. m.
special train Sunday can take the paper
train, leaving Portland at 7.SO a. m.,
Stopping at all stations.

The drills were continued and have been
well attended
and the progress which
has been made is wonderful considering

the short time the companies have been
at work. They
knew that something
would come their

way after awhile and
thanks to Senator Hale’s efforts and the
influence of
ex-Gov. Henry B. Cleaves
and others, the long looked for recognition hat come.
A few days ago, Gov. Cleaves, who has
been a firm friend of this naval militia
movement from the start, and who has
done all that he con id do to help the plan
along both by encouraging words and
advice, wroto to Senator Hale and explained to him what the Portland organization desired.
He stated that as the
plan now was the monitor would be
from the Second
manned
soldiers
by
Begiment, and the governor thought that
the Portland
young men should be at

leas; recognized.
Senator Hale, the moment he received
Gov. Cleaves’s letter, went to the navy
department and saw Secretary Long. He

did not delay, but acted at once because
Senator Hale has been interested in this
move too and
he is always ready and
willing to do all he can for iJortland. As
a result of Senator Hale’s interview with
the secretary of the navy, Gov. Cleaves
received the following telegram yesterday
afternoon.:
Washington, D. C., May 6, 1898.
To Hon. H. B. Cleaves:
Have just left navy department. Monitor will be turned over to your Portland
Line officers will be sent
organization.
to instruct at first.
Eugene Hale.
This will be gratifying news not only
to the young men who have worked so
hard to make this naval militia potsible,
but to the citizens of Portland as well.
The
Portland Board of Trade, the city
government and many of Portland’s most
prominent merchants have pledged themselves to do all they could to make the
affair a
success and have endorsed the
naval militia very strongly.
Last night a drill of the Second Division of the Naval Militia was held and
the telegram
of Senator Hale to Gov.
Cleaves was
read to the man composing
the division. The armory rang with cheers
for Senator Hale, Gov. Cleaves, Secretary
Long and many citizens who have stood
behind this movement.
Every man in
tho
second division pledged himself to
enlist into the volunteer navy for one
year and work like tigers to show their
aumeciation of what lias been done for
them.
Fifteen young men who are fishermen by
occupation, have joined the division and both the first and second division
are
receiving practical seamen
every day now.
The Second Division passed a formal
vote of thanks last night to Senator Hale
and ex-Gpv. Cleaves, and testified to their
willingness to man the monitor, and if
the occasion should arise, do their best
in the defense of the city.

OBITUARY.
Daniel Maobride.

Mr. Daniel E. MaoB^iri™
after two years of
home of his aunt in
He was a member of the vmlMr’ Ouebeo.
WPU known flru,
of
MacBride

patient^vniS.8^**

are now

k’new'hta^Hig
iS?V,„ “SS
wUl^‘“3

VOLUNTEER.

upd3r

vi

vuucx

uigauitJitvivijo
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Remember that while special trains

Which

First Major—Co. 1, First Infantry; Co.
H, First Infantry; Co. G, First Infantry;
Co. M, First Infantry.
8 Lieutenant Colonel—Co. II, First Infantry; Co. A, First Infantry; Co. E,
First Infantry.
Second Major—Co. L, First Infantry.
Third Major—Co. C., First Infantry;
Co. F\ First Infantry; Co. K, First Infantry ; Co. D, First Infantry.
Colonel, chaplain, and remainder of
staff. Band.
Non-commissioned staff.
And deviation from the above order will
be duly announced.
9 VI.—Offloers of the National Guard who
may be mustered into the service of the
United States are hereby granted leave of
absence, and enlisted men who may be so
mustered, are granted furloughs, until
such time they may be mustered out, or
until they cease to belong to the National
Guard by virtue of laws, regulations and
orders in force in this state. Offloers and
enlisted men who may have volunteured
and been rejected, do not from that cause
cease to belong to the National Guard.
VII. —As organizations which mustered
into service of the United States came at
once under the laws,
regulations and orders governing the army thereof, they,
at the same time cease to be
under the
laws, ruglations and orders governing tho
National Guard.
VIII. —Immediately upon muster into
the service of the United States organizations will he entirely spearated from any
organizations of the National Guard
which may be quartered in the
same
place, so far as administration, instruction, pay and supply are concerned.
A
separate account will be kept of all supplies issued to or received from volunteer
troops, as well as of all expenses in connection therewith.
IX. —Immediately previous |to
muster
PORTLAND RIFLE CORPS.
into the servioe of the United States every
officer accountable to the state for military
New Company Which W'ill Soon Be Or- property will render to the Quartermaster
General a property return, made out in
ganized Here.
the usual manner and accompanied
by
the usual vouchers.
By order of the Commander in-Chief,
Mayor Randall has received the followJOHN T. RICHARDS,
El;;
ing from Adjutant General Richards:
Adjutant General.
State of Maine,
Adjutant General’s Office,
HARBOR NOTESAugusta, May 4.
Special Orders No. 43. License is hereto
and
A.
Lewis
by granted
Goudy, Esq.,
other citizens of Portland, to associate Items of
Interest
Picked Up Along
themselves together as a military organiShore.
zation, with permission to bear arms and
parade in public, under authority granted
in section 1, chapter 356 of the statutes of
The handsome steam
1893,
yacht Neckan
owned by Mr. Hartley Baxter was in the
By order of the governor,
JOHN T. RICHARDS,
harbor yesterday for a short time.
Adjutant General.
The schooner yacht Adrienne from BosAuthorized by the above order to go
ahead and organize a company of sharp- ton sailed into the harbor yesterday aftershooters will soon be formed here in Port- noon and dropped anchor alongside the
land.
The scheme has the endorsement, schooner
The moment her
Grampus.
so it i3, understood of General Fessenden
anoor splashed Into the water of
the
and General Mattocks and the company
will be composed of the best rifle shots in harbor the gnu on her forecastle boomed
out
a
salats
and
In
a
short
time
the State of Maine. Many of its members
the
very
will come from tho Portland Gun
club gun at the yacht club boomed out a salute
and similar organiations and
will be in return. This Is the first yacht of the
made up of tho beat young men in the city season to pay this
compliment to the
from every walk of life. As the plan now Portland Yacht club and sho may be reas
the
first
is the company will include only
garded
those
yacht arrival.
The big tow boat Spring Hill arrived
men who can shoot well
rifle
with the
and who can pass examinations as sharp- yesterday with two coal barges from the
shooters. Mr. J antes C. Fox, the lawyer Spring Hill mines. She is a very fast and
She reports having seen
powerful boat.
the Columbia off the Nova Scotia coast
on

Tuesday.

The schooner Maggie Ellen is here with
a cargo of coal for Yarmouth. Contractor
James Shannahan has a big contract to
build a series of dams ut Lubec for the
Lubec Mining companv.
The amount of
the contraot Is
$100,000.
Today the
schooner Portland Packet and a scow will
leave for Lubeo with a large amount of
material for this work in tow of the tug
Belknap. Mr. Shannahan expects to employ three hundred men at Lubec.
The ocean tug Piscataqua, which arrived Thursday with barges Exeter and
.No. S, took them out and started to the
westward with them
early yesterday
morning. She brought them "in for a harbor and on account of the Exeter
leaking
This bargo was hauled up on
slightly.
to the mud flats at Onion wharf dock
and, when she lay there at low tide, the
leak was stopped.
The
barges loaded
down east with briok and lumber.
The tug C. A. Dickey towed the Peaks
island steumer Island Belle from Portland
pier to the marine railway where her bottom will be sorapetl and
The
painted.
lighthouse tender Myrtle came off on the
flood tide after being on the railway nearly a month. Her bottom has been painted
black the same color that it was several
years ago. The ferry boat Elizabeth City
also went on the railway.
Captain B. M. Seabury has resigned his
position on the ferry boat and it has been
taken
by Captain
George H. Upton.
Captain Seabury is manager of the Falmouth Foreside Steamboat company, and
will take command of the
Madeleine,
which will go on the route some
time
next wiok.

And That Tired
Feeling. Remember this
And get Hood’s
And only Hood’s.
Portland, May 7,
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There were two received from
address.
William M.
the Thurston Print and
Tho contract was awarded
Marks & Co.
to the Tnnrston Print,
which did the
It was done last
work two years ago.
Marks
the
company,
year by

57m.

and drawers
one

c. a.

HARMON

der)
kind

CASE.

in

tho

qual-

made

shows

I fil»Luncheonf

|

qual.

department

also

grade

3

piece

Un-

derwear

for

men

and

wool,

Middle

Street.

(Manufacturers and promoters of Fine, Fashionable, up-to-date Perfect Fitting Clothing—OperlhavTdtf

ators of 36 stores.

THE

IS AT
262
.MIDDLE ST.

OWEN, MOORE

CO.

disposed of we shall give to
the amount of Ten Dollars

arc

\

over the

assortment of Children’s Trimmed Hats at

A nice

A few dozen untrimmed hats in navy, cardnial, brown
and green, at 48 cents each, reduced from 69c and 75c.
500 yards plaid and check fancy ribbons, for chil-

yard, worth 25 to 35 cents.
500 bunches pretty flowers, suitable for children’s
hats, in yellow, pink, white, lilac, and other colors, at 25
cents a bunch. Have been selling for 45 cents each.
dren’s

|I J.

hats,

at 19 cents

a

See display in

our

E.

2K.

W. $, PARKER
mayTdlt
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deceit.
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543
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p

Great Values in Men’s

I

♦♦♦♦♦❖«♦♦♦♦

Furnishings

at

Lowest Prices.

35
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I )NE FARE THE ROUND
I in

good

for return

TRIP,

Suudav, And

SUNDAY, MAY 8th
BY

SPECIAL

jEAVING Portland
Lewiston
Batli
Brunswick

TRAIN

9.00a.
9.15 a.

m.
m.

9.30 a.
10.05 a.

ra.
m.

I
(
1

SI

EG

O 1

aa

$1.00

I

Stopping at intermediate stations, arriving at
Augusta 11.30 a. m.. Returning leave Augusta

LOO p. m. Passengers may also take the paper
rain leaving Portland 7.2o a. m.
Tickets good

Sunday only.
F. E. BOOTHBY,
GEO. F. EVANS,
Gen'l. Pass. Agent. Vice Pres. & Gen. Sian,
dct

yf

50c Colored Shirts, laundered Attached Collars and Cuffs,
Sule Price, 38c
50c Colored Shirts, soft with white neck hands and detached
Sale Price, 3§c
cuffs,
50c Colored Shirts, sofr, with 2 detached laundered collars,
Sale Price, 38c

SPRING UNDERWEAR SALE.

ft

ft
ft
X

ft
ft
T

MEN’S SUIT SALE CONTINUED.
Sale Price §C.S9
$UO Blue Serge Suits, guaranteed colors.
$13 Grey Clay Worsted Suits, 17 ounce Sack and Frocks,
Sale price, $8.89
Sale price $6,89.
$10 Light Overcoats,

j Foster,
1

ftftftftftftftl

27 Stores.

—

...—'■'

V

without extra charge.
Onr new method is odorless and does not crease
the garments.
Fur repairing can be done

now

to better advantage than in

the

Autumn.
The work is inclined to be
thorough, the price less, and the

garment ready to
quired.

STREET.
may Idas

wear

when

re-

SCHL08BEKG,
FURRIER,

& Go.,

Garments kept pressed free of charge for six months from date of purchase.
s

re-

Union Safe Deposit and Trust
Co's vaults for safe keeping,

h. II.

510 CONGRESS

Fur Garments

low rates.

■

Avery

and

preparation

ft

ft

Furs

ceived for Storage, and insured
during the Summer season at
All valuable furs after thorough
are taken to the

MESS’S SHIRT SALE.

•

I DOW & PINKHAM,
EXCHANGE STREET.

trains from all stations.

Foster, Avery & Co.,

Blowing hot upon the thermometer ft »Oc Fine Camel’s Hair Shirts and Drawers, medium weight.
won’t change the temperature.
It ft
Sale Price, 39c
may deceive a man into thinking it is ft 50c Silk Finish Balbriggau Shirts and Drawers, Sale price 37 l-2c
warm, hut he had better keep his coat f Police and Firemen’s Suspenders, strongest webbing made.
on.
Sale Price, 17c.
ft

insurance.

rHE GLAD HAND.
Jatnrday, May 7 th, by regular

Me.

Congress St.,

Besse Syndicate Clothiers and Outfitters.

I

HOPING your house won’t burn
down won’t keep the flames away,
Not if you hope 3U5 days a year. Don’t
deceive yourself with such vain hopGet your property insured and
ing.
then your possessions will rest on a
Let us
firmer foundation than hope.
write the policy if you want flawless

,

FURS.

»+♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦

Deceit.

and give tlie Boys in Blue

OF

mouths.

Suits, Jackets, Capes, Bicycle Suits and Skirts to order
by expert men tailors.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for illustrated catalogue

AUGUSTA,

"\ to

PALMER,
STORAGE
Portland,

are

IBcuieniber
mer

EXCURSION

mayo

show windows.

headquarters for Suits, Jackets’
Capes, Separate Skirls, Bicycle Suits and Skirts, Silk Pet*
licoats, Silk Waists, Star Sbirt Waists, Collarettes, Scarfs,
etc., and our prices are as low as the quality of the goods
displayed will warrant.
Furs stored, repaired and made over during the sum-

T61 IS

Maine Central B. B.

tickets

$1.98 each.

|f

TAKE IN

*

is always children’s day. They can come,
shapes and select what suits them best.
Four special prices will be made in the Children’s
Department.

& CO.

!

This week certain new shapes in cloth and crash
tarns, have attracted lots of attention. There are several
styles, colors and qualities, but the 69c, 75c and 87c kinds
Those of crash or
seem to hit the popular fancy best.
linen make cool and comfortable bicycling hats.

LADIES’ FINE DRESS SUIT CASE.
we

MONEY-

STORE

Saturday

50c up.

|3

to

235

children’s good.

pick

J
3

COMMENCING MONDAY, MAY ft
goods

STANDARD CLOTHING

There is something new coming in every day to interest millinery purchasers. One day a new hat makes its
appearance, the next day it may be flowers, ribbons, or

from

GIVEN AWAY—“SOMETHING EVERY LADY NEEDS.”
each purchaser of
and upwards a

........

H. H. HAY & SON.

medium and

PARKER

And continuing until 100

anywhere else.

PhluneryI

large

very

two

mixed and all

3

S.

only

PAINT

midsummer weights, cot.
wool
ton, lisle thread,

\J

KANSAS CITY, U. S. A.

W.

now a

stock of

boys, heavy,

vegetables and spices ^
which
delights the £
-—epicure.
3
“Just the thing” for T
Picnics, Yachting Parties and Outings generally.
Order from your grocer
tf
and accept iu> substitutes.

£

to 19 years, at

SAVING

every

and

desirable
The

*

SUITS

bet-

ity.

ARMOUR PACKING CO.,

n

hereto-

includes

showing

daughter. The son is James Edward
assistant cashier of the’First
National hank.

request.

:

J. E. PALMER.

made unusual preparation to supply the demand and the line we are

Etchells,

on

TROUSER

ingly

and

‘‘Luncheon Beef” booklet mailed

lot of

We have accord-

season.

machine

Has that fine flavor of

$5.00.

of the

anything

ever

than

piece style and their popularity increases every

shop of the Pepperell mills, died today,
aged 69 years. He was a native of ManHe leaves a wife, son
chester, England.

Beef

largo

a

Boys, strictly all wool, 15

For

Union Suits have many
advantages over the two

DEATH OF MILL OVERSEER.
overseers

and

ABOUT HALF A FAIR PRICE.

fore.

Biddeford, ’May 6.—James Etchells, for
years

in

$1.00, much

at

ter than

Dr. C. F. Harmon was brought before
the Municipal oourt yesterday morning
wife
for the assault on his
Thursday
His wife appeared against him.
night.
She maintained that he had been drinking hard and had not helped to support
Tlie court sentenced Harmon to
her.
three months in jail.

many

knitted

garment) of fine

ity Balbriggan cotton, cut
“Oneita style, (that is
button across [the shoul-

The women’s meeting will be held at
the Young Women’s Christian association
rooms at 4.30 p. m
Sunday. Mrs. E. R.
Purdy will address the meeting and all
women are cordially Invited.
of
the Young
The annual meeting
Women’s Christian Association at which
the election of offlcars ncours will be held
at their rooms at 7.30 p. m. Monday, May
9th. All active members are requested to
be present.
THE

1698.

Haberdashery
department is selling men’s Union
Suits of Underwear (shirts

the city council on
printing reports opened bids yesterday for
printing the annual report of the auditor
t.ho

7 to

Thousands people
$3.00 AND $6.30. ABOUT HALF PRICE.
Testify that Hood’s
WHY IS IT, you ask, that we can sell these
Sarsaparilla cures
BECAUSE we bought
nice goods so cheap ?
Scrofula, Salt Rheum,
is
a
CASH
them cheap.
great power. YOUR
Dyspepsia, Malaria,
CASH will
buy more good Clothing HERE
Catarrh, Rheumatism

of

miH

system.

your

selling Boys’ strictly All Wool Knee Pant Suits,

:

which

of

PRINTING THE CITY REPORTS.

cif"rr cffi/iHllc

sore

Drains

U."

JBOYS!
are

Iso

on your

Scrofula

One does not realize how many narcotics
claim the attention of medical men and
public generally, until one has the subject
under treatment—of their divisions, subdivisions, character and effects there literally seems no end.
Of course such a vast subject oonld receive but the farest outline treatment in
the meeting of the W. C. T. U. yesterday
afternoon. But enough was learned about
unskilful
them to know that used by
hands, narcotics are a serious menace.
The meeting was a most interesting one
Mrs. A. A.
and ably presided over by
Nickerson. One of its interesting features
was the singing of old qnaint temperance
These meetings
songs by two little girls.
of the Union are growing in interest and
Next Friday wiil be the
adin value.
and
journed annual meeting to which,
all others, the publio are always welcome.

..(-Un.

“

Don’t Miss This Chance.

$2.35, $2.98, $3.45

Face to the great

__

iiuuiuiiDi

quartermaster.

pimple

The

ing.

Guard, third,

Men from localities where
organizations of the National Guard are
men
who
have
stationed, preferably
served one or more terms of
enlistment
and have honorable discharges; fourth,
Men taken at large.
V.—Troops will bo examined and
mustered in the following order:
The
surgeon, assistant surgeons, adjutant and

are

*lhe latest news is likely to brine
the tidings of the great naval battle for
which the whole oivilized world is wait-

oommittee

absolutely

Impure blood, from

war.

The

ADVERTISEMENTS.

_«EW

irs at

Cures every form of

bringing Boston papers to Portland the
Portland Sunday limes it receiving and
printing the late news from the seat of

W. C. T.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

BOYS!
re

Hood’s Sarsaparilla,

Immaculate'con-

Augusta, May 6, 1988.

physiciany^s^oare.

America’s Greatest
Medicine is

Hifre

General Orders No. 10.
I. —Tho First Infantry, N. G. S. M., is
hereby permitted to enter the service of
the United States as a regiment of volunteer infantry, to be a part of the quota
assigned to this state under the recent
call of the President for volunteer troops.
II. —The organization of the volunteer
regiment of infantry from this state will
be as follows:
Company—1 Captain, 1 First Lieutenant, 1 Second Lieutenant, 1 First Seri
1 Quartermaster Sergeant,
geant,
Sergeants, 12 Corporals, 2 Musicians, 1
1
59
maxiArtificer,
Wagoner,
Privates,
mum
56 Privates, minimum.
Hand—As may be announced later.
1
Lieutenant
Regiment—1 Colonel,
Colonel, 3 Majors, 1 Adjutant (extra lieu1
Quartermaster
(extra lieutentenant),
ant), 1 Surgeon (Major), 2 Assistant Surgeons (Its Lieutenants), 1 Chaplain,1 Ser
geant Major, 1 Quartermaster Sergeant,
1 Chief Musician, 2 Principal Musicians,
3 Hospital Stewards.
Any change that may be made by the
War Department in the abovo mentioned
organization will be duly announced.
III. —The officers of the volunteer regi
ment of infantry will be appointed and
commissioned by the Governor.
Officers
of the First Infantry, N. G. S. M., will
be appointed as officers of corresponding
grades in the regiment of volunteer infantry wherever practicable. All officers
will Be subjected to the physical examination required by the Mustering Regulations of the United States now in force
before being commissioned.
IV. —The enlisted men of the volunteer
regiment of infantry will be made up of
volunteers taken In the following order:
First, Present members of the First
Infantry, N. G. S. M.; second, Members

|

s

Bros

TO

XEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

DIPHTHERIA
There are several cases of diphtheria ir
the foot of Grove
one of the houses at
The disease was contracted a
street.
has spread.
number of days ago and it
from the disease
Yesterday a child died
lx patisutE
and was at od^0 buriod.

esteemed by all who
kind
and happy disposition won
friends by whom he
He leaves one
missed.
brother sir w
General Richards Issues Orders RegardF. MaoBride of this city, also nn„
ing Enlisting of State’s Quota.
Mrs. Harry Heath of New
York
mains arrived from Quebec last evening
accompanied by his brother and Mr John
The following orders have been Issued L, Carten.
The funeral will
take ulace
at the Cathedral of the
by Adjutant General Richards:
Saturday
ception
at
morning
9.80
o’clock.
State of Maine,
Interment at Calvary.
Adjutant General’s Office,
PERMITTED

Recognize!

standard Clothing Co
Merry, the Hatter.
H. 11. Hay & Sou.
X. F. Homsted.

the riff®
has been offered command of
he
that
company and it is understood
This company will be a
will acoept it.
pur ely looal organization and will be used
Mr. L. A. Goudy
for home protection.
will probably be chosen the president of
the o ivil society which will he organized
in co nnection with the oompany.

2 Free St.

aprlfl

coUStliptf

